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BOARD ACTION ITEM
MULTIFAMILY FINANCE DIVISION
MAY 26, 2016
Presentation, Discussion, and Possible Action on Timely Filed Scoring Notice Appeals under the
Department’s Multifamily Program Rules
RECOMMENDED ACTION
WHEREAS, a 9% Housing Tax Credit Application for Baxter Lofts was submitted
to the Department by the Full Application Delivery Date;
WHEREAS, staff originally determined that the schools used to claim Educational
Excellence points do not meet requirements, a resolution from the Local Governing
Body identifying the Development Site as contributing most significantly to the
concerted revitalization efforts was not received, and that the point reduction from
these two items is more than six (6) points, rendering the application ineligible for
Pre-application points;
WHEREAS, Competitive HTC scoring notices were provided to the Applicant
identifying points that the Applicant elected but did not qualify to receive under 10
TAC §11.9 related to Competitive HTC Selection Criteria, after the Administrative
Deficiency process was completed;
WHEREAS, the Applicants timely filed an appeal of the scoring notice;
WHEREAS, the Executive Director denied the appeal; and
WHEREAS, staff has re-evaluated all issues and now believes that the Board’s
intent was to allow a lower threshold for educational excellence in Region 11 middle
and high schools, thereby allowing the Application to receive three points for
Educational Excellence and six points for Pre-application Participation;
NOW, therefore, it is hereby
RESOLVED, that the scoring appeal for Application 16029, Baxter Lofts is
approved in part reinstating nine points and denied in part resulting in the loss of
four points.
BACKGROUND
10 TAC §11.9 related to Competitive HTC Selection Criteria identifies the scoring criteria used in
evaluating and ranking Applications. It includes those items required under Texas Government
Code, Chapter 2306, §42 of the Internal Revenue Code (“the Code”), and other criteria established
in a manner consistent with Chapter 2306 and §42 of the Code.
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Pursuant to §10.201(7) Administrative Deficiency Process, staff sends the deficiency notice via email to the Applicant requesting the Applicant provide clarification, correction, or non-material
missing information to resolve inconsistencies in the original Application or to assist staff in
evaluating the Application. The five business day time period for responding to a deficiency notice
commences on the first business day following the deficiency notice date. After the Applicants
response to the Administrative Deficiency is received and evaluated by staff, a scoring notice is
issued to the Applicant. Applicants have the option of appealing the scoring notice if they believe
staff has deducted points from an Application without basis in Rule, Statute or Code. The
Executive Director evaluates the merits of appeals timely received, and has the option to grant or
deny the appeal, based on the information presented. If the Executive Director denies the appeal of
the scoring notice, the Applicant has the option to present their appeal to the Governing Board.
The §11.10, Third-Party Request for Administrative Deficiency process allows an unrelated person
or entity to bring new, material information regarding an application to Staff's attention. Staff
considers each request in light of the applicable rules, and makes a determination whether or not the
Request should result in an Administrative Deficiency requiring response from the Applicant.
The Baxter Lofts Application proposes the adaptive reuse of a 9-story office building in downtown
Harlingen. The Baxter building was originally constructed in 1927, and has been vacant for
approximately 30 years. The Applicant proposes to create 24 apartments in the building.
Staff review of the Application indicates that it is not eligible to receive the maximum points claimed
under three categories; §11.9(c)(5) Educational Excellence §11.9(d)(7)(A) Concerted Revitalization
Plan, and §11.9(e)(3) Pre-application Participation. The Applicant is appealing the scoring result for
all three categories.
§11.9(c)(5) Educational Excellence
For points under §11.9(c)(5) of the 2016 Qualified Allocation Plan (“QAP”), Educational
Excellence, the Applicant originally claimed points in the pre-application and in the self-score of the
full Application using the very highly ranked Early College High School in Harlingen, a magnet
school with an application process for enrollment. In general an application process for a magnet
school precludes students from the immediate area from attending the magnet school without
meeting some additional entrance requirement. Moreover, with regard to the attendance zone for
the students living at the proposed development, §11.9(c)(5) specifically states that “An attendance
zone does not include schools with district wide possibility of enrollment or no defined attendance
zones, sometime known as magnet schools.” The Applicant has not demonstrated that all students
living at the property may attend this high school by right.
A Third Party Request for Administrative Deficiency received by the Department addressed the
schools listed this Application, including a map of the high school attendance zones for the
Harlingen Consolidated Independent School District (“HCISD”). The map indicates that the
proposed Development Site is located within the attendance zone of Harlingen High School.
Harlingen High School has an "Improvement Required" rating from the Texas Education Agency.
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The Applicant's appeal of this scoring item has two parts; the first describes their position regarding
the use of the Early College High School for scoring. It includes a letter from the HCISD
Superintendent indicating that “residents of Baxter Lofts would ordinarily attend Harlingen High
School”, but that since this school has an “Improvement Required” rating “a student assigned to
that campus is eligible to attend any other school in the district.” While the HCISD has a policy
allowing students zoned to Harlingen High School the option to attend another school, this does
not negate the fact that the district does have attendance zones, and that residents of Baxter Lofts
are zoned to attend Harlingen High School. The Applicant claims that due to this policy, it is
appropriate to use the higher accountability rating for the application-only magnet high school.
The second part of the Applicant's appeal of this item states that even if staff does not agree with
their position regarding the Early College High School, other schools (middle and elementary) in the
properties attendance zone still warrant points under the Educational Excellence scoring item.
Staff's original analysis of the schools in the attendance zone for Baxter Lofts indicates that the
schools zoned to Baxter Lofts should receive zero (0) points because the high school does not meet
the minimum score for Region 11.
The subject site is within the attendance zone of Zavala Elementary School, which has an Index 1
score of 83 and Memorial Middle School, with an Index 1 score of 70, both of which have a Met
Standard rating. It is also in the attendance zone of Harlingen High School, which has an Index 1
score of 59 and an Improvement Required accountability rating.

The Applicants appeal asserts that the property should be eligible for at least 3 points under
§11.9(c)(5)(B) which is as followings:
(B) The Development Site is within the attendance zone of any two of the following
three schools (an elementary school, a middle school, and a high school) with a Met
Standard rating and an Index 1 score of at least 77. For Developments in Region 11,
the middle school and high school must achieve an Index 1 score of at least 70 to be
eligible for these points; (3 points, or 2 points for a Supportive Housing
Development); or
For development in Region 11, the Applicant contends that the 3 points can be achieved if the
elementary school meets the Index 1 score of 77 and either the middle or high school meets the
Index 1 score of 70. That is not how the rule actually reads, since it literally requires the middle and
high schools achieve an Index 1 score of at least 70. Taken in context of the entire section which
provide alternative 1 and 5 point options each of which includes the same parenthetical for Region
11, staff has reconsidered this item and believes it was the intent of the Board to lower the
threshold score for high schools and middle schools in Region 11 to 70. This would allow the
application to receive 3 points for this item.
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Staff notes that per §10.101(a)(4) Undesirable Neighborhood Characteristics, if the Development
Site has certain characteristics, the Applicant must disclose the presence of such characteristics to
the Department at the time the Application is submitted to the Department. Development Sites
located within the attendance zones of an elementary school, a middle school and a high school that
does not have a Met Standard rating by the Texas Education Agency is a condition which requires
disclosure. Staff has not found evidence that Applicant provided such a disclosure however staff
has not sent a notice of this potential concern. Depending on the outcome of this scoring appeal
this separate but related issue may advance to the Board in a future meeting.
§11.9(d)(7)(A) Concerted Revitalization Plan
The Community Revitalization scoring item at §11.9(d)(7)(A) includes differentiation by providing
four points for being eligible as a community revitalization area and two additional points for the
resolution from the Local Government governing body identifying the Development as contributing
most significantly to the revitalization effort. In this way, the local government is able to provide
input to the Application scoring process, supporting the development that they believe best
supports their revitalization efforts. The Rule does not require that the development be named in
the original plan, allowing necessary flexibility as opportunities arise during the revitalization process.
The Applicant states in their appeal that they have followed the requirement for the two points by
providing a copy of the original Resolution by the Harlingen City Commission, adopting the
Downtown Improvement District ("DID"). Adoption of the DID plan is one of the threshold
requirement found at §11.9(d)(7)(A)(i) for Concerted Revitalization Plans, so that the resolution
provided simply allows the DID plan to be eligible for the four points under this category as long as
the letter required under §11.9(d)(7)(A)(ii)(I) is also provided.
Section §11.9(d)(7)(A)(ii)(II)describes the requirements for a resolution specific to the development
for the Application to receive two points
(II) Applications may receive (2) points in addition to those under subclause (I) of
this clause if the Development is explicitly identified by the city or county as
contributing most significantly to the concerted revitalization efforts of the
city or county (as applicable). [emphasis added] A city or county may only identify
one single Development during each Application Round for the additional points
under this subclause. A resolution from the Governing Body of the city or
county that approved the plan is required to be submitted in the Application
(this resolution is not required at pre-application). [emphasis added] If multiple
Applications submit resolutions under this subclause from the same Governing
Body, none of the Applications shall be eligible for the additional points. A city or
county may, but is not required, to identify a particular Application as contributing
most significantly to concerted revitalization efforts.
The Applicant makes the statement in their appeal that the original resolution adopting the plan
would not have anticipated a future development. This consideration is mitigated by the opportunity
for an applicant to approach the governing body for a current resolution naming the application, as
required in the rules. Ten active applications requested points for this part of the scoring item, and
of those, only two failed to provide such a resolution. The Applicant failed to provide the resolution
required to receive the two additional points under (II).
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§11.9(e)(3) Pre-application Participation
Per §11.9(e)(3) Pre-application Participation, one of the requirements for an application to qualify to
receive up to six points under this item is that the application final score (inclusive of only scoring
items reflected on the self score form) does not vary by more than six points from the preapplication self score. Due to the loss of five points under §11.9(c)(5) and two points under
§11.9(d)(7), the application would not have been eligible to receive six pre-application points.
However with reinstatement of three of the five points for §11.9(c)(5) the net loss is now only four
points and the development is once again eligible for the six points for pre-application participation.
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16029
Scoring Notice and
Documentation

MULTIFAMILY FINANCE PRODUCTION DIVISION
Housing Tax Credit Program - 2016 Application Round
Scoring Notice - Competitive Housing Tax Credit Application

Daniel Sailler III
Phone #:
Email: dsailler@mrecapital.com
Second Email: jmooney@mrecapital.com

Date: April 26, 2016
THIS NOTICE WILL ONLY BE
TRANSMITTED VIA EMAIL

RE: 2016 Competitive Housing Tax Credit (HTC) Application for Baxter Lofts, TDHCA Number: 16029
The Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs has completed its program review of the Application
referenced above as further described in the 2016 Qualified Allocation Plan (“QAP”). This scoring notice provides a
summary of staff’s assessment of the application’s score. The notice is divided into several sections.
Section 1 of the scoring notice provides a summary of the score requested by the Applicant followed by the score staff
has assessed based on the Application submitted. You should note that four scoring items are not reflected in this scoring
comparison but are addressed separately.
Section 2 of the scoring notice includes each of the four scoring criteria for which points could not be requested by the
Applicant in the application self-score form and include: §11.9(d)(1) Local Government Support, §11.9(d)(4)
Quantifiable Community Participation, §11.9(d)(5) Community Support from State Representative, and §11.9(d)(6)
Input from Community Organizations.
Section 3 provides information related to any point deductions assessed under §11.9(f) of the QAP or §10.201(7)(A) of
the Uniform Multifamily Rules.
Section 4 provides the final cumulative score in bold.
Section 5 includes an explanation of any differences between the requested and awarded score as well as any penalty
points assessed.
The scores provided herein are merely informational at this point in the process and may be subject to change. For
example, points awarded under §11.9(e)(2) “Cost of Development per Square Foot” and §11.9(e)(4) “Leveraging of
Private, State, and Federal Resources” may be adjusted should the underwriting review result in changes to the
Application that would affect these scores. If a scoring adjustment is necessary, staff will provide the Applicant a
revised scoring notice.
Be further advised that if the Applicant failed to properly disclose information in the Application that could have a
material impact on the scoring information provided herein, the score included in this notice may require adjustment
and/or the Applicant may be subject to other penalties as provided for in the Department’s rules.
This preliminary scoring notice is provided by staff at this time to ensure that an Applicant has sufficient notice to
exercise any appeal process provided under §10.902 of the Uniform Multifamily Rules. All information in this scoring
notice is further subject to modification, acceptance, and/or approval by the Department’s Governing Board.

MULTIFAMILY FINANCE PRODUCTION DIVISION
Housing Tax Credit Program - 2016 Application Round
Scoring Notice - Competitive Housing Tax Credit Application
Page 2 of Final Scoring Notice: 16029, Baxter Lofts
Section 1:
Score Requested by Applicant (Does not include points for §11.9(d)(1), (4), (5), or (6) of the 2016 QAP):

128

Score Awarded by Department staff (Does not include points for §11.9(d)(1), (4), (5), or (6) of the 2016 QAP):

115

Difference between Requested and Awarded:

13

Section 2:
Points Awarded for §11.9(d)(1) Local Government Support:

17

Points Awarded for §11.9(d)(4) Quantifiable Community Participation:

4

Points Awarded for §11.9(d)(5) Community Support from State Representative:

8

Points Awarded for §11.9(d)(6) Input from Community Organizations:

4

Section 3:
Points Deducted for §11.9(f) of the QAP or §10.201(7)(A) of the Uniform Multifamily Rules:

0

Section 4:
Final Score Awarded to Application by Department staff:
Section 5:
Explanation for Difference between Points Requested and Points Awarded by the Department as
well as penalties assessed:
§11.9(c)(5) Educational Excellence. The deficiency process revealed that the incorrect high school was named in
the Application. (Requested 5, Awarded 0)
§11.9(d)(7) Concerted Revitalization Plan. The resolution from the governing body does not does not identify the
Development as contributing most significantly to the revitalization effort. (Requested 6, Awarded 4)
§11.9(e)(3) Pre-Application Participation. The Application final score varied from the Pre-Application Score by
more than 6 points. (Requested 6, Awarded 0)
Restrictions and requirements relating to the filing of an appeal can be found in §10.902 of the Uniform Multifamily
Rules. If you wish to appeal this scoring notice, you must file your appeal with the Department no later than 5:00
p.m. Austin local time, Wednesday, May 4, 2016. If an appeal is denied by the Executive Director, an Applicant may
appeal to the Department's Board.
In an effort to increase the likelihood that Board appeals related to scoring are heard at the Board meeting, the
Department has provided an Appeal Election Form for all appeals submitted to the Executive Director. In the event
an appeal is denied by the Executive Director, the Applicant is able to request that the appeal automatically be added
to the Board agenda.
If you have any concerns regarding potential miscalculations or errors made by the Department, please contact Sharon
Gamble at (512) 936-7834 or by email at mailto:sharon.gamble@tdhca.state.tx.us.
Sincerely,

Sharon Gamble
Sharon Gamble
9% Competitive HTC Program Administrator

148

Site Information Form Part II
Self Score:

128

1. §11.9(c)(5) ‐ Educational Excellence (Competitive HTC Applications Only)
Residents of the proposed development will attend:
Accountability Rating

Index 1 Score
(e.g. 78)

Overall Rating

5

Met Standard

83

77+ (Met Standard)

8

Met Standard

70

Elementary
70+ (Met Standard) ‐ reg. 11 app

12

Met Standard

94

Middle School
77+ (Met Standard)

Grades
X through X

School Name
Zavala ES

K

Memorial MS

6

Early College HS

9

through
through
through
through
through

Harlingen HS is closest for grades 9-12 - bps

High School

District School Rating (if never rated by TEA) :
School district has district‐wide enrollment and closest school is identified in notes below.
Elementary has earned at least one TEA Distinction Designation.
Application is seeking points for Educational Excellence.

Distinction Earned:
Total Points Claimed:

5

Notes:

2.

§11.9(c)(4) ‐ Opportunity Index (Competitive HTC Applications Only)
X Development is Urban and:
Development is located in a census tract that has a poverty rate below 15% for individuals.
OR
Development is located in either Region 11 or 13 and has a poverty rate below 35% for individuals.
‐

Development is Rural and:
n/a Development is located in a census tract that has a poverty rate below 15% for individuals or in regions 11 or 13 and has a
poverty rate below 35% for individuals.
OR
n/a Development is located within a census tract with income in the top or 2nd quartile of median household income for the
county or MSA as applicable.
OR
n/a Development is located within the attendance zone of an elementary school that has a Met Standard rating and has
achieved a 77 or greater on index 1 of the performance index.
AND

Harlingen High
School Boundary

Site location

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
2015 Accountability Summary
HARLINGEN H S (031903001) - HARLINGEN CISD

Accountability Rating

Distinction Designation

Improvement Required
Met Standards on

Did Not Meet Standards on

- Student Achievement

- Closing Performance Gaps

Academic Achievement in Reading/ELA
NO DISTINCTION EARNED

- Student Progress

Academic Achievement in Mathematics

- Postsecondary Readiness

NO DISTINCTION EARNED

In 2015, to receive a Met Standard or Met Alternative Standard rating, districts and campuses
must meet targets on three indexes: Index 1 or Index 2 and Index 3 and Index 4.

Academic Achievement in Science
NO DISTINCTION EARNED
Academic Achievement in Social Studies

Performance Index Report

NO DISTINCTION EARNED
Top 25 Percent Student Progress

100

NO DISTINCTION EARNED
75

Top 25 Percent Closing Performance Gaps
NO DISTINCTION EARNED

50

Postsecondary Readiness
NO DISTINCTION EARNED

25

Campus Demographics

62

21

30

76

Index 1

Index 2

Index 3

Index 4

Student
Achievement
(Target Score=60)

Student
Progress
(Target Score=15)

Closing
Performance Gaps
(Target Score=31)

Postsecondary
Readiness
(Target Score=57)

0

Campus Type

High School

Campus Size

2,013 Students

Grade Span
Percent Economically
Disadvantaged

Performance Index Summary
Index

Points
Earned

Maximum
Points

Index
Score

1,592
208
237

2,584
1,000
800

62
21
30

1 - Student Achievement
2 - Student Progress
3 - Closing Performance Gaps
4 - Postsecondary Readiness
STAAR Score
Graduation Rate Score
Graduation Plan Score
Postsecondary Component Score

10.6
22.3
22.6
20.2

09 - 12
65.9

Percent English Language
Learners

4.3

Mobility Rate

14.9

State System Safeguards
Number and Percent of Indicators Met

76

Performance Rates

5 out of 21 = 24%

Participation Rates

11 out of 11 = 100%

Graduation Rates

Total

4 out of 5 = 80%

20 out of 37 = 54%

For further information about this report, please see the Performance Reporting Division website at http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/perfreport/account/2015/index.html

TEA Division of Performance Reporting
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August 7, 2015

cover page from Early College High application

confirms Open Campus status by requesting information as to which
existing zoned school student is currently enrolled

Exhibit "B"
LONG RANGE

SHORT RANGE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain corner landscape beds and Gordon Hill
Park; address issues w/electric, irrigation, insects
Regularly paint/maintain distinctive vintage light
poles and trash receptacles provided for visitors
Regularly pick up and dispose of litter, trash, and
debris on sidewalks and in streets and alleys
Clean drains to facilitate water flow/deter flooding
Regularly trim trees in district & remove debris
Address graffiti and other forms of vandalism
Work with city departments and property owners
to maintain alleys and discourage illegal dumping
Maintain existing public parking lots in the district
Develop ways to help property owners upgrade
and improve off-street parking lots, to encourage
usage and enhance their appearance & security
Coordinate promotions and marketing initiatives
to enhance the image of the district and help
drive traffic to activities, attractions, businesses
Market and promote the district to attract new
investors, businesses, and residents
Produce maps and guides to promote the district
Partner with businesses & volunteers to develop
programs, tours, and events that attract visitors
Develop and implement financial incentives for
both new and expanding businesses
Encourage property owner compliance with city
codes with regard to structural and appearance
issues, to enhance safety and discourage blight
Develop strategies, designs, and incentives to
help property owners improve the appearance of
downtown buildings & enhance the public realm
Develop activities to enhance public awareness of
local history and encourage historic preservation
Continue to promote murals as an attraction
Develop a strategy for creation of new murals
Develop a plan for regular maintenance of murals
Develop a plan to enhance and identify “A” Street
as an art corridor, with public art installations and
activities that enhance the visitor experience

•

Service Plan 2015 - 2020
MEDIUM RANGE

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Identify locations where trees and plants might be
added; develop plans to install and maintain
Create/install better signage to attract visitors,
welcome them, direct them to off-street parking
Partner with property owners and businesses to
improve the quality of signage in the district to
reduce clutter, be more effective, and enhance the
overall appearance of the area
Assess need for additional handicapped ramps and
parking spaces and develop plans to address
Develop a parking plan to address long-term needs
of downtown businesses and residents
Develop strategies to promote downtown living
and incentives to encourage property upgrades
Partner with property owners to develop “pocket
park” opportunities in the district
Identify possible locations and plan for bike racks
Work with city officials to upgrade downtown
design standards and associated ordinances to
facilitate redevelopment of existing buildings in
ways that preserve distinctive historic features,
enhance the pedestrian streetscape, and create
quality places that will attract visitors and investors
Partner with local business resource groups to
offer trainings that help foster business growth
Develop plan for public restrooms, from possible
locations and costs to property acquisition and
construction, operation, maintenance, and security
Identify a location and develop a plan for an offstreet public space for the weekly farmers market
Develop plans and secure funding to repair and/or
replace deteriorated sidewalks and alleys

•
•
•
•
•

Consider ways to improve lighting in the district to
enhance security and develop a plan for regular
maintenance of distinctive lights outlining buildings
Develop plans to periodically clean sidewalks in the
district to remove gum and other residue
Work with partners to acquire property for future
off-street parking facility; develop plan for funding,
construction, maintenance of multi-story facility
Consider upgrading public trash containers and
implementing a more frequent trash collection plan
Consider ways to enhance existing parks and open
spaces to better serve the public and assess the
possibilities for developing more places to gather
Work with partners to improve mass transportation
facilities to enhance safety and encourage usage

AREAS OF EMPHASIS

Enhance downtown’s physical appearance through
building rehabilitation, storefront improvements,
signs, landscaping, and murals. Partner with public
and private groups on beautification and improvement
projects. Educate about the importance of adaptive
reuse, historic preservation, and quality design.
Strengthen and diversify downtown’s economic base
by helping businesses grow, property owners convert
underutilized buildings into productive commercial and
residential space, and downtown businesspeople
sharpen their competitiveness and marketing skills.
Market and promote the commercial district through
public relations, advertising, print materials, social
media, and events to attract customers, visitors,
potential investors, new businesses, and residents.
Build consensus and cooperation among public and
private groups and individuals through partnerships,
ongoing management, and advocacy for downtown.

Downtown Harlingen is a nationally accredited Main Street Program affiliated with the Texas Historical Commission and
the National Main Street Center, a subsidiary of the National Trust for Historic Preservation. The Main Street Approach
that guides Harlingen’s downtown revitalization involves staff and volunteers working to implement projects in four areas.

16029
Applicant Appeal to
Executive Director

May 3, 2016
Tim Irvine, Executive Director
Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs
221 E 11th Street
Austin, TX 78701
RE: Application 16029, Baxter Lofts, Harlingen, Texas Scoring Notice Appeal
Dear Mr. Irvine.
On behalf of Baxter Housing Partners, LP, please accept this appeal of the scoring notice issued to
Application 16029, Baxter Lofts. We are appealing educational excellence points and CRP points and the
associated pre-application points.
Educational Excellence
The scoring notice awarded zero points for educational excellence. This appeal has two components: 1)
High School Attendance Zone and 2) Educational Excellence Thresholds for Region 11.
High School Attendance Zone
The deficiency process provided documentation from Harlingen Consolidated Independent School
District that a student residing at the Baxter Lofts can attend Early College High School. The Applicant
followed the QAP literally in a situation with district-wide enrollment where the Applicant may choose
the closest school, but it is not required to choose the closest school. We contend as demonstrated in the
deficiency process that students who reside at the Baxter Lofts may freely attend Early College High
School and the project should yield 5 educational excellence points. See attached deficiency response
dated April 13, 2016.
Educational Excellence Thresholds for Region 11
Even if you do not agree with our documentation of the High School score, the other schools in Harlingen
do warrant educational excellence points. Sharon Gamble stated via email that zero points were awarded
in the scoring notice because Harlingen High School does not have an index score of at least 70, thereby
using the index score as a threshold for additional points for other schools. We believe this is a
misinterpretation of the scores as written in the QAP.
The QAP states the following:
(B) The Development Site is within the attendance zone of any two of the following three schools
(an elementary school, a middle school, and a high school) with a Met Standard rating and an
Index 1 score of at least 77. For Developments in Region 11, the middle school and high school
must achieve an Index 1 score of at least 70 to be eligible for these points; (3 points, or 2 points
for a Supportive Housing Development); or
Ms. Gamble appears to interpret this section to mean that in Region 11 an elementary school must meet
the standard of 77 as well as have both a middle AND high school that meet 70 in order to obtain three
points. However, this would mean that all three schools meet a specified standard. This is the exact same
standard for five points under educational excellence. The purpose of paragraph B is to allow a lower
point score for sites with two out of three schools that meet the specified standard. In Ms. Gamble’s
p. 1
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interpretation a site could never obtain three points, it would either receive 5 points because all three
schools were above a 77/70 or yield 0 points if the middle or high school did not score at least a 70.
We offer the following examples to demonstrate that Ms. Gamble’s methodology would preclude a
Region 11 school from ever earning any educational excellence points if a middle or high school scored
less than 70 as permitted by paragraph B under Educational Excellence in the QAP.
Number of
Schools
Scoring

Region

Elementary
77 required

Middle
77 & 70 (Region 11)

High
77 & 70 (Region 11)

All

3
11
3
11
3
11
3
11

77
77
77
77
77
77
60
60

77
70
77
70
60
60
60
60

77
70
60
60
60
60
60
60

Any 2
Any 1
None

Total
Educational
Excellence
Points
5
5
3
0
1
0
0
0

We contend that the language “For Developments in Region 11, the middle and high school must achieve
an Index 1 score of at least 70 to be eligible for these points” applies only to the schools meeting said
score and contributing to the 1, 3, or 5 educational excellence points and does not mean that BOTH the
middle and high school must achieve the score. We are requesting that the Department analyze Ms.
Gamble’s interpretation of the Educational Excellence requirements for Region 11 and provide a written
response to this inquiry.
Concerted Revitalization Plan
The scoring notice states that the resolution from the governing body does not identify the Development
as contributing most significantly to the revitalization effort. We dispute that that the QAP requires this
declaration in the form of a resolution. See the QAP excerpt below:
Applications may receive (2) points in addition to those under subclause (I) of this clause if the
Development is explicitly identified by the city or county as contributing most significantly to the
concerted revitalization efforts of the city or county (as applicable). A city or county may only
identify one single Development during each Application Round for the additional points under
this subclause.
The Applicant included a letter from the Chief Administrative Officer, Dan Serna, City Manager, making
this declaration. Furthermore, the term city or county is not capitalized. Nor is there a reference that the
Government Body make the statement of significant contribution. Thus, the city explicitly identified the
Development as contributing most significantly to the concerted revitalization efforts.
The Section does require a resolution regarding plan approval. The resolution that approved the plan was
submitted with the application. See the following QAP language.
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A resolution from the Governing Body of the city or county that approved the plan is required to
be submitted in the Application (this resolution is not required at preapplication). If multiple
Applications submit resolutions under this subclause from the same Governing Body, none of the
Applications shall be eligible for the additional points. A city or county may, but is not required,
to identify a particular Application as contributing most significantly to concerted revitalization
efforts.
The Applicant understood the text literally that the resolution is for the plan, not the explicit identification
that the development contributed most significantly. This understanding is underscored because nowhere
else in the QAP is the inclusion of a resolution adopting the plan required.
Moreover, a revitalization plan would not necessarily be developed with a specific tax credit project in
mind. Therefore, a resolution that approves a plan would not contemplate or mention a LIHTC property if
it was enacted in the months or years prior to the proposed project. A letter would provide the necessary
confirmation from a city that the proposed project contributes most significantly to the plan in any given
year.
The Baxter Building is the tallest building in downtown Harlingen at 9 stories, over twice the size of its
neighbors. It has been vacant for more than 30 years. A site visit to downtown Harlingen reveals that the
restoration of the Baxter Building - without a doubt - would be the most significant contribution to the
revitalization of downtown Harlingen. We respectfully request that you restore the 2 points since the
documentation provided meets the written QAP requirements to earn the concerted revitalization points.
Conclusion
We respectfully request that the Department restore the 5 educational excellence points, the 2 concerted
revitalization points, and associated 6 pre-application points. It is evident in the written documentation
above that the Development meets the requirements of the QAP and merits the full score as provided in
the Application.
As always, please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Sallie Burchett, AICP
Consultant to the Project
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600 Congress, Suite 2200
Austin, TX 78701
Telephone: 512-305-4700
Fax: 512-305-4800
www.lockelord.com
Cynthia L. Bast
Direct Telephone: 512-305-4707
Direct Fax: 512-391-4707
cbast@lockelord.com

April 13, 2016
Ms. Sharon Gamble
Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs
221 East 11th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Re:

Baxter Lofts in Harlingen – Response to Third Party Request for Administrative
Deficiency
TDHCA No. 16029

Dear Sharon:
This response is provided to a third party request for administrative deficiency as follows:
1.
The requester questions whether Early College High School should be listed as
the high school that residents of the proposed Development will attend on the Site Information
Form II, Section 1 Educational Excellence. The provided information appears to indicate that:
a.
The Harlingen ISD does have district boundaries, and those boundaries
name Harlingen High School as the high school that residents of the proposed
Development will attend.
b.
Early College High School is what §11.9(c)(5) of the QAP describes as
“schools with district-wide possibility of enrollment or no defined attendance zones,
sometimes known as magnet schools”. The QAP further states that an attendance zone
does not include such schools, and in districts with district-wide enrollment an Applicant
may use the rating of the closest elementary, middle, or high schools, respectively,
which may possibly be attended by the tenants.
The item offers two options for responding:
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•
If the development site is located within the attendance zone of qualifying public
schools, then the application may qualify to receive up to 5 points…
or
•
If the development site in not located within the attendance zone of qualifying
public schools, then the application may use the closest school may be possibly attended…
There is no provision in the rules that gives the Applicant any other option; the form must
either list the school in the attendance zone or the closest school.
The Department notes that the original selection was made based on a letter provided
by the Superintendent of Schools stating that the students “have an opportunity to attend” Early
College High School. To preserve the 5 points requested for this item, provide evidence from
the Superintendent of Schools that the district boundary map provided by the requester is not in
effect, and that Early College High School is not what the QAP describes as a magnet school.
Response
Please find attached a letter from the Superintendent of the Harlingen Consolidated
Independent School District. He confirms that, by rule, HCISD has "district-wide" enrollment for
its high schools. Thus, the QAP states that ". . . in districts with district-wide enrollment an
Applicant may use the rating of the closest elementary, middle, or high schools, respectively,
which may possibly be attended by the tenants." The Superintendent's letter confirms that
Harlingen School of Health Professions is the closest to the proposed development. When the
Application was submitted, it read the QAP literally that, in situations with district-wide
enrollment, the Applicant may choose the closest school but is not required to choose the
closest school. (If TDHCA had wanted the Applicants to choose the closest school, it should
have used the word "shall" or "must".) Thus, the Applicant provided the information with regard
to Early College High School in the Application. Regardless, both Harlingen School of Health
Professions and Early College High School have Met Standard ratings, as evidenced by the
enclosed information.
TDHCA asked for the following response:
To preserve the 5 points requested for this item, provide evidence from the
Superintendent of Schools that the district boundary map provided by the requester is not in
effect, and that Early College High School is not what the QAP describes as a magnet school.
The attached letter from the Superintendent does confirm that the boundary map is not
in effect, and that a student can freely attend Early College High School or Harlingen School for
Health Professions. The Applicant believes this is responsive to TDHCA's request and
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compliant with the QAP for 5 points under Section 11.9(c)(5)(A) and 5 points under Section
11.9(e)(6).
If additional information is required, we are happy to respond.

Sincerely,

Cynthia L. Bast

enclosure
cc:

Dan Sailler
Sarah Andre
Sallie Burchett
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HARLINGEN
Consolidated Independent School District

April 12, 2016
Texas Department of Housing
and Community Affairs
221 East 11th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
Re: Baxter Lofts, #16029
Ladies and Gentlemen:
With regard to the application for low-income housing tax credits for Baxter Lofts in Harlingen, I
understand TDHCA has questions regarding the high school(s) that could be attended by residents of this
proposed development. Harlingen has two high schools — Harlingen High School and Harlingen High
School South. Residents of Baxter Lofts would ordinarily attend Harlingen High School.
However, both of these high schools have an "Improvement Required" (IR) rating with the Texas Education
Agency for 2015. According to rules adopted by HCISD, when a campus is deemed IR, a student assigned
to that campus is eligible to attend any other school in the district. Therefore, consistent with my letter
dated January 27, 2016, students who would be assigned to Harlingen High School may attend Early
College High School or Harlingen School of Health Professions, at their discretion. This essentially gives
our high school students district-wide enrollment. We use an application process to administer the
transfers for Early College High School and Harlingen School of Health Professions, but the process is not
competitive. The school closest to the proposed development site is the Harlingen School of Health
Professions, which provides students from 8 th — 12th grade an opportunity to receive a rigorous instruction
and an opportunity to learn in an environment simulating real world experiences. In addition, Early
College High School was recently ranked as one of the top high schools in the nation according to the U.S.
News and World Report national ranking and provides students with an opportunity to earn college credit
and/or an Associate Degree prior to high school graduation.
If you need additional information, please let me know.
Respectfully,
ibrfArturo J. Cavazos, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools

Office of the Superintendent of Schools
407 N. 77 Sunshine Strip Harlingen, Texas 78550 Telephone: (956) 430-9500 Fax (956) 430-9514

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
2015 Accountability Summary
HARLINGEN SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESS (031903008) - HARLINGEN CISD

Accountability Rating

Distinction Designation

Met Standard
Met Standards on

Did Not Meet Standards on

- Student Achievement

- NONE

Academic Achievement in Reading/ELA
DISTINCTION EARNED

- Student Progress

Academic Achievement in Mathematics

- Closing Performance Gaps

NO DISTINCTION EARNED

- Postsecondary Readiness

Academic Achievement in Science

In 2015, to receive a Met Standard or Met Alternative Standard rating, districts and campuses
must meet targets on three indexes: Index 1 or Index 2 and Index 3 and Index 4.

NOT ELIGIBLE
Academic Achievement in Social Studies

Performance Index Report

DISTINCTION EARNED
Top 25 Percent Student Progress

100

NO DISTINCTION EARNED
75

Top 25 Percent Closing Performance Gaps
DISTINCTION EARNED

50

Postsecondary Readiness
DISTINCTION EARNED

25

Campus Demographics

93

36

50

60

Index 1

Index 2

Index 3

Index 4

Student
Achievement
(Target Score=60)

Student
Progress
(Target Score=28)

Closing
Performance Gaps
(Target Score=27)

Postsecondary
Readiness
(Target Score=13)

0

Campus Type

Middle School

Campus Size

205 Students

Grade Span
Percent Economically
Disadvantaged

Performance Index Summary
Index

Points
Earned

Maximum
Points

Index
Score

603
217
399

650
600
800

93
36
50

1 - Student Achievement
2 - Student Progress
3 - Closing Performance Gaps
4 - Postsecondary Readiness
STAAR Score
Graduation Rate Score
Graduation Plan Score
Postsecondary Component Score

59.5
N/A
N/A
N/A

08 - 09
52.2

Percent English Language
Learners

2.0

Mobility Rate **

N/A

State System Safeguards
Number and Percent of Indicators Met

60

Performance Rates

12 out of 12 = 100%

Participation Rates

6 out of 6 = 100%

Graduation Rates

Total

N/A

18 out of 18 = 100%

** District Mobility Rate was used when the mobility rate was not available for a campus.
For further information about this report, please see the Performance Reporting Division website at http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/perfreport/account/2015/index.html
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TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
2015 Accountability Summary
EARLY COLLEGE H S (031903005) - HARLINGEN CISD

Accountability Rating

Distinction Designation

Met Standard
Met Standards on

Did Not Meet Standards on

- Student Achievement

- NONE

Academic Achievement in Reading/ELA
DISTINCTION EARNED

- Student Progress

Academic Achievement in Mathematics

- Closing Performance Gaps

DISTINCTION EARNED

- Postsecondary Readiness

Academic Achievement in Science

In 2015, to receive a Met Standard or Met Alternative Standard rating, districts and campuses
must meet targets on three indexes: Index 1 or Index 2 and Index 3 and Index 4.

DISTINCTION EARNED
Academic Achievement in Social Studies

Performance Index Report

DISTINCTION EARNED
Top 25 Percent Student Progress

100

NO DISTINCTION EARNED
75

Top 25 Percent Closing Performance Gaps
DISTINCTION EARNED

50

Postsecondary Readiness
DISTINCTION EARNED

25

Campus Demographics

94

24

53

93

Index 1

Index 2

Index 3

Index 4

Student
Achievement
(Target Score=60)

Student
Progress
(Target Score=15)

Closing
Performance Gaps
(Target Score=31)

Postsecondary
Readiness
(Target Score=57)

0

Campus Type

High School

Campus Size

320 Students

Grade Span
Percent Economically
Disadvantaged

Performance Index Summary
Index

Points
Earned

Maximum
Points

Index
Score

358
97
423

382
400
800

94
24
53

1 - Student Achievement
2 - Student Progress
3 - Closing Performance Gaps
4 - Postsecondary Readiness
STAAR Score
Graduation Rate Score
Graduation Plan Score
Postsecondary Component Score

19.3
25.0
25.0
23.7

09 - 12
52.5

Percent English Language
Learners

0.9

Mobility Rate

3.2

State System Safeguards
Number and Percent of Indicators Met

93

Performance Rates

11 out of 11 = 100%

Participation Rates

5 out of 5 = 100%

Graduation Rates

3 out of 3 = 100%

Total

19 out of 19 = 100%

For further information about this report, please see the Performance Reporting Division website at http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/perfreport/account/2015/index.html
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'

MULTIFAMILY FINANCE PRODUCTION DIVISION

//
'Q

Housing Tax Credit Program - 2016 Application Round
Scoring Notice - Competitive Housing Tax Credit Application

Appeal Election Form: 16029, Baxter Lofts
Note: If you do not wisti to ^peal diis notice, you do not need to submit this fonn.
I am in receipt of my 2016 scoring notice and am filing a formal appeal to the Executive Director on or before
Wednesday, May 4,2016.
If my appeal Is denied by the Executive Director:

nn I do wish to appeal to the Board of Directors and request that my application be added to the
—^ Department Board of Directors meeting agenda. My appeal documentation, which identifies my
specific grounds for appeal, is attached. Ifno additional documentation is submitted, the appeal
documention to the Executive Director will be utilized.

I I 1 do not wish to appeal to the Board of Directors.
Signed
Title

Authorized Signer

Date

May 2.2016

Please email to Sharon Gamble:

mailto:sharon.gamble@tdhca.state.tx.us

16029
Executive Director’s
Response

16029
Applicant Appeal
to Board

2015 Accountability Manual

Chapter 4 – Performance Index Indicators
The accountability system uses a performance index framework to combine a broad range of
indicators into a comprehensive measure of campus and district performance. The previous
chapter described index construction and how index scores are calculated. The indicators used
to determine performance and calculate index scores are based on STAAR results, PEIMS
data, or other assessment results.
This chapter discusses the three broad types of indicators and details how these indicators are
used in each performance indexes.

STAAR-Based Indicators
Exclusion of Assessments for Grade 3–8 Mathematics, STAAR A, and STAAR
Alternate 2
As announced by the commissioner of education on April 8, 2015, results of the following are
excluded from all four performance indexes:
 STAAR assessments in mathematics for grades 3–8
 STAAR A and STAAR Alternate 2 assessments for all subjects and grade levels
including EOC tests

Accountability Subset Rule
A subset of test results from both campuses and districts is used to calculate each performance
index. The calculation includes only test results for students enrolled in the campus or district in
the previous fall, as reported on the Public Education Information Management System (PEIMS)
October snapshot. Three test administration periods are considered for accountability purposes:
STAAR results included in the subset of
campus/district accountability
EOC summer 2014 administration
EOC fall 2014 administration
EOC spring 2015 administration
Grades 3–8 spring 2015 administration

If a student was enrolled in the
campus/district on this date:
Fall 2013 enrollment snapshot
Fall 2014 enrollment snapshot

The 2015 accountability subset rules apply to the STAAR performance results evaluated across
all four indexes.
 Grades 3–8 – districts and campuses are responsible for students reported as enrolled in
the fall (referred to as October snapshot) in the spring assessment results.
 End-of-Course (EOC) – districts and campuses are responsible for
o summer 2014 results for students reported as enrolled in fall 2013 snapshot;
o fall results for students reported as enrolled in the fall 2014 snapshot; and
o spring 2015 results for students reported as enrolled in the fall 2014 snapshot.

Chapter 4 – Performance Index Indicators
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STAAR Retest Performance
Due to the transition to revised statewide curriculum standards in mathematics, STAAR
assessments for grades 5 and 8 mathematics will be administered only once in the 2014–15
school year. As a result, the Student Success Initiative (SSI) requirement that students in
grades 5 and 8 must pass the STAAR mathematics assessment in order to move onto the next
grade level is suspended for the 2014–15 school year.
The opportunity to retest is available to students who have taken grades 5 and 8 STAAR
reading or EOC tests in any subject.


Student Success Initiative (SSI) – For students in grades 5 and 8, performance indexes will
include test results for reading from the first administration and first re-test administration of
all STAAR test versions. The second re-test administration in June 2015 is not used.
The best result in each subject is selected and only assessments evaluated in 2015 are
included for accountability and applied to campus and district performance. The best result
is based on the highest student performance level or progress measure. The calculation for
campus and district performance includes only test results for students enrolled in the
campus or district in the previous fall, as reported on the Public Education Information
Management System (PEIMS) October snapshot.



EOC – Districts and campuses are accountable for three EOC administrations: 1) summer
results for students enrolled on the prior-year fall snapshot, 2) fall results for students
enrolled on the current-year fall snapshot, and 3) spring results for students enrolled on the
fall snapshot (current school year). For students who are enrolled and tested on the same
campus or district during the 2015 accountability cycle, calculation of the performance
indexes will include the best EOC results among tests administered in summer 2014, fall
2014, or spring 2015. The following chart illustrates this process.
Fall 2013
Snapshot

Summer 2014

Fall 2014
Snapshot

Fall 2014

Spring 2015

Campus A

CAMPUS A

Campus A

CAMPUS A

CAMPUS A

The best test result is selected. Each test meets the accountability subset rule.
For students who enrolled and tested at a different campus or district during the 2014–15 school
year, the student’s single best result for each course is selected. If all test results have the same
level of performance, then the most recent test result is selected in calculating the index. The
selected test is applied to the campus and district that administered the test, if the student
meets the accountability subset rule (discussed above).
Fall 2013
Snapshot

Summer 2014

Fall 2014
Snapshot

Fall 2014

Spring 2015

Campus A

CAMPUS A

Campus A

CAMPUS B

CAMPUS B

The best test result is selected. However, only the Summer 2014 test meets the accountability subset rule.
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PEIMS-Based Indicators
One of the primary sources for data used in the accountability system is the Public Education
Information Management System (PEIMS) data collection. The PEIMS data collection has a
prescribed process and timeline that offer school districts the opportunity to correct data
submission errors or data omissions discovered following the initial data submission. PEIMS
data provided by school districts used to create specific indicators for Index 4 are listed below.
PEIMS data used for indicators of
campus/district accountability in Index 4
4-year Longitudinal Graduation Rate

Class of 2014

5-year Longitudinal Graduation Rate

Class of 2013

6-year Longitudinal Graduation, Continuer, and GED Rate (AEA Provisions Only)
Longitudinal Recommended High School Program or Distinguished Achievement
Program (RHSP/DAP) Rate
Annual Dropout Rate

Class of 2012

Data for

Annual RHSP/DAP Rate
Career and Technical Education (CTE) Coherent Sequence of Courses

Class of 2014
2013–14
School Year
2013–14 and
2012–13
School Years

Advanced/Dual Enrollment Course Completion

Other Assessment Indicators
Index 4 includes an identification of College-Ready Graduates that contribute to the
College and Career Readiness indicator. The statewide Texas Assessment of Knowledge and
Skills (TAKS) exit-level test plus SAT or ACT test results are used for this indicator.
Other assessment data used for
campus/district accountability indicator
Index 4: College & Career Readiness
TAKS grade 11 exit-level
SAT college admissions test
ACT college admissions test

Data Reported for:
Spring 2013
Tests as of June 2014 administration
Tests as of June 2014 administration

Index 1: Student Achievement
Index 1 is a snapshot of performance across subjects at the satisfactory performance standard.

Index 1 Targets for Districts and Campuses
Please refer to Chapter 2 – Ratings Criteria and Index Targets for a detailed discussion of 2015
Index Targets.

Index 1 Student Performance Standards
Index 1 credits students who meet the Phase-in 1 Level ll performance standard. ELL students
in their second, third, and fourth year of enrollment in U.S. schools are credited for meeting or
exceeding expectations on the ELL Progress Measure. Students meeting the student
equivalency standard on substitute assessments are also credited in the Index 1 calculation.
Chapter 4 – Performance Index Indicators
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The Index 1 Phase-in Satisfactory Standard refers to any of the following: meeting the Phasein 1 Level II standard, meeting or exceeding expectations on the ELL Progress Measure, or
meeting the equivalency standard on substitute assessments as a measure of overall student
achievement.
Assessments Evaluated in 2015 Accountability Cycle
Summer 2014

Fall 2014

Spring 2015

STAAR End-of-Course

Index 1: Student Achievement

Assessments
STAAR and STAAR L*:
Algebra I
English I
English II
Biology
U.S. History
Student Performance Standards
STAAR and STAAR L*: Phase-in 1 Level II or above
or
ELL Progress Measures*: Meets or Exceeds Expectation
or
Substitute Assessments**: Meets Equivalency Standard
Retests
Performance standards can be met by:
End-of-Course (EOC) tests taken for the first time within the 2015 accountability cycle
(summer 2014, fall 2014, or spring 2015); or,
EOC tests that were retaken within the 2015 accountability cycle following a first attempt in a
prior accountability cycle.
STAAR Grades 3 – 8
Assessments
n/a
Student Performance Standards
n/a

STAAR and STAAR L*:
Grades 3 – 8 English (excluding mathematics)
Grades 3 – 5 Spanish (excluding mathematics)
STAAR and STAAR L*: Phase-in 1 Level II or above
or
ELL Progress Measures*: Meets or Exceeds Expectation

Retests
For grades 5 and 8 reading only, performance standards can be met by tests taken in either
the first administration or the May retest.
* See following table for inclusion of ELL students based on ELL Progress Measure.
** For more information about the equivalency standard, please see http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter101/ch101dd.html.
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Index 1: Student Achievement

Assessments for English Language Learners
TELPAS
Reported
Years in U.S.
Schools
First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year
Fifth year
Sixth year or
more*

ELL Students tested on STAAR
Parental Denials for Instructional Services and
Served by BE/ESL
ELLs not eligible for ELL progress measure due
Instructional Services
to Years in U.S. Schools exceeding ELL Plan Year
English test Spanish test
Any test version
version
version
Not included
STAAR ELL
Progress
Measure
STAAR Phasein 1 Level ll

STAAR
Phase-in 1
Level ll

STAAR Phase-in 1 Level ll

* Asylees/refugees are not included in state accountability until their sixth year of enrollment in U.S. schools.

See Appendix I – Inclusion of ELL Students in 2015 and Beyond for more information.

Subjects Evaluated
Test results for all subject areas (reading/English language arts [ELA], mathematics [Algebra I
only], writing, science, and social studies) are combined.

Student Groups Evaluated
All students, including ELLs described above, are evaluated as one group.

Minimum Size Criteria and Small Numbers Analysis






All students are evaluated; small numbers analysis applies only if STAAR tests consist of
fewer than 10 tests, combined across all subjects.
A three-year average is calculated using three years of Index 1 student achievement data
for all students. The Index 1 calculation is based on an aggregated three-year uniform
average.
The All Students group is evaluated if the three-year average has at least 10 tests. For very
small campuses with fewer than ten students tested across the three years, small numbers
analysis may include additional analyses to ensure there are sufficient test results to assign
a rating.
The prior year 2013 and 2014 data used for small numbers analysis are the same Index 1
results previously reported for those school years.

Accountability Subset
Please see accountability subset rules described earlier in this chapter.

Methodology
Assessment results are summed across all grade levels and subject areas. The number of
assessments meeting the Index 1 Phase-in Satisfactory performance standard is divided by the
number of assessments taken as described here:
Number of Reading + Mathematics (Algebra I only) + Writing + Science + Social Studies Tests Meeting Phase‐In Satisfactory Standard
Number of Reading + Mathematics (Algebra I only) + Writing + Science + Social Studies Tests Taken

Chapter 4 – Performance Index Indicators
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Rounding
The Index 1 Phase-in Satisfactory Standard calculation is expressed as a percent, rounded to
whole numbers. For example, 59.87% is rounded to 60%; 79.49% is rounded to 79%; and
89.5% is rounded to 90%.

Index Score
Index 1 has one indicator; therefore, the total index points and index score are equivalent:
Index Score = Total Points.

Index 2: Student Progress
Index 2 measures student progress and provides an opportunity for districts and campuses to
receive credit for improving student performance independent of the student’s pass/fail status
on STAAR.

Index 2 Targets for Districts and Campuses
Please refer to Chapter 2 – Ratings Criteria and Index Targets for a detailed discussion of 2015
Index Targets.

Index 2 Student Progress Standards
Index 2 credits students who meet the student-level criteria for progress in either the STAAR
Progress Measure or the ELL Progress Measure. Points for progress in each subject are
weighted by the students’ level of performance: one point for each percentage of tests that Met
or Exceeded progress; one additional point for each percentage of tests that Exceeded
progress.
The Index 2 Student Progress Standards refers to the combination of these results as a
measure of overall student progress.
STAAR Progress Measure: Progress is measured at the student-level by the difference
between the STAAR scores a student achieved in the prior and current years. A student’s
progress is then designated as Did Not Meet, Met, or Exceeded, depending upon the degree of
difference in the scores.
Information on how to calculate a STAAR Progress Measure can be found at the Student
Assessment website in the STAAR® General Resources section. See:
http://tea.texas.gov/student.assessment/staar/. A Questions and Answers document on the
progress measure is posted at the same location.
ELL Progress Measure: The English Language Learner (ELL) Progress Measure is reported for
ELL students. The ELL Progress Measure accounts for the time needed to acquire the English
language and to fully demonstrate grade-level academic competency in English. Year-to-year
performance expectations for the STAAR content-area tests identify ELL student progress as
meeting or exceeding an individual year-to-year expectation plan. An ELL student’s plan is
determined by the number of years the student has been enrolled in U.S. schools and the
student’s Texas English Language Proficiency Assessment System (TELPAS) composite
proficiency level.
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Information on how to calculate an ELL Progress Measure can be found at the Student
Assessment/State Assessments for English Language Learners website in the General
Resources section. See: http://tea.texas.gov/student.assessment/ell/. A Questions and Answers
document on the ELL Progress Measure is posted at the same location.
Spanish to English Transition proxy calculation. For students who take the STAAR reading
Spanish-version in 2014, transition in 2015 to the STAAR reading English version, and do not
have a STAAR progress measure or ELL progress measure, Index 2 is calculated as follows:
o Phase-in 1 Level ll (English-version): One point for each percent of tests meeting phase-in 1
Level II or above; and
o Final Level ll (English-version): One additional point for each percent of tests meeting the
Final Level II standard.

Assessments Evaluated in 2015 Accountability Cycle
Summer 2014

Fall 2014

Spring 2015

STAAR End-of-Course
Assessments

Index 2: Student Progress

STAAR and STAAR L*:
Algebra I
English I (ELL Progress Measure only)
English II
Student Progress Standards
STAAR Progress Measures: Meets or Exceeds Progress
or
ELL Progress Measures*: Meets or Exceeds Expectation
Retests
Progress standards can be met by EOC tests taken for the first time within the 2015
accountability cycle (summer 2014, fall 2014, or spring 2015).
STAAR Grades 3 – 8
Assessments
n/a

STAAR and STAAR L*:
Grades 3 – 8 English (excluding mathematics)
Grades 3 – 5 Spanish (excluding mathematics)

Student Progress Standards
n/a

STAAR Progress Measures: Meets or Exceeds Progress
or
ELL Progress Measures*: Meets or Exceeds Expectation
or
Spanish to English Transition Proxy*

Retests
For grades 5 and 8 reading, progress standards can be met by tests taken in either the first
administration or the May retest.
* Either the ELL Progress Measure or the Spanish to English Transition proxy calculation is applied if a STAAR progress
measure is not reported. See following table for inclusion of ELL students.

Chapter 4 – Performance Index Indicators
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Index 2: Student Progress

Assessments for English Language Learners
ELL Students
Years in U.S. Schools
First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year
Fifth year
Sixth year or more*

Not included
ELL Progress Measure
or
STAAR Progress Measure
or
Spanish to English Transition Proxy

* Asylees/refugees are not included in state accountability until their sixth year of enrollment in U.S. schools.

See Appendix I – Inclusion of ELL Students in 2015 and Beyond for more information.

Subjects Evaluated
Reading/ELA, mathematics (Algebra I only), and writing are evaluated for applicable grades. All
subjects are combined. New for 2015, STAAR progress measures are reported for grade 7
writing.

Student Groups Evaluated
Ten student groups are evaluated.
 All students
 Students served by special education
 ELL students identified as having limited English proficiency during the reported school year
or are in their first or second years of monitoring after exiting ELL status
 Seven racial/ethnic groups: African American, American Indian, Asian, Hispanic, Pacific
Islander, White, and Two or More Races

Minimum Size Criteria and Small Numbers Analysis
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All students are evaluated.
Student groups are evaluated if there are at least 25 test results attributable to the group.
The minimum size for the ELL student group is determined using the testers’ current ELL
status only. Rates will be reported for current and monitored ELL testers.
Small numbers analysis applies only if the All Students group consists of fewer than 10
tests.
A three-year average is calculated for combined subjects using three years of student
progress data for the all students group. The Index 2 calculation is based on an aggregated
three-year uniform average.
The All Students group is evaluated if the three-year average has at least 10 tests.
The prior year 2013 and 2014 data used for small numbers analysis are the combination of
all subject areas for the same Index 2 results previously reported for that school year,
including the 2014 progress measure results that were reported only for high schools, K–12
campuses, and charter districts and AECs evaluated under AEA provisions.
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Accountability Subset
Please see accountability subset rules described earlier in this chapter.

Methodology
Points are weighted according to performance.
 Met or Exceeded Progress – one point for each percentage of tests at the Met or Exceeded
progress level.
 Exceeded Progress – one additional point for each percentage of tests at the Exceeded
progress level.

Rounding
The total weighted progress calculation is expressed as a percent: total points divided by
maximum points, rounded to a whole number. For example, 479 total points divided by 800
maximum points is 59.87%, which is rounded to 60%; 79.49% is rounded to 79%; and 89.5% is
rounded to 90%.

Index Score
The Index 2 score is the rounded result of total points divided by the maximum points.

Index 3: Closing Performance Gaps
Index 3 emphasizes advanced academic achievement of the economically disadvantaged
student group and the lowest performing racial/ethnic student groups at each campus and
district.

Index 3 Targets for Districts and Campuses
Please refer to Chapter 2 – Ratings Criteria and Index Targets for a detailed discussion of 2015
Index Targets.

Index 3 Student Performance Standards
Evaluation of Index 3 is based on students who meet the Phase-in Satisfactory and Advanced
performance standards. The Phase-in Satisfactory standard for Index 3 refers to the
combination of Phase-in 1 Level ll performance, and ELL Progress Measure results. Note that
the Phase-in Satisfactory performance results used in Index 3 do not include substitute
assessments.
The Index 3 Advanced standards are based on Level lll Advanced performance and given twice
the weight of the Phase-in Satisfactory standard. ELL students in their second, third, and fourth
year of enrollment in U.S. schools are also credited two points in Index 3 when the Final Level II
performance standard is met.
Advanced standards are the highest assessment level, where student performance gaps are the
greatest, and likely to be a strong indicator of student preparedness for the next grade or course
with little to no academic intervention required. Advanced standards are also tied to statutory
and accountability goals stating Texas will be among the top 10 states in postsecondary
readiness by 2020, with no significant achievement gaps by race, ethnicity, or socioeconomic
status.
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Assessments Evaluated in 2015 Accountability Cycle
Summer 2014

Fall 2014

Spring 2015

STAAR End-of-Course
Assessments
STAAR and STAAR L*:

Index 3: Closing Performance Gaps

Algebra I
English I
English II
Biology
U.S. History
Student Performance Standards
STAAR and STAAR L*: Phase-in 1 Level II or above and Level III Advanced
or
ELL Progress Measures*: Meets or Exceeds Expectation and STAAR Final Level II or above
Retests
Performance standards can be met by:
EOC tests taken for the first time within the 2015 accountability cycle (summer 2014, fall 2014, or
spring 2015); or,
EOC tests that were retaken within the 2015 accountability cycle following a first attempt in a
prior accountability cycle.
STAAR Grades 3 – 8
Assessments
n/a

Student Performance Standards
n/a

STAAR and STAAR L*:
Grades 3 – 8 English (excluding mathematics)
Grades 3 – 5 Spanish (excluding mathematics)
STAAR and STAAR L*:Phase-in 1 Level II or above
and Level III Advanced
or
ELL Progress Measures*: Meets or Exceeds Expectation
and STAAR Final Level II or above

Retests
For grades 5 and 8 reading, performance standards can be met by tests taken in either the first
administration or the May retest.
* See following table for inclusion of ELL students based on ELL Progress Measure.
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Assessments for English Language Learners

Index 3:
Closing Performance Gaps

ELL Students tested on STAAR

TELPAS Reported
Years in U.S.
Schools

Served by BE/ESL Instructional Services

English test version
First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year

One Point:

ELL Progress Measure

Two Points:

STAAR Final Level ll

Fifth year

One Point:

Sixth year or more*

Two Points:

STAAR Phase-in 1 Level ll
STAAR Advanced Level lll

Spanish test
version
Not included

Parental Denials for
Instructional Services and
ELLs not eligible for ELL
progress measure due to
Years in U.S. Schools
exceeding ELL Plan Year
Any test version

One Point:

STAAR Phase-in 1
Level ll

Two Points:

STAAR Advanced
Level lll

One Point:

STAAR Phase-in 1 Level ll

Two Points:

STAAR Advanced Level lll

* Asylees/refugees are not included in state accountability until their sixth year of enrollment in U.S. schools.

See Appendix I – Inclusion of ELL Students in 2015 and Beyond for more information.

Student Groups Evaluated



Economically Disadvantaged
Two Lowest Performing Racial/Ethnic groups determined by comparing performance of
racial/ethnic groups on the Index 1 student achievement indicator from the prior year (2013–
14). (Racial/ethnic groups are not included in Index 1, but the disaggregated student group
rates are reported on the Index 1 data table. In the event that two or more of the lowest
performing groups [meeting minimum size] have the same performance rate, the lowest
performing groups with the largest denominator will be selected.)

Prior Year Minimum Size Criteria
The following criteria are used to identify the racial/ethnic student groups based on the prioryear (2013–14) performance results.
1) Identify the racial/ethnic student groups that have 25 or more tests in reading/ELA and
25 or more tests in mathematics in the prior year.
2) Select the lowest performance student group(s) that meet the minimum size above
based on all subjects results in the prior year.
o If the campus or district has three or more racial/ethnic student groups that meet
prior year minimum size criteria, performance of the two lowest performing
racial/ethnic groups is included in the index if the current year minimum size criteria
are met, as described below.
o If the campus or district has two racial/ethnic student groups that meet minimum size
criteria above, performance of the lowest performing racial/ethnic group is included in
the index if the current year minimum size criteria are met, as described below.
o If the campus or district has only one racial/ethnic student group that meets the prior
year minimum size criteria, then the racial/ethnic group is not included in the index.
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Current-Year Minimum Size Criteria
The current year (2014–15) subject area performance results for the identified racial/ethnic
student group(s) are included in the Index 3 evaluation if there are at least 25 test results in the
subject area.
Campuses and districts that do not meet minimum size criteria in any subject area for the
racial/ethnic student groups are evaluated on the economically disadvantaged student group
alone.

Small Numbers Analysis


Small numbers analysis applies to the Economically Disadvantaged student group by
subject:
o Reading, writing, science, and social studies.
If the number of STAAR results by subject is fewer than 10 in the
accountability subset, a three-year average is calculated for the Economically
Disadvantaged student group. The Index 3 calculation is based on the
aggregated three-year uniform average.
o




Mathematics (Algebra I only).
Due to the exclusion of grade 3–8 mathematics from 2015 accountability,
small numbers analysis will not be performed for mathematics in Index 3.
Campuses and districts that have less than ten Algebra I EOC tests in 2014–
15 school year will not be evaluated for mathematics.

The prior year 2013 and 2014 data used for small numbers analysis are the same Index 3
results previously reported for that school year.
Small numbers analysis is not applied to racial/ethnic student groups. If there are fewer than
25 test results in a subject area for the identified lowest performing racial/ethnic student
groups, that group’s performance on that subject area is excluded from Index 3 calculations.

Accountability Subset
See the accountability subset rules described earlier in this chapter.

Methodology
Index 3 results are based on points reflecting STAAR performance.
 Phase-in Satisfactory – one point for each percentage of tests meeting the phase-in
Satisfactory standard or the Advanced Standard
 Advanced – one additional point for each percentage of tests meeting the Advanced
standard

Rounding
The total performance rate calculation is expressed as a percent, total points divided by
maximum points, rounded to a whole number. For example, 800 total points divided by 1,500
maximum points is 53.33% is rounded to 53%; 79.49% is rounded to 79%; and 89.5% is
rounded to 90%.
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Index Score
The Index 3 score is the rounded result of total points divided by the maximum points.

Index 4: Postsecondary Readiness
Index 4 emphasizes the role of elementary and middle schools in preparing students for the
rigors of high school and the importance of earning a high school diploma that prepares
students for success in college, the workforce, job training programs, or the military. The index
includes test performance for high schools and grades 3–8 at the postsecondary readiness
standard.

Index 4 Targets for Districts and Campuses
Please refer to Chapter 2 – Ratings Criteria and Index Targets for a detailed discussion of 2015
Index Targets.

Index 4 Student Performance Standards
Index 4 credits campuses and districts for students who meet postsecondary readiness
standards on two or more STAAR subject area tests. Students tested in only one subject area
are required to meet the postsecondary readiness standard on that test for credit in Index 4. The
postsecondary readiness standards are based on the combined results of students achieving
the Final Level ll performance or above and students meeting the student equivalency standard
on substitute assessments.

Evaluation of Index 4 components
Index 4 is based on all four of the following components or solely on the STAAR postsecondary
readiness standard component when any of the three non-STAAR components are unavailable.
For districts, high school campuses, and campuses serving grades K–12, the four components
of Index 4 are equally weighted.
Index 4 Components for Non-AEA Districts and Campuses
1. STAAR Postsecondary Readiness Standard
2. Graduation Rate
3. Graduation Plan (Recommended High School Program or Distinguished Achievement
Program (RHSP/DAP) Rate
4. Postsecondary Component: College and Career Readiness

Weight
25%
25%
25%
25%

Elementary and middle school campuses report only STAAR results, therefore, the Index 4
evaluation of these campuses is based solely on this component.

1. STAAR Component: Postsecondary Readiness Standard
The STAAR component is defined as the percentage of students who met the STAAR Final
Level II standard on two or more subject-area STAAR tests. This component is reported for all
students combined and for each racial/ethnic group. If a student takes only one subject-area
STAAR test, the result for that test is included. For example, a student in grade 3 or grade 6
who takes only the STAAR reading test in 2015 will be included in the calculation of the STAAR
postsecondary readiness component of Index 4.
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For the STAAR component of Index 4, the STAAR EOC results are evaluated for students who
tested for the first time during the 2015 accountability cycle (summer 2014, fall 2014, or spring
2015). Only the EOC results for the students’ first and subsequent retests during the 2015
accountability cycle are used to evaluate Index 4. Therefore, retest results for students who
tested for the first time prior to the 2015 accountability cycle are not included in Index 4.

STAAR Postsecondary Readiness Standard—Student Groups Evaluated
Eight student groups are evaluated.
 All students
 Seven racial/ethnic groups: African American, American Indian, Asian, Hispanic, Pacific
Islander, White, and Two or More Races

Assessments Evaluated in 2015 Accountability Cycle
Summer 2014

Fall 2014

Spring 2015

STAAR End-of-Course*
Assessments

Index 4: Postsecondary Readiness

STAAR:
Algebra I
English I
English II
Biology
U.S. History
Student Performance Standards
STAAR:
Final Level II or above
or
Substitute Assessments:
Meets Equivalency Standard**
Retests
Performance standards can be met by EOC tests taken for the first time or any subsequent
retests in the 2015 accountability cycle (summer 2014, fall 2014, or spring 2015).
STAAR Grades 3 – 8*
Assessments
n/a

Student Performance Standards
n/a

STAAR:
Grades 3 – 8 English (excluding mathematics)
Grades 3 – 5 Spanish (excluding mathematics)
STAAR:
Final Level II or above

Retests
For grades 5 and 8 reading, performance standards can be met by tests taken in either the
first administration or the May retest.
* See following table for inclusion of ELL students.
** For more information about the equivalency standard, please see http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter101/ch101dd.html.
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Assessments for English Language Learners

Index 4:
Postsecondary Readiness

ELL Students tested on STAAR
TELPAS reported
Years in U.S. Schools
First year

English test version

Not included

Second year

Not included

Third year
Fourth year
Fifth year
Sixth year or more**

Spanish test version *

STAAR Final Level ll
STAAR Final Level ll

* ELL students in grades 3 – 5 tested on Spanish versions in any subject.
** Asylees/refugees are not included in state accountability until their sixth year of enrollment in U.S. schools.

See Appendix I – Inclusion of ELL Students in 2015 and Beyond for more information.

STAAR Postsecondary Readiness Standard—Minimum Size Criteria and Small
Numbers Analysis







All Students – the group comprising of All Students is evaluated if there are at least 10
students in the STAAR component.
Student groups are evaluated if there are at least 25 students in the STAAR component.
Small numbers analysis applies only if the All Students group consists of fewer than 10
students.
A two-year average is calculated using two years of STAAR postsecondary readiness data
for the all students group. The Index 4 STAAR postsecondary readiness standard
calculation is based on an aggregated two-year uniform average.
The All Students group is evaluated if the two-year average has at least 10 students.
The prior year 2014 data used for small numbers analysis are the same Index 4 results
previously reported for that school year.

Accountability Subset
Please see the accountability subset rules described earlier in this chapter.

STAAR Postsecondary Readiness Standard—Methodology
The percent of students meeting the Final Level II performance standard in two or more subject
areas or one subject area, if only one subject area test is taken. This component is defined as:

Number of students meeting the
STAAR postsecondary readiness standard +
on at least two subject area tests
Number of students with test results in
two or more subject areas
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Number of students meeting the
STAAR postsecondary readiness standard
on the subject area test
Number of students with test results in
only one subject area
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STAAR Postsecondary Readiness Standard—Rounding
The percent Met STAAR Postsecondary Readiness Standard calculation is expressed as a
percent, rounded to whole numbers. For example, 59.87% is rounded to 60%; 79.49% is
rounded to 79%; and 89.5% is rounded to 90%.

2. Graduation Rate (or Annual Dropout Rate) Component
High school graduation rates include the four-year and five-year graduation rates or annual
dropout rate, if no graduation rate is available.
 Class of 2014 four-year graduation rate is calculated for campuses and districts with
students in grade 9 and either grade 11 or 12 in both years one and five of the cohort.
Alternatively, the rate can be based on campuses and districts with grade 12 in both years
one and five of the cohort.
 Class of 2013 five-year graduation rate follows the same cohort of students for one
additional year.
 Annual Dropout Rate for school year 2013–14 for grades 9–12. If a campus has students
enrolled in grade 9, 10, 11, or 12 but does not have a four-year or five-year graduation rate,
a proxy for the graduation rate is calculated by converting the grade 9–12 annual dropout
rate into a positive measure. Please see Annual Dropout Rate—Conversion on the following
pages.

Graduation Rate—Student Groups Evaluated
Ten student groups are evaluated.
 All students
 Students served by special education
 ELL student group: Students who were ever identified as limited English proficient since
entering grade 9 in the Texas public school system
 Seven racial/ethnic groups: African American, American Indian, Asian, Hispanic, Pacific
Islander, White, and Two or More Races

Graduation Rate—Minimum Size Criteria and Small Numbers Analysis







All students – the group comprising of All Students is evaluated there are at least 10
students in the class.
Student groups are evaluated if there are at least 25 students in the class.
Small numbers analysis applies to all students, if the number of students in the class of
2014 cohort (4-year) or class of 2013 cohort (5-year) is fewer than 10. The total number of
students in the class cohort consists of graduates, continuing students, General Educational
Development (GED) recipients, and dropouts.
A three-year-average graduation rate is calculated for all students. The calculation is based
on an aggregated three-year uniform average.
The All Students group is evaluated if the three-year average has at least 10 students.

Graduation Rate—Methodology
The four-year graduation rate follows a cohort of first-time students in grade 9 through their
expected graduation three years later. The five-year graduation rate follows the same cohort of
students for one additional year. A cohort is defined as the group of students who begin grade 9
in Texas public schools for the first time in the same school year plus students who, in the next
three school years, enter the Texas public school system in the grade level expected for the
cohort. Students who transfer out of the Texas public school system over the four or five years
for non-graduate reasons are removed from the class.
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The four-year and five-year graduation rate measures the percent of graduates in a class.
Number of Graduates in the Class
Number of Students in the Class
(Graduates + Continuers + GED Recipients + Dropouts)

Graduation Rate—Rounding
Four-year and five-year graduation rates used in Index 4 calculations are expressed as a
percent rounded to one decimal place. For example, 74.875% rounds to 74.9%, not 75%.

Annual Dropout Rate Component
For districts and campuses that serve students enrolled in grades 9–12, the grade 9–12 annual
dropout rate is used if a four- or five-year graduation rate is not available.

Annual Dropout Rate—Student Groups Evaluated
Ten student groups are evaluated.
 All students
 Students served by special education
 ELL student group: students identified as limited English proficient during the reported
school year
 Seven racial/ethnic groups: African American, American Indian, Asian, Hispanic, Pacific
Islander, White, and Two or More Races

Annual Dropout Rate—Minimum Size Criteria and Small Numbers Analysis






All students – the group comprising of all students is evaluated there are at least 10
students enrolled during the school year.
Student groups are evaluated if there are at least 25 students enrolled during the school
year.
Small numbers analysis applies to the group of all students if the number of students
enrolled in grades 9–12 during the 2013–14 school year is less than 10.
A three-year-average annual dropout rate is calculated for all students. The calculation is
based on an aggregated three-year uniform average.
The All Students group is evaluated if the three-year average has at least 10 students.

Annual Dropout Rate—Methodology
The annual dropout rate is calculated by dividing the number of students in grades 9–12
designated as having dropped out by the number of students enrolled in grades 9–12 at any
time during the 2013–14 school year.
Number of students who dropped out during the school year
Number of students enrolled during the school year

Annual Dropout Rate—Conversion
Because the annual dropout rate is a measure of negative performance—the rate rises as
performance declines—it must be transformed into a positive measure in order to be used as a
component of the Index 4 score. The following calculation converts the annual dropout rate for a
non-AEA district or campus into a positive measure that is a proxy for the graduation rate.
100 – (Grade 9–12 Annual Dropout Rate x 10) with a floor of zero
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The multiplier of 10 allows the non-AEA district or campus to accumulate points towards the
Index 4 score only if its annual dropout rate is less than 10%.

Annual Dropout Rate—Rounding
Grade 9–12 Annual Dropout Rates used in Index 4 calculations are expressed as a percent
rounded to one decimal place. For example, 24 dropouts divided by 2,190 students enrolled in
grades 9–12 is 1.095% which rounds to 1.1% annual dropout rate.

3. Graduation Plan (RHSP/DAP Rate) Component



The graduation plan component is based on a four-year longitudinal cohort and represents
the percent of students in the class of 2014 who graduated under the RHSP or DAP.
Alternatively, the annual percent of RHSP/DAP graduates for the 2013–14 school year
applies to districts or campuses that do not have a four-year longitudinal graduation cohort
or do not meet the minimum size requirement. The annual RHSP/DAP graduate rate also
applies to new campuses until sufficient data to calculate a longitudinal graduation rate is
available.

RHSP/DAP Rate—Student Groups Evaluated
Eight student groups are evaluated.
 All students
 Seven racial/ethnic groups: African American, American Indian, Asian, Hispanic, Pacific
Islander, White, and Two or More Races

RHSP/DAP Rate—Minimum Size Criteria and Small Numbers Analysis






All Students – the group comprising of all students is evaluated if there are at least 10
graduates.
Student groups are evaluated if there are at least 25 graduates.
Small numbers analysis applies to all students if the total count of graduates is less than 10.
A three-year average RHSP/DAP rate is calculated for all students. The calculation is based
on an aggregated three-year uniform average. The annual RHSP/DAP rate will have a
similar three-year uniform average.
The All Students group is evaluated if the uniform average has at least 10 graduates.

RHSP/DAP Rate—Methodology
The RHSP/DAP longitudinal rate applies to high schools and districts with adequate enrollment
data. The rate requires tracking the status of a cohort of students from the time they enter grade
9 in 2010–11 through their expected graduation with the class of 2014. A class consists of all
members of a cohort, minus students who leave the Texas public school system for reasons
other than graduation, earning a GED certificate, or dropping out. The class of 2014 RHSP/DAP
longitudinal rates exclude Foundation High School Plan (FHSP) graduates. The rate is
calculated as:
Number of RHSP/DAP graduates in the Class
Number of graduates in the Class excluding FHSP graduates

When applicable, the RHSP/DAP graduates annual rate is calculated as the percent of prior
year graduates reported as having satisfied the course requirements for the RHSP or DAP. Like
the longitudinal rate, the annual RHSP/DAP graduates annual rate excludes FHSP graduates.
Number of RHSP/DAP annual graduates
Number of annual graduates excluding FHSP graduates
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RHSP/DAP Rate—Rounding
RHSP/DAP rates are expressed as a percent rounded to one decimal place. For example, 540
RHSP/DAP graduates divided by 570 total graduates is 94.737%, which rounds to 94.7%.

4. Postsecondary Component - College and Career Readiness
The aim of the postsecondary component of Index 4 is to measure high school students’
preparedness for college, the workforce, job training programs, or the military. New for 2015, the
College and Career Readiness indicator measures the percent of annual graduates for the
2013–14 school year who demonstrated postsecondary readiness in any one of three ways:
1) College-Ready Graduate. A graduate meeting the Texas Success Initiative (TSI) college
readiness standards in both reading/ELA and mathematics; specifically, the collegeready criteria on the Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) exit-level test,
or the SAT test, or the ACT test, in both English language arts and mathematics.
Students reported as graduates in the 2013–14 school year were required to test on the
grade 11 TAKS exit-level test administered in the spring of 2013. The college
admissions test results included in this measure include tests through the June 2014
administration of SAT and ACT. See Appendix K – Data Sources for a more detailed
explanation.
2) Advanced/Dual Enrollment Completion. A graduate who completed and earned credit
for at least two advanced/dual credit enrollment courses in either the 2013–14 or 2012–
13 school year. See Appendix K – Data Sources for a more detailed explanation and list
of courses.
3) Career and Technical Education (CTE) Coherent Sequence of Courses. A graduate
enrolled and reported in a coherent sequence of CTE courses as part of a four-year plan
of study to take two or more CTE courses for three or more credits during the 2013–14
school year. For 2015, a graduate reported as enrolled in the secondary education
component of a Tech Prep program are included in the College and Career Readiness
indicator. See Appendix K – Data Sources for a more detailed explanation.

Postsecondary Component—Student Groups Evaluated
Eight student groups are evaluated.
 All students
 Seven racial/ethnic groups: African American, American Indian, Asian, Hispanic, Pacific
Islander, White, and Two or More Races

Postsecondary Component —Minimum Size Criteria




All Students – the group comprising of all students is evaluated if there are at least 10
graduates.
Student groups are evaluated if there are at least 25 graduates.
Small numbers analysis is not applied to this component.
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Postsecondary Component —Methodology
The percent of annual graduates is defined in this component is:

graduates meeting TSI
criteria in both
reading/ELA and
mathematics
(TAKS, SAT, or ACT)

or

graduates who
completed and earned
credit for at least two
advanced/dual
enrollment course in the
current or prior
school year

or

graduates who were enrolled in a
coherent sequence of CTE courses
as part of a four‐year plan of study
to take two or more CTE courses for
three or more credits*

Number of annual graduates
* Includes graduates reported as enrolled in the secondary education component of a Tech Prep program.

Postsecondary Component —Rounding
The percent meeting college and career readiness criteria calculation is expressed as a percent
rounded to one decimal place. For example 597 annual graduates meeting the college and
career readiness criteria divided by 1100 annual graduates is 54.27%, which rounds to 54.3%.

Index 4 Score
The Index 4 overall score is the sum of the weighted four component scores: STAAR,
graduation rate, graduation plan, and postsecondary component rounded to a whole number.

Index 4: Postsecondary Readiness for AEA Campuses and
Charter Districts
Alternative procedures applicable to the Index 4 calculation are provided for approved
campuses and charter districts serving at-risk students in alternative education programs. For
more information on the alternative education accountability (AEA) eligibility criteria, please see
Chapter 6 – Other Accountability System Processes.

Index 4 Targets for AEA Campuses and Charters
Please refer to Chapter 2 – Ratings Criteria and Index Targets for a detailed discussion of 2015
Index Targets.

Index 4 Student Performance Standards
Index 4 credits campuses and districts for students who meet postsecondary readiness
standards on assessments in two or more subject areas. Students tested in only one subject
area are required to meet the postsecondary readiness standard on that test for credit in Index
4. The postsecondary readiness standards are based on the combined results of students
achieving the Final Level ll performance or above and students meeting the student equivalency
standard on substitute assessments.
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For a charter district or alternative education campus (AEC) evaluated by AEA provisions, Index
4 is based on two components, weighted as follows.

1.
2.

Index 4 Components for AEA Campuses and Charters
STAAR Postsecondary Readiness Standard
Graduation/Annual Dropout Rate Component: Four-, Five-, or Six-year Graduation, Continuer,
and GED Rate or Annual Dropout Rate

Weight
25%
75%

To reach the absolute targets established for Index 4 in 2015, AEA campuses and charters
apply a weighted evaluation of two components necessary for postsecondary readiness.
Bonus points, described later in this section, are earned according to either the longitudinal or
annual rate of RHSP/DAP graduates, excluded students credit, and the postsecondary
indicator. A maximum of 30 bonus points is added to the final index score.

1. STAAR Postsecondary Readiness Standard
The STAAR component, described above, is calculated in the same manner for AEA campuses
and charters.

STAAR Postsecondary Readiness Standard—Minimum Size Criteria and Small
Numbers Analysis






All Students – the group comprising all students is evaluated if there are at least 10 students
in the STAAR component.
Student groups are evaluated if there are at least 25 students in the STAAR component.
Small numbers analysis applies only if the All Students group consists of fewer than 10
students.
A two-year average is calculated using two years of STAAR Postsecondary Readiness data
for the all students group. The Index 4 STAAR postsecondary readiness standard
calculation is based on an aggregated two-year uniform average.
The All Students group is evaluated if the two-year average has at least 10 students.
The prior year 2014 data used for small numbers analysis are the same results previously
reported for that school year.

Accountability Subset
Please see the accountability subset rules described earlier in this chapter.

STAAR Postsecondary Readiness Standard—Methodology
The percent of students meeting the postsecondary readiness standard in two or more subject
areas or one subject area, if only one subject area test is taken.

STAAR Postsecondary Readiness Standard—Rounding
The calculation of students who meet the postsecondary readiness standard is expressed as a
percent, rounded to whole numbers. For example, 59.87% rounds to 60%; 79.49% rounds to
79%; and 89.5% rounds to 90%.
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2. Graduation/Annual Dropout Rate Component
The graduation rate calculation is modified to credit AEA campuses and charters for graduates,
continuing students (continuers), and GED recipients. Four-year, five-year, and six-year
graduation, continuer, and GED rates are calculated for AEA campuses and charters. The
grade 9–12 annual dropout rate is used if no combined graduation, continuer, and GED rate is
available.
 Class of 2014 four-year graduation, continuer, and GED rates are calculated for AEA
campuses and charters with students in grade 9 and either grade 11 or 12 in both years one
and year five, or with grade 12 in both years one and year five.
 Class of 2013 five-year graduation, continuer, and GED rates follow the same cohort of
students for one additional year; therefore, most AEA campuses and charters that have a
four-year graduation, continuer, and GED rate in one year will have a five-year graduation,
continuer, and GED rate for that cohort in the following year. The five-year graduation,
continuer, and GED rate lags behind the four-year graduation, continuer, and GED rate by
one year.
 Class of 2012 six-year graduation, continuer, and GED rates continue to follow the same
cohort of students for one additional year; therefore, most AEA campuses and charters that
have a five-year graduation, continuer, and GED rate in one year will have a six-year
graduation, continuer, and GED rate for that cohort in the following year. The six year
graduation, continuer, and GED rate lags behind the four-year graduation, continuer, and
GED rate by two years.
 Annual Dropout Rate for school year 2013–14 for grades 9–12. If an AEA charter or campus
has students enrolled in grade 9, 10, 11, or 12 but does not have a four-year, five-year, or
six-year graduation, continuer, and GED rate, a proxy for the graduation rate is calculated
by converting the grade 9–12 annual dropout rate into a positive measure.

Graduation, Continuer, and GED Rates—Student Groups Evaluated
Ten student groups are evaluated.
 All students
 Students served by special education
 ELL student group: Students who were ever identified as limited English proficient since
entering grade 9 in the Texas public school system
 Seven racial/ethnic groups: African American, American Indian, Asian, Hispanic, Pacific
Islander, White, and Two or More Races.

Graduation, Continuer, and GED Rates—Minimum Size Criteria



All Students – All students are evaluated; small numbers analysis applies if fewer than 10
students in the class.
Student groups are evaluated if there are at least 25 students in the class.

Graduation, Continuer, and GED Rates—Small Numbers Analysis
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Small numbers analysis applies if there are fewer than 10 students in the Class of 2014 (4
year), Class of 2013 (5-year) or Class of 2012 (6-year). The total number of students in the
class cohort consists of graduates, continuers, GED recipients, and dropouts.
A three-year-average graduation, continuer, and GED rate is calculated for all students. The
calculation is based on an aggregated three-year uniform average.
The All Students group is evaluated if the three-year average has at least 10 students.
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Graduation, Continuer, and GED Rates—Methodology
The four-year graduation, continuer, and GED rate follows a cohort of first-time students in
grade 9 through their expected graduation three years later. The five-year graduation rate
follows the same cohort of students for one additional year. The six-year graduation rate
continues to follows the same cohort of students for one additional year. A cohort is defined as
the group of students who begin grade 9 in Texas public schools for the first time in the same
school year plus students who, in the next three school years, enter the Texas public school
system in the grade level expected for the cohort. Students who transfer out of the Texas public
school system over the four, five, or six years due to non-graduate, non-dropout reasons are
removed from the class. The graduation, continuer, and GED rate measures the percent of
graduates, continuers, and GED recipients in a cohort.
Number of Graduates + Continuers + GED Recipients in the Class
Number of Students in the Class
(Graduates + Continuers + GED Recipients + Dropouts)

Graduation, Continuer, and GED Rates—Rounding
Four-year, five-year, and six-year graduation rates used in Index 4 calculations are expressed
as a percent rounded to one decimal place. For example, 74.875% is rounded to 74.9%, not
75%.

Annual Dropout Rates Included
If an AEA charter or campus has students enrolled in grade 9, 10, 11, or 12 but does not have a
four-year, five-year, or six-year graduation, continuer, and GED rate, a proxy for the graduation
rate is calculated by converting the grade 9–12 annual dropout rate into a positive measure.
Please see the explanation of converting annual dropout rates on the next page.

Annual Dropout Rates—Student Groups Evaluated
Ten student groups are evaluated.
 All Students
 Students served by Special Education
 ELL students identified as students with limited English proficiency during the reported
school year
 Seven racial/ethnic groups: African American, American Indian, Asian, Hispanic, Pacific
Islander, White, and Two or More Races

Annual Dropout Rates—Minimum Size Criteria and Small Numbers Analysis
Please refer to the previous section for information on the minimum size criteria and small
numbers analysis for this indicator.

Annual Dropout Rates—Methodology
The annual dropout rate is calculated by dividing the number of students in grades 9–12
designated as dropouts by the number of students enrolled in grades 9–12 at any time during
the 2013–14 school year.
Number of students who dropped out during the school year
Number of students enrolled at any time during the school year

Chapter 4 – Performance Index Indicators
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Annual Dropout Rates—Conversion
Because the annual dropout rate is a measure of negative performance—the rate rises as
performance declines—it must be transformed into a positive measure in order to be used as a
component of the Index 4 score. The following calculation converts the annual dropout rate for
an AEA charter or campus into a positive measure that is a proxy for the graduation, continuer,
and GED rate.
100 – (Grade 9–12 Annual Dropout Rate x 5) with a floor of zero

By using the multiplier of 5, an AEA charter or campus accumulates points towards the Index 4
score as long as its annual dropout rate is less than 20%. The formula for the proxy for dropout
rates for non-AEA districts and campuses uses a multiplier of 10; non-AEA districts and
campuses accumulate points towards the Index 4 score only if their annual dropout rates are
less than 10%.

Annual Dropout Rates—Rounding
Grade 9–12 annual dropout rates used in Index 4 calculations are expressed as a percent
rounded to one decimal place. For example, 24 grade 9–12 students reported as dropouts
divided by 2,190 students enrolled in grades 9–12 is 1.096% which is rounded to 1.1% annual
dropout rate.

Bonus Point Indicators for AEA Campuses and Charters
A maximum of 30 bonus points are added to the Index 4 score for the following indicators.
 RHSP/DAP rates based on the four-year longitudinal cohort. For AEA campuses and
districts that use the Annual Dropout Rate, an annual RHSP/DAP rate is calculated for
bonus points. The annual rate is also used if the longitudinal RHSP/DAP data does not meet
the minimum size requirement.
 The new College and Career Readiness indicator measures the percent of annual
graduates who either 1) met the Texas Success Initiative (TSI) college readiness standards
in both reading/ELA and mathematics; or 2) completed and earned credit for at least two
advanced/dual credit enrollment courses; or 3) were reported enrolled in a CTE-Coherent
Sequence of courses as part of a four-year plan of study to take two or more CTE courses
for three or more credits.
 Excluded Students Credit will give AEA campuses and districts bonus points for serving
recovered dropouts and other students who graduate or earn a GED, but are statutorily
excluded from the graduation and dropout rate calculations.

RHSP/DAP Rate (longitudinal or annual)



Student Groups: All Students only
Please refer to the previous section for information on the minimum size criteria, small
numbers analysis, and methodology for this indicator.

For AEA campuses and districts that use the Annual Dropout Rate, the RHSP/DAP annual rate
is calculated as the percent of prior year graduates reported as having satisfied the course
requirements for the RHSP or DAP.
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Postsecondary Component—College and Career Readiness



Student Groups: All Students only
Please refer to the previous section for information on the minimum size criteria, small
numbers analysis, and methodology for this indicator.

Excluded Students Credit




Student Groups: All Students only.
Minimum Size: None; the AEA excluded students credit is based on the four-year
graduation, continuer, and GED rate with exclusions which may be subject to small numbers
analysis.
Methodology: Number of graduates, continuers, and GED recipients in the 4-year
graduation cohort without exclusions (federal rate) minus the number of graduates,
continuers, and GED recipients in the 4-year graduation cohort with exclusions (state rate).
Graduates, continuers, and GED
recipients from 4‐year graduation
cohort without exclusions (federal rate)
of most recent cohort (Class of 2014)

Graduates, continuers, and GED
recipients from 4‐year graduation
–
cohort with exclusions (state rate) of
same cohort (Class of 2014)

With a floor
of zero

The number of students derived from this calculation is added as bonus points to the overall
Index 4 score.

Index 4 Score for AEA Campuses and Charters
The STAAR postsecondary readiness standard component contributes 25 percent of the points.
The graduation/annual dropout rate component contributes 75 percent of the points. A
maximum of 30 bonus points are added to the Index 4 score. The Index 4 score for AEA
campuses and charters is the sum of the STAAR postsecondary readiness standard component
score, graduation/annual dropout rate score, and bonus points rounded to a whole number.
As noted, the RHSP/DAP rate along with the college-ready graduates rate and excluded
students credit contribute bonus points, which are added to the STAAR postsecondary
readiness standard component and the graduation rate component to determine the overall
Index 4 score.
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Chapter 2 – Ratings Criteria and Index Targets
The 2015 Accountability Manual describes the 2015 accountability system and explains how
information from different sources is used to calculate and assign accountability ratings and
award distinction designations. The manual attempts to address all possible scenarios;
however, because of the number and diversity of districts and campuses in Texas, there could
be some unforeseen circumstances that are not anticipated in the manual. Should such
circumstances arise, the commissioner of education will interpret the manual as needed to
assign the appropriate ratings and/or award distinction designations that preserve both the
intent and the integrity of the accountability system.

2015 Ratings
To meet state statutory requirements, the accountability system must assign ratings that
designate acceptable and unacceptable performance for districts and campuses. In 2015, one
of the following ratings is assigned to each district and campus based on its performance on the
required indexes. Unless otherwise noted, the term districts includes open-enrollment charters.
Met Standard indicates acceptable performance and is assigned to districts and campuses
that meet the targets on all required indexes for which they have performance data.
Met Alternative Standard indicates acceptable performance and is assigned to eligible
CHARTER DISTRICTS AND ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION CAMPUSES (AECs) that are evaluated by
ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION ACCOUNTABILITY (AEA) provisions. To receive this rating, eligible
charter districts and AECs must meet modified targets on all required indexes for which they
have performance data.
Improvement Required indicates unacceptable performance and is assigned to districts
and campuses, including charter districts and AECs evaluated under AEA provisions, that
do not meet the targets on all required indexes for which they have performance data.
In a few specific circumstances, a district or campus does not receive a rating. When this
occurs, a district or campus is given one of the following two labels.
Not Rated indicates that a district or campus did not receive a rating for one or more of the
following reasons:
 The district or campus serves only students enrolled in early education (EE).
 The district or campus has no data in the ACCOUNTABILITY SUBSET.
 The district or campus has insufficient data to assign a rating after SMALL NUMBERS
ANALYSIS has been conducted.
 The district operates only residential facilities.
 The campus is a Juvenile Justice Alternative Education Program (JJAEP).
 The campus is a Disciplinary Alternative Education Program (DAEP).
 The campus is a residential facility.
 The test documents for either the district or campus were lost in transit between the
district and the test contractor.
Not Rated: Data Integrity Issues indicates that data accuracy and/or integrity have
compromised performance results, making it impossible to assign a rating. The assignment
of a Not Rated: Data Integrity Issues label may be permanent or temporary pending further
investigation.
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2015 Index Targets
For each index, a specific target is determined, and districts and campuses must meet an
index’s target in order to demonstrate acceptable performance for that index. Districts and nonAEA campuses (campuses not evaluated under alternative education accountability provisions)
have separate targets from charter districts and AECs evaluated under alternative education
accountability provisions. In addition, for non-AEA campuses only, separate targets are
identified for each SCHOOL TYPE for Index 2, Index 3, and Index 4. (Please see the explanation
of school type later in this chapter).
The 2015 targets for Index 1, Index 3, and Index 4 are provided in the table below. The 2015
Index 2 targets for campuses are set at about the fifth percentile of 2015 campus performance
by campus type and will be identified prior to the release of the 2015 accountability ratings. The
2015 Index 2 target for non-AEA districts is set at about the fifth percentile of 2015 campus
performance across all non-AEA campuses and will be identified prior to the release of the 2015
accountability ratings.
For non-AEA districts and campuses, Index 4 is comprised of four components: STAAR results,
graduation rate, graduation diploma plan rate, and postsecondary indicator. Because not all
districts and campuses have data for each of these components, Index 4 has two separate and
distinct targets: one based on the four components and one based on STAAR results only. The
target that a district, campus, or charter is required to meet is determined by whether it has data
for each of the four components. For a district, high school campus, or campus serving grades
K–12, the target for Index 4 is based on all four components. For elementary campuses, middle
school campuses, and any other district or campus that does not have data for each of the four
components of Index 4, the target is based on the STAAR component only.
For AEA charter districts and campuses, Index 4 evaluates two components or the graduation
rate/annual dropout rate component only. For AEA charters and campuses, the components of
Index 4 are 1) STAAR results and 2) graduation rate/annual dropout rate. If both components
are available, then Index 4 evaluates both components with a target of 33. Otherwise, the Index
4 evaluation is based only on the graduation rate/annual dropout rate with a target of 45. In
either case, bonus points are added as described in Chapter 4 – Performance Index Indicators.

2015 Accountability Performance Index Targets for Non-AEA Districts and Campuses
Target

Districts

Index 1

60

Index 2

Index 3

Index 4
All
Components

STAAR
Component Only

5th Percentile*

28

57

13

5th Percentile*

28

n/a

12

5th Percentile*

27

n/a

13

5th Percentile*

31

57

21

Campuses
Elementary
Middle
High School/K-12

60

* Targets for non-AEA campuses are set at about the fifth percentile of non-AEA 2015 campus performance by campus type.
Targets for non-AEA districts correspond to about the fifth percentile of non-AEA 2015 campus performance across all
campus types.
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2015 Accountability Performance Index Targets – AEA Charter Districts and Campuses
Target

Index 1

AEA Charter Districts and
Campuses

35

Index 2

Index 3

5th Percentile*

Index 4
Both
Components

Graduation/
Dropout Rate
Component Only

33

45

11

* Targets for both AEA charter districts and campuses are set at about the fifth percentile of AEA 2015 campus performance.

Index Targets for Certain Districts or Charters
A district or charter comprised of only one campus that shares the same 2015 performance data
with that campus must meet the index target required for the campus in order to demonstrate
acceptable performance. For these single-campus districts and charters, the 2015 index targets
applied to the campus will also be applied to the district, ensuring that both the district and
campus receive identical ratings. Certain districts or charters that meet the definition above are
considered single-campus districts or charters in any criteria outlined in this manual.

2015 Ratings Criteria
Unlike in previous years, districts and campuses will not be required to meet the target on all
four indexes for 2015 accountability. To receive a Met Standard or Met Alternative Standard
rating, districts and campuses must meet the performance index target on the following indexes
if they have performance data for evaluation:
Index 1 OR Index 2

AND

Index 3

AND

Index 4

For example, a campus with performance data for all four indexes must meet the target on
either Index 1 or Index 2 and the targets on Index 3 and Index 4. A campus with performance
data for Index 1, Index 3, and Index 4 must meet the target on all three of those. A campus with
performance data for only Index 1 and Index 3 must meet the target on both indexes. A campus
with performance data for only Index 1 and Index 2 needs only to meet the target on either of
those indexes.

2015 Accountability System School Types
Every campus is labeled as one of four school types according to its grade span based on
2014–15 fall enrollment data. The four types—elementary, middle school,
elementary/secondary, and high school—are illustrated by the table on the following page. The
table shows every combination of grade levels served by campuses in Texas and the number of
campuses that serve each of those combinations. The shading indicates the school type to
which each grade span corresponds.
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To find out how a campus that serves a certain grade span is labeled, find the lowest grade
level served by that campus along the left column and the highest grade level along the top row.
The shading of the cell where the two grade levels intersect indicates which of the four school
types that campus is considered. The number inside the cell indicates how many campuses in
Texas serve that grade span. For example, a campus that serves early elementary (EE) through
fourth grade only is labeled elementary; there are 171 campuses that serve only that grade
span. A campus that serves grades five and six only is labeled middle school, and there are a
145 such campuses statewide.
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Who is Rated?
Districts and campuses that have students enrolled in the fall of the 2014–15 school year are
assigned a state accountability rating.

Districts
Beginning the first year they report fall enrollment, districts and charter operators are rated
based on the aggregate results of their campuses. Districts without any students enrolled in
the grades for which STAAR assessments are administered (3–12) are assigned the rating
label of Not Rated.
State-administered school districts, including Texas School for the Blind and Visually
Impaired, Texas School for the Deaf, Texas Juvenile Justice Department, and Windham
School District are not assigned a state accountability rating.

Campuses
Beginning the first year they report fall enrollment, campuses, including AECs and openenrollment charter schools, are rated based on the performance of their students. For the
purposes of assigning accountability ratings, campuses that do not serve any of the grade
levels for which the STAAR assessments are given are PAIRED with campuses in their
district that serve students who take STAAR. (Please See Chapter 6 – Other Accountability
System Processes for information on pairing.)
The following campuses are assigned the rating label of Not Rated in 2015:








Residential facilities: For AECs identified as residential facilities, and AEA charter
districts that operate only residential facilities, performance index results are
reported, but a rating label is not assigned. Students enrolled in AECs and charter
districts operating as residential facilities are excluded from accountability only if the
student attribution codes are entered and submitted accurately during the fall 2014
Public Education Information Management System (PEIMS) submission. (Please see
Appendix G – Inclusion or Exclusion of Performance Data.)
Campuses that close mid-year: If data for an accountability index exists for a
campus that closes mid-year, the data are included in the district’s accountability
rating. A campus that closes after the end of the school year is assigned a rating for
that school year.
JJAEPs and DAEPs: Attendance and performance data for students served in
JJAEPs and DAEPs are reported to the students’ home campuses, and the HOME
CAMPUS is evaluated based on the results.
Campuses that have no students in the accountability subset: Campuses that
serve students in grades 3–12, but have no test results due to the accountability
subset are not rated. This includes AECs with short-term student placements.
Charter campuses with no students in grades tested: Open-enrollment charter
schools without any students enrolled in the grades for which STAAR assessments
are administered (3–12) are not rated.
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Timeline for Ratings Release
Thursday, July 30, 2015: Data used to calculate the 2015 accountability ratings are
released to districts and campuses through the TEA Secure Environment (TEASE) website.
(Please see Appendix E – TEASE Accountability.)
Thursday, August 6, 2015: Accountability ratings are released to districts and
campuses through the TEASE website.
Friday, August 7, 2015: Accountability ratings and distinction designations are released
to the public on the TEA website.
Early November 2015: Final accountability ratings that reflect the outcome of any ratings
appeals are released to the public on the TEA website.

TEA Data Integrity Activities
Accurate data is fundamental to accountability ratings. The system depends on the responsible
collection and submission of assessment and PEIMS information by school districts and charter
operators. Responsibility for the accuracy and quality of data used to determine campus and
district ratings, therefore, rests with local authorities. Any appeal of an Improvement Required
rating that are based on a district’s submission of inaccurate data will be denied.
Because accurate and reliable data are the foundation of the accountability system, TEA has
established several steps to protect the quality and integrity of the data and the accountability
ratings that are based on that data.


Campus Number Tracking Requests for campus number changes are approved in light of
prior state accountability ratings. An Improvement Required rating for the same campus
assigned two different campus numbers may be considered to be consecutive years of low
ratings for accountability interventions and sanctions.



Data Validation Monitoring The Performance-Based Monitoring (PBM) system is a
comprehensive system designed to improve student performance and program
effectiveness. The PBM system, like the state accountability system, is a data-driven system
based on data submitted by districts; therefore, the integrity of districts’ data is critical. The
PBM system includes annual data validation analyses that examine districts’ leaver and
dropout data, student assessment data, and discipline data. Districts identified with potential
data integrity concerns engage in a process to either validate the accuracy of its data or
determine that erroneous data were submitted. This process is fundamental to the integrity
of all the agency’s evaluation systems. For more information, see the Data Validation
Manuals on the PBM website at http://tea.texas.gov/pbm/DVManuals.aspx.



Test Security As part of ongoing efforts to improve security measures surrounding the
assessment program, TEA uses a comprehensive set of test security procedures designed
to assure parents, students, and the public that test results are meaningful and valid. Among
other measures, districts are required to implement seating charts during all administrations,
conduct annual training for all testing personnel, and maintain test security materials for five
years. Detailed information about test security policies for the state assessment program is
available online at http://tea.texas.gov/student.assessment/security/.



Not Rated: Data Integrity Issues This rating is used when the accuracy and/or integrity of
performance results have been compromised, preventing the assignment of a rating. This
label may be assigned temporarily pending an on-site investigation or may be the final rating
for the year. It is not equivalent to an Improvement Required rating, though the
commissioner of education has the authority to lower a rating, assign an Improvement
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Required rating due to data quality issues, or consider the rating of Improvement Required
for purposes of determining consecutive years of low ratings for accountability interventions
and sanctions. All districts and campuses with a final rating label of Not Rated: Data Integrity
Issues are automatically subject to desk audits the following year.
These steps can occur either before or after the ratings release, and sanctions can be imposed
at any time. To the extent possible, ratings for the year are finalized when updated ratings are
released following the resolution of appeals. A rating change resulting from an imposed sanction
will stand as the final rating for the year.
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Texas Education Agency
2014-15 School Report Card
ZAVALA EL (031903114)
District Name: HARLINGEN CISD
Campus Type: Elementary

Total Students: 380
Grade Span: PK - 05

2015 Performance Index

2015 Accountability Rating
Met Standard

State accountability ratings are based on four performance indexes:
Student Achievement, Student Progress, Closing Performance Gaps,
and Postsecondary Readiness. The bar chart below illustrates the index
scores for this campus. The target score required to meet each index's
standard is indicated below the index description and as a line on each
bar. In 2015, to receive the Met Standard or Met Alternative Standard
accountability rating, districts and campuses must meet targets on three
indexes: Index 1 or Index 2 and Index 3 and Index 4.

For 2015 state accountability, campuses are rated as Met Standard,
Improvement Required, or Not Rated. The rating, Met Alternative
Standard, is assigned to charters and alternative education campuses
evaluated under alternative education accountability (AEA) provisions.

Distinction Designations

100

75

Science

Top 25% Student Progress

Top 25% Closing Perform Gaps

Postsecondary Readiness

50

Campuses that receive a rating of Met Standard are eligible for seven
distinction designations: Academic Achievement in Reading/English
Language Arts (ELA), Academic Achievement in Mathematics,
Academic Achievement in Science, Academic Achievement in Social
Studies, Top 25%: Student Progress, Top 25%: Closing
Performance Gaps, and Postsecondary Readiness.

25

0

Reading/ELA

83

45

50

32

Index 1

Index 2

Index 3

Index 4

Student
Achievement
(Target Score=60)

Student
Progress
(Target Score=30)

Closing
Performance Gaps
(Target Score = 28)

Postsecondary
Readiness
(Target Score = 12)

School and Student Information
This section provides demographic information about the campus, including attendance rates; enrollment percentages for various student groups; student
mobility rates; and class size averages at the campus, district, and state level, where applicable.

Attendance Rate (2013-14)
Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity
African American
Hispanic
White
American Indian
Asian
Pacific Islander
Two or More Races
Enrollment by Student Group
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Special Education
Mobility Rate (2013-14)

Campus
96.9%

District
95.9%

State
95.9%

0.0%
97.9%
2.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.5%
91.5%
7.2%
0.1%
0.5%
0.0%
0.2%

12.6%
52.0%
28.9%
0.4%
3.9%
0.1%
2.0%

95.0%
29.7%
8.4%

73.7%
14.4%
8.6%

58.8%
18.2%
8.5%

24.1%

21.7%

16.9%

Campus District
Class Size Averages by Grade or Subject
Elementary
Grade 1
19.0
19.2
Grade 3
13.0
17.9
Grade 4
18.5
18.2

State

19.3
19.1
19.1

School Financial Information (2013-14)
Various financial indicators are reported for the campus, district, and state, where applicable, based on actual data from the prior year. For more
information, see http://tea.texas.gov/financialstandardreports/.

Instructional Staff Percent
Instructional Expenditure Ratio

Campus
n/a
n/a

District
60.3%
62.2%

State
64.6%
63.7%

Expenditures per Student
Total Operating Expenditures
Instruction
Instructional Leadership
School Leadership

For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.

Campus

District

State

$7,355
$4,822
$164
$671

$9,057
$5,076
$222
$555

$8,692
$4,956
$129
$503
Page
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ZAVALA EL (031903114)
HARLINGEN CISD

State
District
STAAR Percent at Phase-in Satisfactory Standard or
All Subjects
2015
77%
73%
Reading
2015
77%
73%
Writing
2015
72%
72%
Science
2015
78%
75%

All
African
Students American Hispanic
Above (Sum of All Grades Tested)
83%
84%
83%
85%
75%
75%
91%
91%

American
White
Indian

Asian

Pacific
Islander

Two or
More
Races

Econ
Disadv

*
*
-

-

-

-

-

83%
83%
76%
91%

STAAR Percent at Postsecondary Readiness Standard (Sum of All Grades Tested)
Two or More Subjects 2015
41%
33%
31%
32%
Reading
2015
46%
38%
40%
41%
Writing
2015
34%
29%
38%
38%
Science
2015
44%
37%
47%
47%

*
*
-

-

-

-

-

31%
39%
35%
48%

STAAR Percent at Advanced Standard (Sum of All Grades Tested)
All Subjects
2015
16%
11%
17%
Reading
2015
17%
12%
20%
Writing
2015
9%
5%
14%
Science
2015
16%
10%
13%

-

17%
20%
14%
13%

*
*
-

-

-

-

-

17%
20%
15%
14%

STAAR Percent Met or Exceeded Progress
All Subjects
2015
57%
Reading
2015
59%
Writing
2015
56%

52%
56%
49%

66%
63%
*

-

66%
63%
*

-

-

-

-

-

66%
63%
*

STAAR Percent Exceeded Progress
All Subjects
2015
15%
Reading
2015
16%
Writing
2015
7%

13%
15%
4%

19%
19%
*

-

19%
19%
*

-

-

-

-

-

18%
18%
*

Progress of Prior Year STAAR Failers: Percent of Failers Passing STAAR (Sum of Grades 4-8)
Reading
2015
39%
42%
52%
52%
2014
45%
47%
63%
63%

-

-

-

-

-

52%
62%

Students Success Initiative
Grade 5
Students Meeting Phase-in 1 Level II Standard on First STAAR Administration
Reading
2015
75%
74%
78%
-

78%

-

-

-

-

-

77%

Students Requiring Accelerated Instruction
Reading
2015
25%

26%

22%

-

22%

-

-

-

-

-

23%

STAAR Cumulative Met Standard
Reading
2015

83%

84%

-

84%

-

-

-

-

-

83%

*

-

*

-

-

-

-

-

*

84%

STAAR Failers Promoted by Grade Placement Committee
Reading
2014
92%
95%

'?' Indicates that the data for this item were statistically improbable, or were reported outside a reasonable range.

'-' Indicates zero observations reported for this group.

'*' Indicates results are masked due to small numbers to protect student confidentiality.

'n/a' Indicates data reporting is not applicable for this group.

For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.
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MEMORIAL MIDDLE (031903042)
District Name: HARLINGEN CISD
Campus Type: Middle School

Total Students: 856
Grade Span: 06 - 08

2015 Performance Index

2015 Accountability Rating
Met Standard

State accountability ratings are based on four performance indexes:
Student Achievement, Student Progress, Closing Performance Gaps,
and Postsecondary Readiness. The bar chart below illustrates the index
scores for this campus. The target score required to meet each index's
standard is indicated below the index description and as a line on each
bar. In 2015, to receive the Met Standard or Met Alternative Standard
accountability rating, districts and campuses must meet targets on three
indexes: Index 1 or Index 2 and Index 3 and Index 4.

For 2015 state accountability, campuses are rated as Met Standard,
Improvement Required, or Not Rated. The rating, Met Alternative
Standard, is assigned to charters and alternative education campuses
evaluated under alternative education accountability (AEA) provisions.

Distinction Designations

100

Science

Top 25% Closing Perform Gaps

75

50

Campuses that receive a rating of Met Standard are eligible for seven
distinction designations: Academic Achievement in Reading/English
Language Arts (ELA), Academic Achievement in Mathematics,
Academic Achievement in Science, Academic Achievement in Social
Studies, Top 25%: Student Progress, Top 25%: Closing
Performance Gaps, and Postsecondary Readiness.

25

0

70

32

43

33

Index 1

Index 2

Index 3

Index 4

Student
Achievement
(Target Score=60)

Student
Progress
(Target Score=28)

Closing
Performance Gaps
(Target Score = 27)

Postsecondary
Readiness
(Target Score = 13)

School and Student Information
This section provides demographic information about the campus, including attendance rates; enrollment percentages for various student groups; student
mobility rates; and class size averages at the campus, district, and state level, where applicable.

Attendance Rate (2013-14)
Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity
African American
Hispanic
White
American Indian
Asian
Pacific Islander
Two or More Races
Enrollment by Student Group
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Special Education
Mobility Rate (2013-14)

Campus
95.3%

District
95.9%

State
95.9%

0.5%
93.5%
5.5%
0.2%
0.2%
0.0%
0.1%

0.5%
91.5%
7.2%
0.1%
0.5%
0.0%
0.2%

12.6%
52.0%
28.9%
0.4%
3.9%
0.1%
2.0%

79.9%
4.4%
12.0%

73.7%
14.4%
8.6%

58.8%
18.2%
8.5%

14.0%

21.7%

16.9%

Campus District
Class Size Averages by Grade or Subject
Elementary
Grade 6
23.8
21.4
Secondary
English/Language Arts
19.3
16.4
Foreign Languages
22.8
17.8
Mathematics
22.0
18.8
Science
22.8
18.1
Social Studies
22.8
20.0

State

20.3
17.2
18.9
18.1
19.1
19.6

School Financial Information (2013-14)
Various financial indicators are reported for the campus, district, and state, where applicable, based on actual data from the prior year. For more
information, see http://tea.texas.gov/financialstandardreports/.

Instructional Staff Percent
Instructional Expenditure Ratio

Campus
n/a
n/a

District
60.3%
62.2%

State
64.6%
63.7%

Expenditures per Student
Total Operating Expenditures
Instruction
Instructional Leadership
School Leadership

For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.

Campus

District

State

$7,624
$5,025
$230
$526

$9,057
$5,076
$222
$555

$8,692
$4,956
$129
$503
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State
District
STAAR Percent at Phase-in Satisfactory Standard or
All Subjects
2015
77%
73%
Reading
2015
77%
73%
Mathematics
2015
81%
70%
Writing
2015
72%
72%
Science
2015
78%
75%
Social Studies
2015
78%
72%

All
African
Students American Hispanic
Above (Sum of All Grades Tested)
70%
*
69%
73%
*
72%
98%
97%
71%
71%
67%
*
65%
57%
*
56%

American
White
Indian

Asian

Pacific
Islander

Two or
More
Races

Econ
Disadv

87%
90%
100%
69%
100%
73%

*
*
*
-

*
*
-

-

-

66%
69%
98%
67%
60%
51%

STAAR Percent at Postsecondary Readiness Standard (Sum of All Grades Tested)
Two or More Subjects 2015
41%
33%
28%
*
27%
Reading
2015
46%
38%
29%
*
28%
Mathematics
2015
48%
38%
85%
85%
Writing
2015
34%
29%
33%
33%
Science
2015
44%
37%
35%
*
35%
Social Studies
2015
44%
34%
18%
*
16%

45%
48%
89%
*
47%
40%

*
*
*
-

*
*
-

-

-

23%
25%
86%
29%
30%
14%

STAAR Percent at Advanced Standard (Sum of All Grades Tested)
All Subjects
2015
16%
11%
11%
Reading
2015
17%
12%
11%
Mathematics
2015
20%
13%
44%
Writing
2015
9%
5%
4%
Science
2015
16%
10%
13%
Social Studies
2015
19%
12%
5%

*
*
*
*

11%
10%
47%
5%
12%
5%

15%
18%
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
-

*
*
-

-

-

8%
9%
43%
*
9%
5%

STAAR Percent Met or Exceeded Progress
All Subjects
2015
57%
Reading
2015
59%
Mathematics
2015
47%
Writing
2015
56%

52%
56%
35%
49%

55%
52%
78%
55%

*
*
-

55%
52%
81%
56%

50%
55%
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
-

-

-

53%
52%
78%
53%

STAAR Percent Exceeded Progress
All Subjects
2015
15%
Reading
2015
16%
Mathematics
2015
19%
Writing
2015
7%

13%
15%
13%
4%

13%
14%
34%
5%

*
*
-

13%
13%
36%
5%

16%
21%
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
-

-

-

13%
14%
30%
5%

-

-

-

*

35%
40%

Progress of Prior Year STAAR Failers: Percent of Failers Passing STAAR (Sum of Grades 4-8)
Reading
2015
39%
42%
37%
*
36%
2014
45%
47%
42%
41%

*
*

'?' Indicates that the data for this item were statistically improbable, or were reported outside a reasonable range.

'-' Indicates zero observations reported for this group.

'*' Indicates results are masked due to small numbers to protect student confidentiality.

'n/a' Indicates data reporting is not applicable for this group.

For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.
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All
African
District Students American

Students Success Initiative
Grade 5
STAAR Met Standard (Failed in Previous Year) Promoted to Grade 6
Reading
2015
14%
16%
20%

Hispanic

-

American
White
Indian

Asian

Pacific
Islander

Two or
More
Races

Econ
Disadv

20%

-

-

-

-

-

*

Grade 8
Students Meeting Phase-in 1 Level II Standard on First STAAR Administration
Reading
2015
76%
73%
65%
*

63%

93%

-

-

-

-

59%

Students Requiring Accelerated Instruction
Reading
2015
24%

27%

35%

*

37%

*

-

-

-

-

41%

STAAR Cumulative Met Standard
Reading
2015
85%

81%

78%

*

77%

93%

-

-

-

-

74%

STAAR Failers Promoted by Grade Placement Committee
Reading
2014
95%
98%
96%

-

96%

-

-

-

-

-

95%

'?' Indicates that the data for this item were statistically improbable, or were reported outside a reasonable range.

'-' Indicates zero observations reported for this group.

'*' Indicates results are masked due to small numbers to protect student confidentiality.

'n/a' Indicates data reporting is not applicable for this group.

For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.
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For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.
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District Name: HARLINGEN CISD
Campus Type: High School

Total Students: 2,013
Grade Span: 09 - 12

2015 Performance Index

2015 Accountability Rating
Improvement Required

State accountability ratings are based on four performance indexes:
Student Achievement, Student Progress, Closing Performance Gaps,
and Postsecondary Readiness. The bar chart below illustrates the index
scores for this campus. The target score required to meet each index's
standard is indicated below the index description and as a line on each
bar. In 2015, to receive the Met Standard or Met Alternative Standard
accountability rating, districts and campuses must meet targets on three
indexes: Index 1 or Index 2 and Index 3 and Index 4.

For 2015 state accountability, campuses are rated as Met Standard,
Improvement Required, or Not Rated. The rating, Met Alternative
Standard, is assigned to charters and alternative education campuses
evaluated under alternative education accountability (AEA) provisions.

100

75

50

25

0

62

21

30

76

Index 1

Index 2

Index 3

Index 4

Student
Achievement
(Target Score=60)

Student
Progress
(Target Score=15)

Closing
Performance Gaps
(Target Score = 31)

Postsecondary
Readiness
(Target Score = 57)

School and Student Information
This section provides demographic information about the campus, including attendance rates; enrollment percentages for various student groups; student
mobility rates; and class size averages at the campus, district, and state level, where applicable.

Attendance Rate (2013-14)
Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity
African American
Hispanic
White
American Indian
Asian
Pacific Islander
Two or More Races
Enrollment by Student Group
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Special Education
Mobility Rate (2013-14)

Campus
94.5%

District
95.9%

State
95.9%

0.7%
91.5%
7.0%
0.1%
0.5%
0.0%
0.1%

0.5%
91.5%
7.2%
0.1%
0.5%
0.0%
0.2%

12.6%
52.0%
28.9%
0.4%
3.9%
0.1%
2.0%

65.9%
4.3%
9.5%

73.7%
14.4%
8.6%

58.8%
18.2%
8.5%

14.9%

21.7%

16.9%

Campus District
Class Size Averages by Grade or Subject
Secondary
English/Language Arts
18.7
16.4
Foreign Languages
20.3
17.8
Mathematics
21.0
18.8
Science
21.0
18.1
Social Studies
22.7
20.0

State

17.2
18.9
18.1
19.1
19.6

School Financial Information (2013-14)
Various financial indicators are reported for the campus, district, and state, where applicable, based on actual data from the prior year. For more
information, see http://tea.texas.gov/financialstandardreports/.

Instructional Staff Percent
Instructional Expenditure Ratio

Campus
n/a
n/a

District
60.3%
62.2%

State
64.6%
63.7%

Expenditures per Student
Total Operating Expenditures
Instruction
Instructional Leadership
School Leadership

For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.

Campus

District

State

$8,624
$5,208
$187
$557

$9,057
$5,076
$222
$555

$8,692
$4,956
$129
$503
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State
District
STAAR Percent at Phase-in Satisfactory Standard or
All Subjects
2015
77%
73%
Reading
2015
77%
73%
Mathematics
2015
81%
70%
Science
2015
78%
75%
Social Studies
2015
78%
72%

All
African
Students American Hispanic
Above (Sum of All Grades Tested)
62%
70%
61%
57%
60%
56%
43%
*
42%
54%
*
53%
82%
100%
81%

American
White
Indian

Asian

Pacific
Islander

Two or
More
Races

Econ
Disadv

75%
68%
*
*
92%

*
*

80%
86%
*

-

-

58%
54%
43%
50%
80%

STAAR Percent at Postsecondary Readiness Standard (Sum of All Grades Tested)
Two or More Subjects 2015
41%
33%
36%
*
35%
Reading
2015
46%
38%
29%
*
28%
Mathematics
2015
48%
38%
*
*
Science
2015
44%
37%
*
*
*
Social Studies
2015
44%
34%
44%
*
43%

56%
46%
*
66%

*
*

71%
*
*

-

-

30%
23%
*
*
39%

STAAR Percent at Advanced Standard (Sum of All Grades Tested)
All Subjects
2015
16%
11%
4%
Reading
2015
17%
12%
1%
Mathematics
2015
20%
13%
*
Science
2015
16%
10%
*
Social Studies
2015
19%
12%
12%

*
*
*
*
*

3%
1%
*
*
11%

14%
*
*
*
34%

*
*

*
*
*

-

-

2%
*
*
*
9%

STAAR Percent Met or Exceeded Progress
All Subjects
2015
57%
Reading
2015
59%
Mathematics
2015
47%

52%
56%
35%

*
*
*

*
*
-

*
*
*

*
*
*

-

*
*
-

-

-

*
*
*

STAAR Percent Exceeded Progress
All Subjects
2015
15%
Reading
2015
16%
Mathematics
2015
19%

13%
15%
13%

*
*
*

*
*
-

*
*
*

*
*
*

-

*
*
-

-

-

*
*
*

'?' Indicates that the data for this item were statistically improbable, or were reported outside a reasonable range.

'-' Indicates zero observations reported for this group.

'*' Indicates results are masked due to small numbers to protect student confidentiality.

'n/a' Indicates data reporting is not applicable for this group.

For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.
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Annual Dropout Rate (Gr 9-12)
2013-14
2.2%
2012-13
2.2%

HARLINGEN H S (031903001)
HARLINGEN CISD
All
African
District Students American

Hispanic

White

American
Indian

Asian

Pacific
Two or
Islander More Races

Econ
Disadv

1.8%
2.6%

2.0%
1.8%

0.0%
0.0%

2.0%
1.8%

1.3%
1.5%

*
*

0.0%
0.0%

*
*

*
0.0%

2.3%
1.7%

86.3%
0.9%
6.5%
6.3%
87.2%
93.7%

89.5%
0.7%
4.3%
5.6%
90.1%
94.4%

80.0%
0.0%
20.0%
0.0%
80.0%
100.0%

89.1%
0.8%
4.3%
5.8%
89.8%
94.2%

95.8%
0.0%
2.1%
2.1%
95.8%
97.9%

-

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

-

87.3%
1.0%
5.0%
6.7%
88.2%
93.3%

88.3%
1.6%
4.6%
5.6%
89.9%
94.4%

90.6%
1.2%
3.0%
5.3%
91.7%
94.7%

*
*
*
*
*
*

91.1%
1.3%
2.8%
4.8%
92.4%
95.2%

85.7%
0.0%
5.4%
8.9%
85.7%
91.1%

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

-

*
*
*
*
*
*

90.6%
1.4%
2.7%
5.3%
92.0%
94.7%

91.4%
1.8%
1.5%
5.3%
93.2%
94.7%

*
*
*
*
*
*

91.9%
2.0%
1.3%
4.8%
93.9%
95.2%

87.5%
0.0%
3.6%
8.9%
87.5%
91.1%

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

-

*
*
*
*
*
*

91.5%
1.9%
1.0%
5.6%
93.5%
94.4%

91.3%
2.6%
0.4%
5.7%
93.9%
94.3%

*
*
*
*
*
*

91.2%
2.5%
0.4%
6.0%
93.6%
94.0%

92.2%
3.9%
0.0%
3.9%
96.1%
96.1%

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

-

-

92.4%
1.7%
0.3%
5.6%
94.1%
94.4%

RHSP/DAP Graduates (Longitudinal Rate)
Class of 2014
85.5%
88.0%
Class of 2013
83.5%
89.2%

88.0%
89.8%

*
*

87.3%
89.0%

95.7%
97.9%

*

*
*

-

*

85.2%
86.9%

SAT/ACT Results
Tested
Class of 2014
Class of 2013

4-Year Longitudinal Rate (Gr 9-12)
Class of 2014
Graduated
88.3%
Received GED
0.8%
Continued HS
4.3%
Dropped Out
6.6%
Graduates and GED
89.1%
Grads, GED, & Cont
93.4%
Class of 2013
Graduated
88.0%
Received GED
0.8%
Continued HS
4.6%
Dropped Out
6.6%
Graduates and GED
88.9%
Grads, GED, & Cont
93.4%

5-Year Extended Longitudinal Rate (Gr 9-12)
Class of 2013
Graduated
90.4%
89.8%
Received GED
1.1%
2.2%
Continued HS
1.3%
2.1%
Dropped Out
7.2%
5.9%
Graduates and GED
91.5%
92.0%
Grads, GED, & Cont
92.8%
94.1%
Class of 2012
Graduated
90.4%
90.3%
Received GED
1.2%
2.5%
Continued HS
1.3%
0.9%
Dropped Out
7.1%
6.3%
Graduates and GED
91.6%
92.8%
Grads, GED, & Cont
92.9%
93.7%

66.3%
63.8%

61.1%
58.8%

58.8%
61.5%

80.0%
*

55.2%
58.2%

91.7%
95.8%

*

*
*

-

*

49.6%
56.6%

25.1%
25.4%

14.4%
11.9%

14.0%
8.6%

*
*

9.9%
7.1%

38.6%
15.2%

*

*
*

-

*

8.6%
4.6%

Average SAT Score
Class of 2014
Class of 2013

1417
1422

1334
1338

1333
1304

*
*

1303
1290

1502
1376

*

*
*

-

*

1279
1257

Average ACT Score
Class of 2014
Class of 2013

20.6
20.6

18.7
18.1

18.1
17.7

*
-

17.9
17.3

20.3
19.5

*

*
*

-

*

17.2
16.9

At/Above Criterion
Class of 2014
Class of 2013

'?' Indicates that the data for this item were statistically improbable, or were reported outside a reasonable range.

'-' Indicates zero observations reported for this group.

'*' Indicates results are masked due to small numbers to protect student confidentiality.

'n/a' Indicates data reporting is not applicable for this group.

For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.
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For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.
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§ 39.053. Performance Indicators: Achievement, TX EDUC § 39.053

Vernon’s Texas Statutes and Codes Annotated
Education Code (Refs & Annos)
Title 2. Public Education (Refs & Annos)
Subtitle H. Public School System Accountability
Chapter 39. Public School System Accountability (Refs & Annos)
Subchapter C. Accreditation (Refs & Annos)
V.T.C.A., Education Code § 39.053
§ 39.053. Performance Indicators: Achievement
Effective: June 19, 2015
Currentness

(a) The commissioner shall adopt a set of indicators of the quality of learning and achievement. The commissioner biennially
shall review the indicators for the consideration of appropriate revisions.

(a-1) The indicators adopted by the commissioner under Subsection (a), including the indicators identified under Subsection
(c), must measure and evaluate school districts and campuses with respect to:

(1) improving student preparedness for success in:

(A) subsequent grade levels; and

(B) entering the workforce, the military, or postsecondary education;

(2) reducing, with the goal of eliminating, student academic achievement differentials among students from different racial
and ethnic groups and socioeconomic backgrounds; and

(3) informing parents and the community regarding campus and district performance in the domains described by
Subsection (c) and, for the domain described by Subsection (c)(5), in accordance with local priorities and preferences.

(b) Performance on the achievement indicators adopted under Subsections (c)(1)-(4) shall be compared to state-established
standards. The indicators must be based on information that is disaggregated by race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status.
© 2016 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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(c) School districts and campuses must be evaluated based on five domains of indicators of achievement adopted under this
section that include:

(1) in the first domain, the results of:

(A) assessment instruments required under Sections 39.023(a), (c), and (l), including the results of assessment
instruments required for graduation retaken by a student, aggregated across grade levels by subject area, including:

(i) for the performance standard determined by the commissioner under Section 39.0241(a), the percentage of
students who performed satisfactorily on the assessment instruments, aggregated across grade levels by subject area;
and

(ii) for the college readiness performance standard as determined under Section 39.0241, the percentage of students
who performed satisfactorily on the assessment instruments, aggregated across grade levels by subject area; and

(B) assessment instruments required under Section 39.023(b), aggregated across grade levels by subject area, including
the percentage of students who performed satisfactorily on the assessment instruments, as determined by the
performance standard adopted by the agency, aggregated across grade levels by subject area;

(2) in the second domain:

(A) for assessment instruments under Subdivision (1)(A):

(i) for the performance standard determined by the commissioner under Section 39.0241(a), the percentage of
students who met the standard for annual improvement on the assessment instruments, as determined by the
commissioner by rule or by the method for measuring annual improvement under Section 39.034, aggregated across
grade levels by subject area; and

(ii) for the college readiness performance standard as determined under Section 39.0241, the percentage of students
who met the standard for annual improvement on the assessment instruments, as determined by the commissioner by
rule or by the method for measuring annual improvement under Section 39.034, aggregated across grade levels by
subject area; and

(B) for assessment instruments under Subdivision (1)(B), the percentage of students who met the standard for annual
© 2016 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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improvement on the assessment instruments, as determined by the commissioner by rule or by the method for measuring
annual improvement under Section 39.034, aggregated across grade levels by subject area;

(3) in the third domain, the student academic achievement differentials among students from different racial and ethnic
groups and socioeconomic backgrounds;

(4) in the fourth domain:

(A) for evaluating the performance of high school campuses and districts that include high school campuses:

(i) dropout rates, including dropout rates and district completion rates for grade levels 9 through 12, computed in
accordance with standards and definitions adopted by the National Center for Education Statistics of the United States
Department of Education;

(ii) high school graduation rates, computed in accordance with standards and definitions adopted in compliance with
the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (20 U.S.C. Section 6301 et seq.);

(iii) the percentage of students who successfully completed the curriculum requirements for the distinguished level of
achievement under the foundation high school program;

(iv) the percentage of students who successfully completed the curriculum requirements for an endorsement under
Section 28.025(c-1);

(v) the percentage of students who completed a coherent sequence of career and technical courses;

(vi) the percentage of students who satisfy the Texas Success Initiative (TSI) college readiness benchmarks prescribed
by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board under Section 51.3062(f) on an assessment instrument in reading,
writing, or mathematics designated by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board under Section 51.3062(c);

(vii) the percentage of students who earn at least 12 hours of postsecondary credit required for the foundation high
school program under Section 28.025 or to earn an endorsement under Section 28.025(c-1);

(viii) the percentage of students who have completed an advanced placement course;
© 2016 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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(ix) the percentage of students who enlist in the armed forces of the United States; and

(x) the percentage of students who earn an industry certification;

(B) for evaluating the performance of middle and junior high school and elementary school campuses and districts that
include those campuses:

(i) student attendance; and

(ii) for middle and junior high school campuses:

(a) dropout rates, computed in the manner described by Paragraph (A)(i); and

(b) the percentage of students in grades seven and eight who receive instruction in preparing for high school,
college, and a career that includes information regarding the creation of a high school personal graduation plan
under Section 28.02121, the distinguished level of achievement described by Section 28.025(b-15), each
endorsement described by Section 28.025(c-1), college readiness standards, and potential career choices and the
education needed to enter those careers; and

(C) any additional indicators of student achievement not associated with performance on standardized assessment
instruments determined appropriate for consideration by the commissioner in consultation with educators, parents,
business and industry representatives, and employers; and

(5) in the fifth domain, three programs or specific categories of performance related to community and student engagement
locally selected and evaluated as provided by Section 39.0546.

(c-1) An indicator adopted under Subsection (c) that would measure improvements in student achievement cannot negatively
affect the commissioner’s review of a school district or campus if that district or campus is already achieving at the highest
level for that indicator.

(c-2) The commissioner by rule shall determine a method by which a student’s performance may be included in determining
the performance rating of a school district or campus under Section 39.054 if, before the student graduates, the student:
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(1) satisfies the Texas Success Initiative (TSI) college readiness benchmarks prescribed by the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board under Section 51.3062(f) on an assessment instrument designated by the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board under Section 51.3062(c); or

(2) performs satisfactorily on an assessment instrument under Section 39.023(c), notwithstanding Subsection (d).

(d) For purposes of Subsection (c), the commissioner by rule shall determine the period within which a student must retake
an assessment instrument for that assessment instrument to be considered in determining the performance rating of the
district under Section 39.054.

(d-1) In aggregating results of assessment instruments across grade levels by subject in accordance with Subsection (c)(1),
the performance of a student enrolled below the high school level on an assessment instrument required under Section
39.023(c) is included with results relating to other students enrolled at the same grade level.

(e) Repealed by Acts 2015, 84th Leg., ch. 1094 (H.B. 2804), § 22.

(f) Annually, the commissioner shall define the state standard for the current school year for each achievement indicator
described by Subsections (c)(1)-(4) and shall project the state standards for each indicator for the following two school years.
The commissioner shall periodically raise the state standards for the college readiness achievement indicator described by
Subsection (c)(1)(A)(ii) for accreditation as necessary to reach the goals of achieving, by not later than the 2019-2020 school
year:

(1) student performance in this state, disaggregated by race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status, that ranks nationally in
the top 10 states in terms of college readiness; and

(2) student performance with no significant achievement gaps by race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status.

(g) In defining the required state standard for the dropout rate indicator described by Subsections (c)(4)(A)(i) and (B)(ii)(a) ,
the commissioner may not consider as a dropout a student whose failure to attend school results from:

(1) the student’s expulsion under Section 37.007; and

(2) as applicable:
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(A) adjudication as having engaged in delinquent conduct or conduct indicating a need for supervision, as defined by
Section 51.03, Family Code; or

(B) conviction of and sentencing for an offense under the Penal Code.

(g-1) In computing dropout and completion rates under Subsections (c)(4)(A)(i) and (B)(ii)(a) , the commissioner shall
exclude:

(1) students who are ordered by a court to attend a high school equivalency certificate program but who have not yet
earned a high school equivalency certificate;

(2) students who were previously reported to the state as dropouts, including a student who is reported as a dropout,
reenrolls, and drops out again, regardless of the number of times of reenrollment and dropping out;

(3) students in attendance who are not in membership for purposes of average daily attendance;

(4) students whose initial enrollment in a school in the United States in grades 7 through 12 was as unschooled refugees or
asylees as defined by Section 39.027(a-1);

(5) students who are in the district exclusively as a function of having been detained at a county detention facility but are
otherwise not students of the district in which the facility is located; and

(6) students who are incarcerated in state jails and federal penitentiaries as adults and as persons certified to stand trial as
adults.

(g-2) In computing completion rates under Subsection (c)(2), the commissioner shall exclude students who:

(1) are at least 18 years of age as of September 1 of the school year as reported for the fall semester Public Education
Information Management System (PEIMS) submission and have satisfied the credit requirements for high school
graduation;

(2) have not completed their individualized education program under 19 T.A.C. Section 89.1070(b)(2) and the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act (20 U.S.C. Section 1400 et seq.); and
© 2016 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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(3) are enrolled and receiving individualized education program services.

(h) Each school district shall cooperate with the agency in determining whether a student is a dropout for purposes of
accreditation and evaluating performance by school districts and campuses under this chapter.

(i) The commissioner by rule shall adopt accountability measures to be used in assessing the progress of students who have
failed to perform satisfactorily as determined by the commissioner under Section 39.0241(a) or under the college readiness
standard as determined under Section 39.0241 in the preceding school year on an assessment instrument required under
Section 39.023(a), (c), or (l).

Credits
Added by Acts 1995, 74th Leg., ch. 260, § 1, eff. May 30, 1995. Amended by Acts 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 767, § 6, eff. Sept. 1,
1997; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 396, § 2.20, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts 1999, 76th Leg., ch. 397, § 7, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts
1999, 76th Leg., ch. 1422, § 3, eff. Sept. 1, 1999; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 8, § 3, eff. April 11, 2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg.,
ch. 725, §§ 4, 5, eff. June 13, 2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 834, § 10, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1420, §§
4.007, 4.008, eff. Sept. 1, 2001; Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 201, § 26, eff. Sept. 1, 2003; Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 433, § 2,
eff. June 20, 2003; Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 805, § 1, eff. Sept. 1, 2003; Acts 2006, 79th Leg., 3rd C.S., ch. 5, §§ 3.10, 3.11,
eff. May 26, 2006; Acts 2007, 80th Leg., ch. 1312, § 15, eff. Sept. 1, 2007; Acts 2007, 80th Leg., ch. 1340, § 5, eff. June 15,
2007. Redesignated from V.T.C.A., Education Code § 39.051 and amended by Acts 2009, 81st Leg., ch. 895, § 59, eff. June
19, 2009. Amended by Acts 2011, 82nd Leg., ch. 307 (H.B. 2135), § 5, eff. June 17, 2011; Acts 2013, 83rd Leg., ch. 211
(H.B. 5), §§ 42(a), 43(a), eff. June 10, 2013; Acts 2015, 84th Leg., ch. 1094 (H.B. 2804), §§ 1, 2, 22, eff. June 19, 2015; Acts
2015, 84th Leg., ch. 1222 (S.B. 1867), § 1, eff. June 19, 2015.

Notes of Decisions (3)

V. T. C. A., Education Code § 39.053, TX EDUC § 39.053
Current through the end of the 2015 Regular Session of the 84th Legislature
End of Document
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Texas Education Agency
2014-15 School Report Card
EARLY COLLEGE H S (031903005)
District Name: HARLINGEN CISD
Campus Type: High School

Total Students: 320
Grade Span: 09 - 12

2015 Performance Index

2015 Accountability Rating
Met Standard

State accountability ratings are based on four performance indexes:
Student Achievement, Student Progress, Closing Performance Gaps,
and Postsecondary Readiness. The bar chart below illustrates the index
scores for this campus. The target score required to meet each index's
standard is indicated below the index description and as a line on each
bar. In 2015, to receive the Met Standard or Met Alternative Standard
accountability rating, districts and campuses must meet targets on three
indexes: Index 1 or Index 2 and Index 3 and Index 4.

For 2015 state accountability, campuses are rated as Met Standard,
Improvement Required, or Not Rated. The rating, Met Alternative
Standard, is assigned to charters and alternative education campuses
evaluated under alternative education accountability (AEA) provisions.

Distinction Designations

100

75

50

94

24

53

Mathematics

Science

Social Studies

Top 25% Closing Perform Gaps

Postsecondary Readiness

Campuses that receive a rating of Met Standard are eligible for seven
distinction designations: Academic Achievement in Reading/English
Language Arts (ELA), Academic Achievement in Mathematics,
Academic Achievement in Science, Academic Achievement in Social
Studies, Top 25%: Student Progress, Top 25%: Closing
Performance Gaps, and Postsecondary Readiness.

25

0

Reading/ELA

93

Index 1

Index 2

Index 3

Index 4

Student
Achievement
(Target Score=60)

Student
Progress
(Target Score=15)

Closing
Performance Gaps
(Target Score = 31)

Postsecondary
Readiness
(Target Score = 57)

School and Student Information
This section provides demographic information about the campus, including attendance rates; enrollment percentages for various student groups; student
mobility rates; and class size averages at the campus, district, and state level, where applicable.

Attendance Rate (2013-14)
Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity
African American
Hispanic
White
American Indian
Asian
Pacific Islander
Two or More Races
Enrollment by Student Group
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Special Education
Mobility Rate (2013-14)

Campus
97.3%

District
95.9%

State
95.9%

0.9%
85.6%
12.2%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.9%

0.5%
91.5%
7.2%
0.1%
0.5%
0.0%
0.2%

12.6%
52.0%
28.9%
0.4%
3.9%
0.1%
2.0%

52.5%
0.9%
1.6%

73.7%
14.4%
8.6%

58.8%
18.2%
8.5%

3.2%

21.7%

16.9%

Campus District
Class Size Averages by Grade or Subject
Secondary
English/Language Arts
18.6
16.4
Foreign Languages
12.2
17.8
Mathematics
17.0
18.8
Science
18.3
18.1
Social Studies
18.6
20.0

State

17.2
18.9
18.1
19.1
19.6

School Financial Information (2013-14)
Various financial indicators are reported for the campus, district, and state, where applicable, based on actual data from the prior year. For more
information, see http://tea.texas.gov/financialstandardreports/.

Instructional Staff Percent
Instructional Expenditure Ratio

Campus
n/a
n/a

District
60.3%
62.2%

State
64.6%
63.7%

Expenditures per Student
Total Operating Expenditures
Instruction
Instructional Leadership
School Leadership

For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.

Campus

District

State

$4,867
$2,879
$47
$994

$9,057
$5,076
$222
$555

$8,692
$4,956
$129
$503
Page
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EARLY COLLEGE H S (031903005)
HARLINGEN CISD

State
District
STAAR Percent at Phase-in Satisfactory Standard or
All Subjects
2015
77%
73%
Reading
2015
77%
73%
Mathematics
2015
81%
70%
Science
2015
78%
75%
Social Studies
2015
78%
72%

All
African
Students American Hispanic
Above (Sum of All Grades Tested)
94%
100%
94%
89%
*
88%
92%
*
90%
100%
*
100%
99%
*
100%

STAAR Percent at Postsecondary Readiness Standard (Sum of All Grades Tested)
Two or More Subjects 2015
41%
33%
72%
*
69%
Reading
2015
46%
38%
77%
*
76%
Mathematics
2015
48%
38%
47%
*
41%
Science
2015
44%
37%
71%
*
67%
Social Studies
2015
44%
34%
73%
*
69%

American
White
Indian

Asian

Pacific
Islander

Two or
More
Races

Econ
Disadv

94%
91%
100%
100%
90%

-

*
*
-

-

-

91%
84%
90%
100%
98%

91%
91%
*
100%
90%

-

*
*
-

-

-

64%
72%
33%
59%
70%

STAAR Percent at Advanced Standard (Sum of All Grades Tested)
All Subjects
2015
16%
11%
16%
Reading
2015
17%
12%
9%
Mathematics
2015
20%
13%
*
Science
2015
16%
10%
16%
Social Studies
2015
19%
12%
33%

*
*
*
*
*

14%
9%
*
12%
29%

24%
*
*
*
60%

-

*
*
-

-

-

12%
8%
*
*
28%

STAAR Percent Met or Exceeded Progress
All Subjects
2015
57%
Reading
2015
59%
Mathematics
2015
47%

52%
56%
35%

*
*
*

-

*
*
*

*
*
*

-

*
*
-

-

-

*
*
*

STAAR Percent Exceeded Progress
All Subjects
2015
15%
Reading
2015
16%
Mathematics
2015
19%

13%
15%
13%

*
*
*

-

*
*
*

*
*
*

-

*
*
-

-

-

*
*
*

'?' Indicates that the data for this item were statistically improbable, or were reported outside a reasonable range.

'-' Indicates zero observations reported for this group.

'*' Indicates results are masked due to small numbers to protect student confidentiality.

'n/a' Indicates data reporting is not applicable for this group.

For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.
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Annual Dropout Rate (Gr 9-12)
2013-14
2.2%
2012-13
2.2%

EARLY COLLEGE H S (031903005)
HARLINGEN CISD
All
African
District Students American

Hispanic

White

American
Indian

Asian

Pacific
Two or
Islander More Races

Econ
Disadv

1.8%
2.6%

0.3%
0.0%

*
*

0.4%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%

-

-

-

*
*

0.6%
0.0%

86.3%
0.9%
6.5%
6.3%
87.2%
93.7%

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

*
*
*
*
*
*

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

*
*
*
*
*
*

-

-

-

-

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

88.3%
1.6%
4.6%
5.6%
89.9%
94.4%

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

-

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

-

-

-

-

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

5-Year Extended Longitudinal Rate (Gr 9-12)
Class of 2013
Graduated
90.4%
89.8%
Received GED
1.1%
2.2%
Continued HS
1.3%
2.1%
Dropped Out
7.2%
5.9%
Graduates and GED
91.5%
92.0%
Grads, GED, & Cont
92.8%
94.1%

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

-

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

-

-

-

-

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

RHSP/DAP Graduates (Longitudinal Rate)
Class of 2014
85.5%
88.0%
Class of 2013
83.5%
89.2%

100.0%
100.0%

*
-

100.0%
100.0%

*
100.0%

-

-

-

-

100.0%
100.0%

4-Year Longitudinal Rate (Gr 9-12)
Class of 2014
Graduated
88.3%
Received GED
0.8%
Continued HS
4.3%
Dropped Out
6.6%
Graduates and GED
89.1%
Grads, GED, & Cont
93.4%
Class of 2013
Graduated
88.0%
Received GED
0.8%
Continued HS
4.6%
Dropped Out
6.6%
Graduates and GED
88.9%
Grads, GED, & Cont
93.4%

SAT/ACT Results
Tested
Class of 2014
Class of 2013

66.3%
63.8%

61.1%
58.8%

95.0%
89.9%

*
-

90.9%
89.1%

*
92.9%

-

-

-

-

90.6%
93.9%

25.1%
25.4%

14.4%
11.9%

19.3%
17.7%

*
-

14.0%
14.3%

80.0%
30.8%

-

-

-

-

6.9%
19.4%

Average SAT Score
Class of 2014
Class of 2013

1417
1422

1334
1338

1371
1405

*
-

1338
1362

1648
1568

-

-

-

-

1304
1376

Average ACT Score
Class of 2014
Class of 2013

20.6
20.6

18.7
18.1

19.0
18.9

*
-

18.6
17.9

*
23.5

-

-

-

-

19.0
18.3

At/Above Criterion
Class of 2014
Class of 2013

'?' Indicates that the data for this item were statistically improbable, or were reported outside a reasonable range.

'-' Indicates zero observations reported for this group.

'*' Indicates results are masked due to small numbers to protect student confidentiality.

'n/a' Indicates data reporting is not applicable for this group.

For more information about this campus, please see the Texas Academic Performance Report at
https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/perfreport/tapr/2015/index.html.
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BOARD ACTION ITEM
MULTIFAMILY FINANCE DIVISION
MAY 26, 2016
Presentation, Discussion, and Possible Action on Timely Filed Scoring Notice Appeal under the
Department’s Multifamily Program Rules
RECOMMENDED ACTION
WHEREAS, a 9% Housing Tax Credit Application for Cottages at San Saba was
submitted to the Department by the Full Application Delivery Date;
WHEREAS, staff has determined that the property described in site control
documents submitted at pre-application is for an entirely different site than
submitted at full Application and is not within tolerances allowed under §11.9(e)(3)
Pre-application Participation requirements for sites that moved within a larger tract
because the larger tract was not identified at Pre-application;
WHEREAS, Competitive HTC scoring notices were provided to the Applicants
identifying points that the Applicant elected but did not qualify to receive under 10
TAC §11.9 related to Competitive HTC Selection Criteria, after the Administrative
Deficiency process was completed;
WHEREAS, the Applicants timely filed an appeal; and
WHEREAS, the Executive Director denied the appeal;
NOW, therefore, it is hereby
RESOLVED, that the scoring appeal for Application 16130, Cottages at San Saba is
denied.
BACKGROUND
10 TAC §11.9 related to Competitive HTC Selection Criteria identifies the scoring criteria used in
evaluating and ranking Applications. It includes those items required under Texas Government
Code, Chapter 2306, §42 of the Internal Revenue Code (“the Code”), and other criteria established
in a manner consistent with Chapter 2306 and §42 of the Code.
Pursuant to §10.201(7) Administrative Deficiency Process, staff sends the deficiency notice via email to the Applicant requesting the Applicant provide clarification, correction, or non-material
missing information to resolve inconsistencies in the original Application or to assist staff in
evaluating the Application. The five business day time period for responding to a deficiency notice
commences on the first business day following the deficiency notice date.
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The Cottages at San Saba Application #16130, proposes new construction of 36 units to serve the
general population in San Saba, Texas.
In order for an Application to receive up to six points under §11.9(e)(3) Pre-application
Participation, the Development Site at Application must be, at least in part, the s a m e
Development Site s u b m i t t e d at pre- application.
At pre-application, the Applicant submitted site control documentation indicating that the
Development would be built on a five-acre parcel that is part of the 18.6 acre tract. The
documentation submitted with the full Application indicates that Applicant plans to construct the
Development on a 4.06 acre parcel that is part of the 41.91 acre tract. The 4.06 acre site is not
within the 18.6 acre tract submitted with the pre-application, and therefore the Application does not
meet requirements for six points under §11.9(e)(3) Pre-application Participation. The Applicant has
pointed out that both sites are part of an original 80.65 acre tract of land owned by the City of San
Saba, however they have provided no evidence that this piece of information was provided to the
Department as part of the Pre-application. Moreover, the larger tract identified at Pre-application
(18.6 acres) and the 41.91acre tract described at full application do not overlap.
In their appeal, the Applicant takes the position that the site depicted in the pre-application was
mistakenly drawn in the wrong place. This does not appear to be the case, as the Unimproved
Property Contract provided in the Application describes the site as being “SW corner 5 (five) acres
out of 18.60 tract...”, which appears to match the site as drawn. The site included in the Application
is located within the 41.91 acre tract which was not previously identified and which does not contain
any of the tract described at Pre-application and therefore it cannot be considered the same site
under the Rule.
Because of the change in site between pre-application and application, staff recommends denial of
the appeal.
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16130
Scoring Notice and
Documentation

MULTIFAMILY FINANCE PRODUCTION DIVISION
Housing Tax Credit Program - 2016 Application Round
Scoring Notice - Competitive Housing Tax Credit Application

Mark Mayfield
Phone #:
Email: mmayfield@txhf.org
Second Email: Kyoungquist@hamiltonvalley.com

Date: April 27, 2016
THIS NOTICE WILL ONLY BE
TRANSMITTED VIA EMAIL

RE: 2016 Competitive Housing Tax Credit (HTC) Application for Cottages at San Saba, TDHCA Number:
16130
The Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs has completed its program review of the Application
referenced above as further described in the 2016 Qualified Allocation Plan (“QAP”). This scoring notice provides a
summary of staff’s assessment of the application’s score. The notice is divided into several sections.
Section 1 of the scoring notice provides a summary of the score requested by the Applicant followed by the score staff
has assessed based on the Application submitted. You should note that four scoring items are not reflected in this scoring
comparison but are addressed separately.
Section 2 of the scoring notice includes each of the four scoring criteria for which points could not be requested by the
Applicant in the application self-score form and include: §11.9(d)(1) Local Government Support, §11.9(d)(4)
Quantifiable Community Participation, §11.9(d)(5) Community Support from State Representative, and §11.9(d)(6)
Input from Community Organizations.
Section 3 provides information related to any point deductions assessed under §11.9(f) of the QAP or §10.201(7)(A) of
the Uniform Multifamily Rules.
Section 4 provides the final cumulative score in bold.
Section 5 includes an explanation of any differences between the requested and awarded score as well as any penalty
points assessed.
The scores provided herein are merely informational at this point in the process and may be subject to change. For
example, points awarded under §11.9(e)(2) “Cost of Development per Square Foot” and §11.9(e)(4) “Leveraging of
Private, State, and Federal Resources” may be adjusted should the underwriting review result in changes to the
Application that would affect these scores. If a scoring adjustment is necessary, staff will provide the Applicant a
revised scoring notice.
Be further advised that if the Applicant failed to properly disclose information in the Application that could have a
material impact on the scoring information provided herein, the score included in this notice may require adjustment
and/or the Applicant may be subject to other penalties as provided for in the Department’s rules.
This preliminary scoring notice is provided by staff at this time to ensure that an Applicant has sufficient notice to
exercise any appeal process provided under §10.902 of the Uniform Multifamily Rules. All information in this scoring
notice is further subject to modification, acceptance, and/or approval by the Department’s Governing Board.

MULTIFAMILY FINANCE PRODUCTION DIVISION
Housing Tax Credit Program - 2016 Application Round
Scoring Notice - Competitive Housing Tax Credit Application
Page 2 of Final Scoring Notice: 16130, Cottages at San Saba
Section 1:
Score Requested by Applicant (Does not include points for §11.9(d)(1), (4), (5), or (6) of the 2016 QAP):

124

Score Awarded by Department staff (Does not include points for §11.9(d)(1), (4), (5), or (6) of the 2016 QAP):

118

Difference between Requested and Awarded:

6

Section 2:
Points Awarded for §11.9(d)(1) Local Government Support:

17

Points Awarded for §11.9(d)(4) Quantifiable Community Participation:

4

Points Awarded for §11.9(d)(5) Community Support from State Representative:

8

Points Awarded for §11.9(d)(6) Input from Community Organizations:

4

Section 3:
Points Deducted for §11.9(f) of the QAP or §10.201(7)(A) of the Uniform Multifamily Rules:

0

Section 4:
Final Score Awarded to Application by Department staff:

151

Section 5:
Explanation for Difference between Points Requested and Points Awarded by the Department as
well as penalties assessed:
§11.9(e)(3) Pre-Application Participation. The Development Site indicated in the Application is in no part the same
Development Site indicated at pre-application. (Requested 6, Awarded 0)
Restrictions and requirements relating to the filing of an appeal can be found in §10.902 of the Uniform Multifamily
Rules. If you wish to appeal this scoring notice, you must file your appeal with the Department no later than 5:00
p.m. Austin local time, Wednesday, May 4, 2016. If an appeal is denied by the Executive Director, an Applicant may
appeal to the Department's Board.
In an effort to increase the likelihood that Board appeals related to scoring are heard at the Board meeting, the
Department has provided an Appeal Election Form for all appeals submitted to the Executive Director. In the event
an appeal is denied by the Executive Director, the Applicant is able to request that the appeal automatically be added
to the Board agenda.
If you have any concerns regarding potential miscalculations or errors made by the Department, please contact Sharon
Gamble at (512) 936-7834 or by email at mailto:sharon.gamble@tdhca.state.tx.us.
Sincerely,

Sharon Gamble
Sharon Gamble
9% Competitive HTC Program Administrator

011'0512015
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UNIMPROVED PROPERTY CONTRACT
NOTICE: Not For Use For Condominium Transactions

1.

PARTIES: The parties to this contract are --=C~it,_.,_y-"-o"'"f.._S=an~S=ab"-'a"------------=---,---=-,.,.--(Seller)

and

Texas Housing Fo\lndation .. ----·

tBuyer). Seller agrees

2. PROPERTY: Lot
/ Block S. W. C.orns:r.:; (flve )acres n\1t of JR 60 tract·
CU,"'lled by the City of San Sain
.....
,
Addition, City of
San Saha
. County of San Saba
..
,
Tuxas,own as
206 N. Har.key Street,, !:ian Saba. TX 76877
.
(address/zip code), or as described on attached exhibit together with all rights, privileges and
appurtenances pertaining thereto, including but not limited to: water rights, claims, permits,
strips and gores, easements, and cooperative or association memberships (the Property).

3. SALES PRICE:

A. Cash portion of Sales Price payable by Buyer at closing ................... $_-=2....
.:; ...,.01""'10=.o=o_ _ _ __
B. Sum of all financing described below (excluding any loan funding
fee or mortgage insurance premium) .......................................... $_....,.,....,,_.,,.
c. Sales Price (Sum of A and£!.) ..................................................... $__.2...,,fi""'O~D~D~·o...o'-----~

4. FINANCING; The portion of Sates Price not payable 111 cash will be paid as follows: (Check
~plicable boxes below)
.

U A. THIRD PARTY FINANCrnG: One or more third party mortgage loans in the total amount of
$
(excluding any loan funding fee or mortgage Insurance premium).

0
0

(1) Property Approval: If the Property does not satisfy the tenders' underwriting
control
contractwl:I
submitted
theearnest
Pre- money will be
requirements forThe
the site
loa11(s)
terrninate with
and the
1 this contract
refunded to Buyer.
application
indicates
a site that is 5 acres out of a
(2)£1nancing Approval:
(Check one
box only)
U(a) Thls contract
Is that
subject
to Buyer
being approved for the financing described In the
tract
is 18.60
acres.
attached Third Party Financing Condit.on Addendum.
.
O(b) Thfs contract Is not subject to Buyer being approved for financing and does not
involve FHA or VA f[nancing.
B. ASSUMPTION: The assumptlon of the unpaid principal bi31ance of one or more promissory
notes described in the attached TR.EC Loan Assumption Addendum.
·
c. SELLER FINANCING: A promissory note from Buyer to Seller of $
,
secured by vendor's and deed of trust liens, and containing the terms and conditions
described in the attached TREC Seller Flnancmg Addendum. If an owr'ler policy of title
insurance is furnished, Buyer shall furnish Seller with a mortgagee policy of tltle insurance.

5. EARNEST MONEY: Upon execution of this contract by ail parties 1 Buyer shall deposit
$
as enrnest money with Highlnnd r.akei: Title
-··
as escrow agent, at _. l
..
·
with escrow
(address). Buyer shall deposit addition al earnest money of ------··
agent wii:hin _ _ days after the effective date of this contract. If Buyer falls to deposit the
earnest rnoney as required by this contract, Buyer will be In default.

6. TITLE POLICY AND SURVEY:
.
A. TITLE POLICY: Seller shall furnish to Buyer at !3Seller's ~Buyer's expense an owner policy of
title insurance (Title Policy) lssuea by
·
.
_
.
(Title Company) 1n the amount of the Sales Price, dated at or after closing, insuring Buyer
against loss under the provisions of tile Title Polley, subject to the promulgated exclusions
including existing building and zcning ordinances) and the followrng exceptions:
Restrictive covenants commor.1 to tne platted subdivision in which the Property ts located.
2 The standard printed exception for standby fees, taxes and assessments.
Liens created as part of the fimmdng described ln Paragraph 4.
( 4 Utility easements created by the dedication deed or plat of the subdivision in which the
Property Is located.
·
(5) Reservations or exceptions otherwise permitted by this contract or as may be approved by
Buyer in writing.
.
(6) The standa r·d printed exception as to marital rights.
(7) The standard printed exception as to waters, tidelands, beaches, streams, and related
matters.
·
(8) The standard printed exception as to discrepancles, conflicts, shortages in area or boundary
Hnes, encroachments or protrusions, or overlapping Improvements. Buyer, at Buyer's expense,
may have the exception amended to read, "shortages in area".
B. COMMJTMENT: Within 20 days after the Title Company receives a copy of this contracs Seller
shall furnish to Buyer a commitment for title lnsurance (Commitment) and, at ~uyer s
expense, legible copies of restrictive covenants and documents evidencing exceptions in the

l
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Initialed for identification by BuyerJY' i'f\ · · _ _ _ and Seller ~.

TREC NO, 9-7

Working sketch of a tract of land lying in the City of San .Saba, County of San Saba, Texas.
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Preliminary, this document shall not-be recorded for any purpose".
This plat/drawing does "not" .represent an on-the-ground survey.
GMA Engineering & Surveying
1807 W. Wallace
San Saba, Texas 76877
PH: (325) 372-3028
1 Drawin No.102010/811/oz

George M. Amthor Ill
R.P.L.S. 2684
October 20, 2010 (release date)

PROMULGATED BY THE TEXAS REAL ESTATE COMMISSION
The{TREC)
site control

06-30-08
contract
submitted with the full
U I PROVED P OPE TY CO TRACT
Application introduces the
NOTICE: Not For Use For Condominium Transactions
entire 80.65-acre tract.
1. PARTIES: The parties to this contract are _City of San Saba
(Sefler)
f~~efla~~~tr!v~~~gJjl~k~d:~i3~uyer agrees to buy from Seller the Prope(~~e:ftne~~~:~~~~rees
2. PROPERTY: Lot
.
. , Block N. W. Corner 4.06 acres out of80.65 tract ,
_owned by the City of San Saba (see attached legal description)
.
Addition, City of

.....-San Saba

I t...ounty or
.San Saba
r
Texas, l<nown as--206 N Harkey Street San Saba TX 76877-~-"':':"r'--:o:~""T-!""---:o-'!"1"--
(address/z:ip coae), u• cs::, • ue::::::.t.f 1ut::u ou, dLLd\,llt:u t:J\tuUIL together with all rights, ·privileges and
a
. ppurtenances pertaining thereto, induding but not limitea to: water rights, claims, permits,
strips and gores, easement s, and cooperative or association memberships {the Property).

3. SALES PRICE:
A. Cash portion of Sales Price payable by Buyer at dosing ...... ... .... . .... $....:2;;.;:;5:.J,.;
.O;:...!O;...=:O..:.::.o;..;:;.
o _ _ __ _
B. Sum of all financing described below (excluding any loan funding
fee or mortgage Insurance premium) ... ....... . ... ... . .... . .. . ..... .... ....... $_ _ _ __ _ _ __
c. Sales Price (Sum of A and B) ...... ........ .. ... ... ........ ... ...... ...... ....... . $_25,000.00----4. FINANCING: The portion of Sales Price not payable in cash will be paid as follows : (Check
2PPiicable boxes below)
U A. THIRD PARTY FINANCING: One or more third party m ortgage loans in the total amount of
$
(excluding any loan fund ing fee or mortgage insurance premium).
(1) Property Approval : If the Property does not satisfy the lenders' underwriting
requ irements for the loan(s), this contract will term inate and the earnest money will be
refunded to Buyer.
(2)£inancing Approval: (Check one box only)
U(a) This contract is subject to Buyer being approved for the financing described in the
attached Third Party Financing Condition Addendum.
Cl (b) This contract Is not subject to Buyer being approved for financing and does not
involve FHA or VA financing.
l:l B. ASSUMPTION: The assumpti.on of the unpaid principal balance of one or more promissory
notes described in the attached TREC Loan Assumption Addendum .
(.J c. SELLER FINANCING : A promissory note from, Buyer to SeHer of$
.
. . ,
secured by vendor's and deed of trust Hens, and containing the terms and conditions
described in the attached TREC Seller Financing Addendum. If an owner policy of title
insurance Is furnished, Buyer shall furnish Seifer with a mortgagee pol cy of title insurance.

s. EARNEST

· ONEV: Upon execution of this contract by an parties, Buyer shall deposit
as earnest money.with _San Saba County
trac~ . as ~scrow~·.gent~ at .200 £_
Wallace St. San aba TX (address.) Boyer shall deposi.t additional e.;:;oest --Qnmt'nf $ -0wifh escrow agent within
days after the effective data a{i6i; f"aotraiiT{iuyer fails to
deposit the eames.t money as required by this contract, Buyer wm be in default.

Ao

$ 1.•000.00 .

6. TITLE POLICY AND SU VEY:
A. TITLE POLICY: Seller shaH furnish to Buyer at Dsefler's ~Buyer's expense an owner policy of
title insurance (Title Policy) issued by
.
..
.
.
__
(Title Company) Jn the amount of the Sales Price, dated at or after dosing, insuring Buyer
against loss unaer the provisions of the Titfe Policy, subject to the promulgated exclusions
tncludin9 existing building and zon ing ordinances) and the following exceptions:
1~ Restnctive covenants common to the platted subdivision in wh ich the Property is located.
2 The standard printed exception for standby fees, taxes and assessments.
3 Liens created as part of the financing described in Paragraph 4 .
4 Utility easements created by the dedication deed or plat of the subdivision In which the
Property is located.
(5) Reservations or exceptions otherwise permitted by th is contract or as may be approved by
Buyer in writing.
.
(6) The standard printed exception as to marital rights.
(7} The standard printed exception as to waters, tidelands, beaches, streams, and related
matters.
(8) The standard printed exception as to discrepancies, conflicts, shortages rn area or boundary
lines, encroachments or protrusions, or overlapping improvements. Buyer, at Buyer's expense,
may have the exception amended to read, "shortages in arean.
B. COMMITMENT: Within 20 days after the Title Company receives a copy of this contract, SeHer
shaU furnish to Buyer a commitment for title insurance (Commitment) and, at Buyer's
expense, legible copies of restrictive covenants and docu m~nts evidencing exceptions in the

l

Initialed for Identification by Buyer 11\111

and Seifer
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I, George M. Amthor Ill, R.P.L.S., do hereby cartify that the plat shown hereon and 8CCOmpenying ftald notes
repreaent en on-the-ground survey made under my direction and supervision on February 8, 2018, and Ia the
best of my knowledge and bollef rapresent the facts found at the time of survey.
WITNESS MY HAND AND SEAL,

Arthur Edward CampboU
FntTract
Vol 311 . Pg 596-S.SCOP.R.
Reff'Riflt'"' V 182.P 863

1~/h ~~;]JI_
George M. Amthor Ill
R.P.L.S. 2684
GMA EnglneMilg & Surveying
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San Saba, Texas 78877
PH: (325) 372-3028
Engineering Firm No. F-6450
Surveying Film No. 100983-00
Drawing No. 02081611117/oz
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BOARD ACTION ITEM
MULTIFAMILY FINANCE DIVISION
MAY 26, 2016
Presentation, Discussion, and Possible Action on Timely Filed Scoring Notice Appeals under the
Department’s Multifamily Program Rules
RECOMMENDED ACTION
WHEREAS, a 9% Housing Tax Credit Application for Churchill at Golden
Triangle was submitted to the Department by the Full Application Delivery Date;
WHEREAS, during Application review, staff identified Administrative Deficiencies
that required resolution within five business days of notice or suffer a five point
deduction for each day and potential termination after seven days;
WHEREAS, the Applicant failed to timely resolve the Administrative Deficiencies,
and consequently was assessed a five point penalty;
WHEREAS, Competitive HTC scoring notices were provided to the Applicant,
identifying points that the Applicant elected but did not qualify to receive under 10
TAC §11.9 related to Competitive HTC Selection Criteria, after the Administrative
Deficiency process was completed
WHEREAS, the Applicants timely filed an appeal of the scoring notice; and
WHEREAS, the Executive Director denied the appeals;
NOW, therefore, it is hereby
RESOLVED, that the scoring appeals for Application 16260 Churchill at Golden
Triangle is hereby denied.
BACKGROUND
10 TAC §11.9 related to Competitive HTC Selection Criteria identifies the scoring criteria used in
evaluating and ranking Applications. Included in the Scoring Criteria are those items required under
Texas Government Code, Chapter 2306, §42 of the Internal Revenue Code (“the Code”), and other
criteria established in a manner consistent with Chapter 2306 and §42 of the Code.
Pursuant to §10.201(7) Administrative Deficiency Process, staff sends the deficiency notice via email to the Applicant requesting the Applicant provide clarification, correction, or non-material
missing information to resolve inconsistencies in the original Application or to assist staff in
evaluating the Application. The five business day time period for responding to a deficiency notice
commences on the first business day following the deficiency notice date.
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This Application was assessed a penalty of five points under 10 TAC §10.201(7)(A) of the 2016
Uniform Multifamily Rules, related to the Administrative Deficiency Process, because the Applicant
failed to resolve Administrative Deficiencies to the satisfaction of the Department by 5:00 p.m. on
the fifth business day following the date of the deficiency notice. The rule reads in relevant part:
Unless an extension has been timely requested and granted, if an Administrative
Deficiency is not resolved (emphasis supplied) to the satisfaction of the Department
by 5:00 p.m. on the fifth business day following the date of the deficiency notice,
then (5 points) shall be deducted from the selection criteria score for each additional
day the deficiency remains unresolved. If Administrative Deficiencies are not
resolved by 5:00 p.m. on the seventh business day following the date of the
deficiency notice, then the Application shall be terminated.
The appeal was denied based on the consistent position of staff that the rule contemplates and
requires that by 5:00 p.m. Austin local time on the fifth day after notice of an administrative
deficiency, the applicant will have taken the necessary steps to ensure staff understands the
applicant’s response in sufficient detail that the deficiency has been resolved. In this instance, a
response for 16 deficiency items was submitted at 4:28 p.m. on April 18, 2016, thirty-two minutes
before the deadline at 5:00 p.m. Austin local time.
The Administrative Deficiency response included 36 pages of documentation. While the responses
and documentation for the deficiencies were submitted prior to the deadline, the timing of the
submission did not leave sufficient time for staff to review the documents and determine whether
the Administrative Deficiencies had been resolved to the satisfaction of the Department and 10
TAC §10.201(7)(A) prior to the required deadline.
The appeal asserts that the deficiencies cited were “excessively vague”, that the reviewer was out of
the office and thus unavailable for two days, and that it was not possible for them to submit the
response earlier as they were not “invited” to submit the response in portions. The Applicant has
provided no evidence that in the time between receipt of the Notice of Administrative Deficiency
and the response submission did the Applicant request explanation of any of the deficiency items
that the they did not understand, or that the Applicant contacted staff or management in the
Multifamily Division regarding the ability to submit a part of the response separately, or that the
Applicant requested an extension to the response deadline due to any difficulty in reaching the
reviewer or understanding the requirements of the notice.
Finally, while the appeal asserts that the reviewer was in possession of all requested information
prior to the deadline, review of that information revealed that in fact four of the deficiencies had not
been cured:.


The first uncured deficiency regarding the earnest money deposit was prompted by Section 4
of the Purchase and Sale Agreement, which requires that the “Within 2 business days after
the Effective Date, Purchaser must deliver to the Escrow Agent an Earnest Money deposit
of $10,000 in Cash Funds.” No evidence of that deposit was provided in the Application.
The Applicant provided evidence that the title company acknowledged it was obligated to
perform the duties set out in this section of the contract, but that acknowledgement does
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not equate to evidence that the deposit was made by the Applicant. Staff accepts that the
Contract for Ground Lease was inconsequential to the deficiency, but the earnest money
question was not resolved by the deadline.
The second uncured deficiency regarding the inconsistent count of units between the
building floor plans and the Building/Unit Configuration form states specifically “The plans
for buildings 1 and 3 do not match the unit distribution given on the Building/Unit
Configuration Form. Revise the incorrect exhibit.” The Applicant did not follow the request
in the notice, but rather referred to the unit matrix provided by the architect and revised
information to attempt to correct the deficiency had to be submitted after the deficiency
deadline.
The third uncured deficiency concerning the List of Organizations and Principals remained
uncured because the Applicant did not address the issues that created the deficiency. Clear
instructions for completion of the form appear at the top, which provides a map of the
ownership structure and supplements the Organizational Chart. In the appeal, the Applicant
states “FWHA Golden Triangle Public Facilities Corporation is not a sub entity of the
General Partner – exactly the opposite is, in fact, correct.” The Organizational Chart clearly
shows this entity as a sub entity of the General Partner. The matter remained unresolved
and revised information to attempt to correct the deficiency had to be submitted after the
deficiency deadline.
Regarding the fourth uncured deficiency, the Applicant provided revised information after
the deadline to attempt to correct the deficiency..
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16260
Scoring Notice and
Documentation

MULTIFAMILY FINANCE PRODUCTION DIVISION
Housing Tax Credit Program - 2016 Application Round
Scoring Notice - Competitive Housing Tax Credit Application

Bradley E. Forslund
Phone #: (972) 550-7800
Email: bforslund@cri.bz
Second Email: bvillanueva@cri.bz

Date: May 19, 2016
THIS NOTICE WILL ONLY BE
TRANSMITTED VIA EMAIL

RE: 2016 Competitive Housing Tax Credit (HTC) Application for Churchill at Golden Triangle
Community, TDHCA Number: 16260
The Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs has completed its program review of the Application
referenced above as further described in the 2016 Qualified Allocation Plan (“QAP”). This scoring notice provides a
summary of staff’s assessment of the application’s score. The notice is divided into several sections.
Section 1 of the scoring notice provides a summary of the score requested by the Applicant followed by the score staff
has assessed based on the Application submitted. You should note that four scoring items are not reflected in this scoring
comparison but are addressed separately.
Section 2 of the scoring notice includes each of the four scoring criteria for which points could not be requested by the
Applicant in the application self-score form and include: §11.9(d)(1) Local Government Support, §11.9(d)(4)
Quantifiable Community Participation, §11.9(d)(5) Community Support from State Representative, and §11.9(d)(6)
Input from Community Organizations.
Section 3 provides information related to any point deductions assessed under §11.9(f) of the QAP or §10.201(7)(A) of
the Uniform Multifamily Rules.
Section 4 provides the final cumulative score in bold.
Section 5 includes an explanation of any differences between the requested and awarded score as well as any penalty
points assessed.
The scores provided herein are merely informational at this point in the process and may be subject to change. For
example, points awarded under §11.9(e)(2) “Cost of Development per Square Foot” and §11.9(e)(4) “Leveraging of
Private, State, and Federal Resources” may be adjusted should the underwriting review result in changes to the
Application that would affect these scores. If a scoring adjustment is necessary, staff will provide the Applicant a
revised scoring notice.
Be further advised that if the Applicant failed to properly disclose information in the Application that could have a
material impact on the scoring information provided herein, the score included in this notice may require adjustment
and/or the Applicant may be subject to other penalties as provided for in the Department’s rules.
This preliminary scoring notice is provided by staff at this time to ensure that an Applicant has sufficient notice to
exercise any appeal process provided under §10.902 of the Uniform Multifamily Rules. All information in this scoring
notice is further subject to modification, acceptance, and/or approval by the Department’s Governing Board.

MULTIFAMILY FINANCE PRODUCTION DIVISION
Housing Tax Credit Program - 2016 Application Round
Scoring Notice - Competitive Housing Tax Credit Application
Page 2 of Final Scoring Notice: 16260, Churchill at Golden Triangle Community
Section 1:
Score Requested by Applicant (Does not include points for §11.9(d)(1), (4), (5), or (6) of the 2016 QAP):

123

Score Awarded by Department staff (Does not include points for §11.9(d)(1), (4), (5), or (6) of the 2016 QAP):

123

Difference between Requested and Awarded:

0

Section 2:
Points Awarded for §11.9(d)(1) Local Government Support:

17

Points Awarded for §11.9(d)(4) Quantifiable Community Participation:

4

Points Awarded for §11.9(d)(5) Community Support from State Representative:

8

Points Awarded for §11.9(d)(6) Input from Community Organizations:

4

Section 3:
Points Deducted for §11.9(f) of the QAP or §10.201(7)(A) of the Uniform Multifamily Rules:

5

Section 4:
Final Score Awarded to Application by Department staff:
Section 5:
Explanation for Difference between Points Requested and Points Awarded by the Department as
well as penalties assessed:
§10.201(7) Administrative Deficiency Process. Administrative Deficiency was not resolved to the satisfaction of
the Department by 5:00 p.m. on the fifth business day following the date of the deficiency notice. (Penalty
applied: -5 points)
Restrictions and requirements relating to the filing of an appeal can be found in §10.902 of the Uniform Multifamily
Rules. If you wish to appeal this scoring notice, you must file your appeal with the Department no later than 5:00
p.m. Austin local time, Thursday, May 26, 2016. If an appeal is denied by the Executive Director, an Applicant may
appeal to the Department's Board.
In an effort to increase the likelihood that Board appeals related to scoring are heard at the Board meeting, the
Department has provided an Appeal Election Form for all appeals submitted to the Executive Director. In the event
an appeal is denied by the Executive Director, the Applicant is able to request that the appeal automatically be added
to the Board agenda.
If you have any concerns regarding potential miscalculations or errors made by the Department, please contact Sharon
Gamble at (512) 936-7834 or by email at mailto:sharon.gamble@tdhca.state.tx.us.
Sincerely,

Sharon Gamble
Sharon Gamble
9% Competitive HTC Program Administrator
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Henderson
"Becky Villanueva"; Brad Forslund
RE: 16260 - 9% HTC Application Deficiency Notice - TIME SENSITIVE - Churchill at Golden Triangle Community
Monday, April 18, 2016 4:36:00 PM

Hi Becky,
I have received the submission but I won’t have it cleared before 5pm so I’ll give you an end result
tomorrow. I hope everything is right!
Have a great day!
Elizabeth Henderson

From: Becky Villanueva [mailto:bvillanueva@cri.bz]
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2016 4:30 PM
To: Elizabeth Henderson; Brad Forslund
Subject: RE: 16260 - 9% HTC Application Deficiency Notice - TIME SENSITIVE - Churchill at Golden
Triangle Community

Hi Elizabeth,
I just submitted to the Department’s Serv-U HTTPs System our response to the below deficiency.
Please let me know if you have any questions or need any additional information after your review.
Would you also confirm your receipt.
Thanks, Becky
From: Elizabeth Henderson [mailto:elizabeth.henderson@tdhca.state.tx.us]
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:56 AM
To: Brad Forslund <bforslund@cri.bz>; Becky Villanueva <bvillanueva@cri.bz>
Subject: 16260 - 9% HTC Application Deficiency Notice - TIME SENSITIVE - Churchill at Golden
Triangle Community
In the course of the Department’s Housing Tax Credit Eligibility/Selection/Threshold
and/or Direct Loan review of the above referenced application, a possible Administrative
Deficiency as defined in §10.3(a)(2) and described in §10.201(7)(A) and/or §10.201(7)(B)
of the 2016 Uniform Multifamily Rules was identified. By this notice, the Department is
requesting documentation to correct the following deficiency or deficiencies. Any issue
initially identified as an Administrative Deficiency may ultimately be determined to be
beyond the scope of an Administrative Deficiency, and the distinction between material and
non-material missing information is reserved for the Director of Multifamily Finance,
Executive Director, and Board.
1. Tab 12, Site Control – The contract does not include the paragraph pertaining to

environmental review. Provide an addendum, signed by both parties, which makes this
paragraph part of the purchase contract. You will find the language in the Direct Loan
NOFA.
2. Tab 12, Site Control – Provide proof of consideration as required by the contract(s).
3. Tab 12, General Demographic Characteristics – The demographics were provided for the
census tract but not for the city specifically. Provide the city demographics.
4. Tab 18, Unit Amenities and Tenant Supportive Services – The box was left blank for
HOME/Direct Loan. Check the boxes and resubmit.
5. Tab 22, Detention Pond – There was no detention pond depicted on the site plan but the
feasibility study says there must be one. Add the pond to the site plan.
6. Tab 22, Building Plans – The plans for buildings 1 and 3 do not match the unit distribution
given on the Building/Unit Configuration Form. Revise the incorrect exhibit.
7. Tab 22, Unit Floor Plans – The dimensions of each perimeter wall were not given on the
unit plans. Provide plans with the dimensions.
8. Tab 22, Elevations – The elevations don’t indicate which side of the building is depicted.
Submit better labeled elevations.
9. Tab 24, Direct Loan Proportionality Test – The percentage of Direct Loan units is not less
than the percentage of Direct Loan funds to total development cost. Revise the amount
of Direct Loan units or funds in order to meet this requirement.
10. Tab 24, Direct Loan Informational Deficiency – No Action Required – Because there are
80% High HOME units, 90% of the HOME units have to be leased to households at 60%
High HOME or below at initial occupancy, per 24 CFR 92.216. Once the initial occupants
move out, the 80% High HOME rent and income limits may start for those units
designated 80% High HOME.
11. Tab 35, Equity Letter – The equity letter did not state how much in developer fees would
be paid during construction. Obtain this information. You can accept it by email rather
than getting another letter.
12. Tab 37, Guarantor Chart – Provide a guarantor chart.
13. Tab 38, List of Organization – The form is not complete and is inconsistent with the
organizational charts. Revise the form.
14. Tab 39, Previous Participation – Forms were not provided for all entities on the
organizational charts. Provide the missing forms.
15. Tab 45, Credit Limit I and II – The forms did not include all entities and persons on the
organizational charts.   Revise and resubmit.
16. Feasibility Report – I did not find the required survey or plat and the preliminary site plan,
with the “material adherence” statement included. Provide these two documents or
indicate where I have missed them.
The above list may not include all Administrative Deficiencies such as those that may
be identified upon a supervisory review of the application. Notice of additional

Administrative Deficiencies may appear in a separate notification.
All deficiencies must be corrected or otherwise resolved by 5 pm CST on the fifth business
day following the date of this deficiency notice. Deficiencies resolved after 5 pm on the fifth
business day will have 5 points deducted from the final score. For each additional day
beyond the fifth day that any deficiency remains unresolved, the application will be treated
in accordance with §10.201(7)(A) of the 2016 Uniform Multifamily Rules.

All deficiencies related to the Direct Loan portion of the Application must be corrected or
clarified by 5pm CST on the fifth business day following the date of this deficiency notice.
Deficiencies resolved after 5pm CST on the fifth business day will be subject to a $500 fee
for each business day that the deficiency remains unresolved. Applications with unresolved
deficiencies after 5pm CST on the tenth day may be terminated.

Unless the person that issued this deficiency notice, named below, specifies otherwise,
submit all documentation at the same time and in only one file using the Department’s ServU HTTPs System. Once the documents are submitted to the Serv-U HTTPs system, please
email the staff member issuing this notice. If you have questions regarding the Serv-U
HTTPs submission process, contact Liz Cline at liz.cline@tdhca.state.tx.us or by phone at
(512)475-3227. You may also contact Jason Burr at jason.burr@tdhca.state.tx.us or by
phone at (512)475-3986.
All applicants should review §§11.1(b) and 10.2(b) of the 2016 QAP and Uniform
Multifamily Rules as they apply to due diligence, applicant responsibility, and the
competitive nature of the program for which they are applying.

**All deficiencies must be corrected or clarified by 5 pm on April 18, 2016. Please
respond to this email as confirmation of receipt.**
About TDHCA

The Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs administers a number of state and federal
programs through for-profit, nonprofit, and local government partnerships to strengthen
communities through affordable housing development, home ownership opportunities,
weatherization, and community-based services for Texans in need. For more information, including
current funding opportunities and information on local providers, please visit www.tdhca.state.tx.us.

Elizabeth Henderson

Program Specialist III
Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs
221 E. 11th Street | Austin, TX 78701
Office: 512.463.9784 | Fax : 512.475.0764
Any person receiving guidance from TDHCA staff should be mindful that, as set forth in 10 TAC Section 11.1(b) there are
important limitations and caveats (Also see 10 TAC §10.2(b)).

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Henderson
"Becky Villanueva"
Brad Forslund
RE: 16260 - 9% HTC Application Deficiency Notice - TIME SENSITIVE - Churchill at Golden Triangle Community
Tuesday, April 19, 2016 11:10:00 AM

Hi Becky,
I gotten through the deficiency response. There are 4 that I could not clear so this one will be
cleared a day late, provided they’re cleared by 5pm today. Here are the ones that are still
outstanding. We can discuss them if you need to.
#2. Tab 12, Site Control – Proof of consideration. Both site control documents required
consideration/deposits. The amounts were different for each. I got confirmation for one of them
with your submission but not the other.
#6. Tab 22, Building Plans – The plans for building 1 still don’t match the unit count on the Building
Unit Configuration Form. You said you didn’t see the problem but the unit count on the form
doesn’t match what I’m getting with the plans.
#13. The List of Organizations and Principals still isn’t complete. The first mistake I saw is still there
in the new form.
#15. One of the Credit Limit Part II’s was not completed correctly. One was done correctly but the
other was not.
Since these are not new deficiencies, they don’t get 5 extra days. You need to clear these today in
order to avoid losing 5 more points.
Give me a call if you need to,
Elizabeth Henderson

From: Becky Villanueva [mailto:bvillanueva@cri.bz]
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2016 4:30 PM
To: Elizabeth Henderson; Brad Forslund
Subject: RE: 16260 - 9% HTC Application Deficiency Notice - TIME SENSITIVE - Churchill at Golden
Triangle Community

Hi Elizabeth,
I just submitted to the Department’s Serv-U HTTPs System our response to the below deficiency.
Please let me know if you have any questions or need any additional information after your review.
Would you also confirm your receipt.
Thanks, Becky

16260
Applicant Appeal to
Executive Director

April 28, 2016

By Email to tim.irvine@tdhca.state.tx.us
Mr. Tim Irvine
Executive Director
TDHCA
221 East 11th Street
Austin Texas 78701
Subject: TDHCA # 16260 - Churchill at Golden Triangle Community;
Appeal of 5 Point Penalty in Administrative Deficiency Process.
Dear Mr. Irvine:
The aforementioned 9% tax credit application is being assessed a 5 point penalty by Staff due to
their position that 4 of the 16 deficiency items were not fully cleared by the April 18th 5:00 p.m.
deadline. We are appealing this determination, as we strongly believe this penalty is not
warranted.
Churchill received a Notice of Administrative Deficiency dated April 11, 2016. Answers and
documentation for 16 deficiency items were submitted timely at 4:28 p.m. prior to the April 18th
deadline at 5:00 p.m. Central. Receipt of the response was confirmed, but Staff indicated that
there was not sufficient time to clear them all before the 5:00 p.m. deadline. On the morning of
April 19th we received an email indicating 4 items from the original 16 were not cleared and were
told we would be charged the 5 point penalty. We have attached both the original deficiency
notice and our response as well as the response we sent on April 19th related to the 4 items stated to
be not cleared on April 18th. We think that the deficiencies should have been regarded as cured on
April 18, 2016.
Deficiency item #2- Site Control. Proof of Consideration. . Tab 12, Site Control – Provide
proof of consideration as required by the contract(s). Site Control was fully demonstrated in
the Application with proof of consideration by the Escrow Agents receipt of earnest money
deposit in the Purchase & Sale agreement that was included in the Application. The 2nd
contract in question, the Contract for Ground Lease, was only included in the Application to
document the future tax exemption In a phone conversation with the reviewer, it was explained
that the receipt signed by the title company at the end of the Purchase and Sale Agreement was the
necessary proof of receipt of earnest money deposit. The receipt states “Escrow Agent agrees to
be bound by the terms and provisions of this Agreement, including those described in Section 4
hereof.” Section 4 relates to the Earnest Money Deposit being held in escrow by the title company.
Further documentation was requested, suggesting that an email from the title company would be
acceptable, and that was provided. In the conversation no reference was made to the Contract for
Ground Lease, which was in the Application to show how the Fort Worth Housing Authority
(“FWHA”) would own the fee interest and the Partnership would ground lease the Project site,
which meets requirements for a 100% ad valorem tax exemption, as shown in the Application. We
did not consider the Contract for Ground Lease in our deficiency response because (i) it is not part
of site control, and (ii) the Purchase and Sale Agreement had been assigned to the Partnership –
5605 N. MacArthur Blvd., Suite 580, Irving, TX 75038
4832-9826-6417.v3
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demonstrating full site control. No further documentation was needed to fulfill the site control
requirements. The second Deficiency Notice stated: #2. Tab 12, Site Control – Proof of
consideration. Both site control documents required consideration/deposits. The amounts were
different for each. I got confirmation for one of them with your submission but not the other. We
had already shown proper site control in the original Application. This transaction is in
partnership with the FWHA and that information is fully disclosed in the Application, with the
FWHA signing an Applicant Certification for the Application. The Contract for Ground Lease
was included to show the structure supporting the 100% property tax exemption shown on the
Operating Expenses form. This structure requires a ground lease and proper site control was
shown in the Application. We believe this is a misunderstanding of the ground lease structure, and
that no deficiency ever existed. Please read our response for this #2 item in the attached copy for a
further explanation. Since the deficiency was cleared on April 19th without any further
documentation being provided, we believe that there was no deficiency in the Application at all,
and therefore Deficiency item #2 should not be considered to contribute to incurring a 5 point
penalty.
Deficiency item #6. Tab 22, Building Plans – The plans for buildings 1 and 3 do not match the
unit distribution given on the Building/Unit Configuration Form. Revise the incorrect exhibit. We
made a substantial effort to answer the reviewer’s questions in a timely manner however the
reviewer’s request was unclear. By the deadline the Building/Unit Configuration was correct,
Building Matrix on Site Plan was correct , and Architectural Plans met all requirements of
10.204(9). The building/unit plan mix was matched in the Application between the matrix shown
on the Site Plan and the Building/Unit Configuration Plan (template form provided in the
application form). Staff cleared 1 of the 2 building sections in question, and said there was an
error in Building One in our initial deficiency response. The second Deficiency Notice stated: #6.
Tab 22 Building Plans – The plans for building 1 still don’t match the unit count on the Building
Unit Configuration Form. You said you didn’t see the problem but the unit count on the form
doesn’t match what I’m getting with the plans. It wasn’t until further conversation with the
reviewer we realized she was looking at the building plans and we were looking at the site plan.
We quickly had our architect correct that one building’s floor plans on April 19. This is not a
threshold item, it is basically a typo by the architect on one of the 4 buildings. As it turned out, our
architect had mistakenly identified an A1 unit as a B1 unit on three different floors. Again, this is
not a threshold or Application requirement. The tabulations on the Building/Unit Configuration
form were correct when the deficiency was responded to the first time. All architectural
requirements were met in the Application. We feel that the perceived deficiency was not properly
stated, and that therefore our response was fated to be incorrect.
Deficiency item #13 - List of Organizations and Principals. Tab 38, List of Organization – The
form is not complete and is inconsistent with the organizational charts. Revise the form. All of
the entities that are on the Organizational Chart were represented in the Application on the
List of Organizations & Principals the reviewer wanted sub-entities listed; however we still
made a substantial effort to answer the reviewer’s questions In our initial deficiency response
we provided information on the limited partners of a limited partnership that was shown as CoDeveloper and Guarantor. This was either not the information requested, or else was only a
portion of the information requested, and in the second Deficiency Notice Staff stated “The List of
Organizations and Principals still isn’t complete. The first mistake I saw is still there in the new
form.” This was not very helpful in locating the information regarded as missing. As it eventually
5605 N. MacArthur Blvd., Suite 580, Irving, TX 75038
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developed, the missing information being requested was acknowledgment that FWHA Golden
Triangle Public Facilities Corporation as a sub entity of the General Partner/Co-Developer
(Organization 1) and showing Churchill Senior Residential, LLC as a sub entity of Churchill
Senior Communities, L.P. (Organization 3). We provided the names and indicated that each of
these entities has TDHCA experience. The information for these two entities was already shown
independently on the form for Organizations 2 and 6. Additionally, FWHA Golden Triangle
Public Facilities Corporation is not a sub-entity of the General Partner/Co-Developer. In actuality,
the General Partner/Co-Developer is a sub-entity of FWHA Golden Triangle Public Facilities
Corporation. This form is very complicated and not intuitive, as admitted by Staff. In any event,
all new information was presented in our April 18th response, so we believe the deficiency should
have been regarded as cured on that date.
Deficiency item #15- Credit Limit Form. Tab 45, Credit Limit I and II – The forms did not
include all entities and persons on the organizational charts. Revise and resubmit. By the
deadline we had returned the Credit Limit I & II for the additional entities although the
Credit Limit II form was missing the entity name at the top but was clearly noted at the
bottom signed by the President of the Board. It was clear which entity it was representing.
After our response to the first Deficiency Notice, the second Deficiency Notice stated: “#15. One
of the Credit Limit Part II’s was not completed correctly. One was done correctly but the other
was not.” The response did not even identify the form which was considered to be correct, so we
were left to speculate regarding this. As it turned out, the name of the entity was missing from the
top of the page ( FWHA info ), which was considered to be a disqualifying error, even though the
name of the entity was at the bottom of the page, and the page was signed by the President of the
FWHA. There should have been be no question about the entity involved as it was contained on
the subject page.
This Application is a partnership with the Fort Worth Housing Authority ( FWHA ). The FWHA
is a very large organization that has ownership in many partnerships containing affordable/tax
credit housing. Obtaining Previous Participation Information on all of their existing relationships
with the TDHCA took substantial time, and therefore delayed the filing of the initial deficiency
response until the due date. The Deficiency Notice states that unless advised otherwise, all
deficiencies must be addressed in one submission. For that reason, we were not able to make a
partial submission and determine in advance of the deadline that materials we were providing were
not considered sufficient to clear the matter.
We also believe that the vague manner in which the reviewer advised of deficiencies substantially
contributed to our inability to respond in the manner desired to cure the deficiencies. In support of
this assertion, we are including a redacted copy of a Deficiency Notice that was provided to
another applicant. Please note the degree of detail identifying where information was missing or
incorrect. Detail such as this was missing in both the original April 11, 2016 Deficiency Notice
and in the April 19, 2016 follow-up Deficiency Notice. Additionally, the reviewer was out of the
office for at least a day and a half from April 13th to April 14th, as we were advised in response to
email requesting clarification of the deficiencies, making it necessary in several instances for us to
simply guess what information the reviewer was actually requesting. We made every effort to
clarify and respond to the deficiencies in a timely manner and believe that this point reduction is
not warranted, given these circumstances.
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Churchill Residential operates or is in the process of developing over 2,500 units of high quality
affordable housing mostly in Region 3. We have been commended by several U.S. Congressmen
in their tours of our properties in DFW. We have an excellent track record with successful tax
credit applications and compliance issues. We believe we develop and operate some of the highest
quality properties within the TDHCA portfolio. Churchill at Golden Triangle is an important
priority of both the City of Fort Worth and the FWHA. We respectfully submit that you make a
final staff decision to NOT assess the 5 point penalty as it will of course make this application noncompetitive. We submitted on a timely basis making every effort to what we thought were
adequate answers to all of the 16 deficiency questions. We believe this is a communication issue
with this particular reviewer, and that the 4 items cited as the April 19th deficiencies are very
immaterial to this application.
Sincerely,

Bradley E. Forslund
Authorized Representative
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Fromi
To:
Ccl
SubJectr

Datê:

¡mportancel

TIME SENSITIVET REQUEST FoR ADDITI0NAL INFoRMATIoN
Application
Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:10:00 AM
Hlgh

TDHcA-

ln the course of the Department's Housing Tax Credit Eligibilify/Selection/ThrçShold
and/or H0ME review of the above referenced application, a possible Administrative
Deficiency as defined in $10,3(a)(2) and described in 910,201(7)(A) and/or $10,201(Z)(Bl
of the 2015 Uniform Multifamily Rules was identified, By this notice, the Department is
requesting documentation to correct the following deficiency or deficiencies. Any issue
initially identified as an Administrative Deficiency may ultimately be determined to be
beyond the scope of an Administrative Deficiency, and the dislinction between material and
non-material missing information Ís reserved for the Director of Multifamily Finance,
Executive Director, and Board,

1,

ApplicantEligibilityCertification: Confirmthecorrectspellingofthelastnameofthe
Board

Member,æversus

È¡IIc,

2.Confirmwhetherornot-¡nandErareoneinthesameperson,Hls
name is inconsistent throughout the application Additionalforms do not need to be

provìded , a statement will suffice

3,

Síte Plan: The submitted site plan indicates acreage of 4,13 acres; however that appears

to be inconsistent with the other documents. Provide an explanation,

4.
5.

Site Plan: ldentify on the submitted site plan the floodplain boundaries or a statement as
the presence of such as well as any detention /retention ponds,
51te Plan: Based on the site plan and the Specifications and Building form there will be

186 parking spaces, lt appears as each unit will have a 2 car garage; however the site plan
does not appearto identifywhere any of the additional parking spots will be (with the
exception of the common building). lndicate where on the site plan the other parking
spaces will be,

6,

7

I

Building Floor Plans: ldentify on the building floor plans for each building type and floor
the square footage tabulation for any breezeways, corridors, utility closets, porches and
patios. The submitted documents do not appear to identify saìd items.
Elevations: Confirm that the side elevations for each building type are the same or
provide the other slde elevation for each, A staÌement will suffice.
Tab 36 Sponsor Characteristics: Submit a statement that explalns how the HUB will

materially

pa

rticipate.

9,

Tab 45 Applicant Credit Limit Form Part l: The box indicating yes or no
has not been completed,

for-

10. Ïab 45 Applicant Credit Limit Form Part llr Revise the forms to include those acting

as

Guarantor,basedontheorgchartitshouldbeselectedontheformsfor_'

1L, Revise the form for

LP to reflect the entity is a Developer,
per the org chart, Please include any others who are Developers, per the org chart, Revise
the form
include the date,

forEo
-and-,LLC,

12. Site Deslgn and Feasibility: ldentify where the current survey dated after January 4,2015
can be found in this report or the applìcation. Should be signed by the preparer and show
evidence it has been recorded.

Any applicant requesting points for Commitment of Development Funding by Local
Political Subdlvision must provide â firm commitment of funds as a condition of the

Commitment Notice (except for Applicants electing the point under [S11,9(d)(zXC)l).
All commitments of funds ,4lfst include a statement from the provider that the funds
were not first received from the applicant or related party. tS11.9(d)(2)I

list may not include all Administrative Deficiencies such as those that may
be identified upon a supervisory review of the applicatÍon, Notice of additional
Administrative Deficiencies may appear in a separate notification.

The above

All deficiencies must be corrected or otherwise resolved by 5 pm CST on the fifth business
day following the date of this deficiency notice, Deficiencies resolved afler 5 pm on the fifth
business day will have 5 points deducted from the final score. For each additionaì day
beyond the fifth day that any deficiency remains unresolved, the application will be treated
in accordance with S10,201(7)[A) of the 2015 Uniform Multifamily Rules.
All deficiencies related to the HOME portion of the Application must be corrected or clarified
by Spm CST on the fifth business day following the date of this deficiency notice,
Deficiencies resolved after Spm CST on the fifth business day will be subject to a $500 fee
for each business day that the deficiency remains unresolved, Applications with unresolved
deficiencies after Spm CST on the tenth day will be treated in accordance with S10,201[7J
[B) of the 2015 Uniform Multifamily Ruìes,
Unless the person that issued this deficiency notice, named below, specifies otherwise,

submit all documentation at the same time and in only one file using the Department's ServU HTTPs System, Once the documents are submitted to the Serv-U HTTPs system, please
email the staff member issuing this notice, If you have questions regarding the Serv-U
HTTPs submission process, contact Liz Cline at liz.cli4e@tdhca.state.tx,us or by phone at
(5LZ)4,75-3227,You may also contact |ason Burr at
or by
phone at (5LZ)47 5-3986,

iesoq.burr@Idhcs

April 18, 2016

Ms. Elizabeth Henderson
Program Specialist III
Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs
221 E. 11th Street
Austin, TX 78701
Subject: 16260 Application – 9% HTC Application Deficiency Notice
Churchill at Golden Triangle Community
Dear Ms. Henderson,
On behalf of Churchill at Golden Triangle Community, please see our responses below and attachments
if noted to address the deficiencies sited in your email of April 11, 2016.
1. Tab 12, Site Control – The contract does not include the paragraph pertaining to
environmental review. Provide an addendum, signed by both parties, which makes this
paragraph part of the purchase contract. You will find the language in the Direct Loan NOFA.
Please see the attached amendment to the contract with the language preferred by HUD for
the environmental review.
2. Tab 12, Site Control – Provide proof of consideration as required by the contract(s).
Please see the email received from the title company on 1/7/16 confirming the receipt of the
$10,000 earnest money.
3. Tab 12, General Demographic Characteristics – The demographics were provided for the
census tract but not for the city specifically. Provide the city demographics.
Please see the attached demographics for the City of Fort Worth.
4. Tab 18, Unit Amenities and Tenant Supportive Services – The box was left blank for
HOME/Direct Loan. Check the boxes and resubmit.
We don’t believe that we are to check this box. Our application is not “HOME only” it is 9%
HTC layered with HOME/direct loan. The heading states for Competitive HTC Applications, see
Tab 19 for Unit and Development Features. We have elected the higher point level.
5. Tab 22, Detention Pond – There was no detention pond depicted on the site plan but the
feasibility study says there must be one. Add the pond to the site plan.
The pond is not depicted on the site plan because it is an underground very small detention;
the seller is handling the offsite drainage.

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd., Suite 580, Irving, TX 75038

972.550.7800

Facsimile 972.550.7900

6. Tab 22, Building Plans – The plans for buildings 1 and 3 do not match the unit distribution
given on the Building/Unit Configuration Form. Revise the incorrect exhibit.
Please see the attached revised building/unit configuration. We do not note an error on
building 1; however we have revised building 3 to match the site plan.
7. Tab 22, Unit Floor Plans – The dimensions of each perimeter wall were not given on the unit
plans. Provide plans with the dimensions.
Please see the revised unit floor plans with the perimeter wall dimensions.
8. Tab 22, Elevations – The elevations don’t indicate which side of the building is depicted.
Submit better labeled elevations.
Please see the revised elevations with the sides of the buildings noted in the key plan box.
9. Tab 24, Direct Loan Proportionality Test – The percentage of Direct Loan units is not less than
the percentage of Direct Loan funds to total development cost. Revise the amount of Direct
Loan units or funds in order to meet this requirement.
Please see the attached Rent Schedule revised to 17 Direct Loan units.
10. Tab 24, Direct Loan Informational Deficiency – No Action Required – Because there are 80%
High HOME units, 90% of the HOME units have to be leased to households at 60% High HOME
or below at initial occupancy, per 24 CFR 92.216. Once the initial occupants move out, the
80% High HOME rent and income limits may start for those units designated 80% High HOME.
11. Tab 35, Equity Letter – The equity letter did not state how much in developer fees would be
paid during construction. Obtain this information. You can accept it by email rather than
getting another letter.
Please see the attached letter of intent revised to note the amount of the developer fees paid
during construction will be $570,881.
12. Tab 37, Guarantor Chart – Provide a guarantor chart.
Please see the attached chart of the Guarantor.
13. Tab 38, List of Organization – The form is not complete and is inconsistent with the
organizational charts. Revise the form.
Please see the attached revised list of organizations & principals.
14. Tab 39, Previous Participation – Forms were not provided for all entities on the organizational
charts. Provide the missing forms.
Attached are three additional Previous Participation forms.

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd., Suite 580, Irving, TX 75038

972.550.7800

Facsimile 972.550.7900

15. Tab 45, Credit Limit I and II – The forms did not include all entities and persons on the
organizational charts. Revise and resubmit.
Please see the revised Applicant Credit Limit documentation and Certification along with the
two additional entities.
16. Feasibility Report – I did not find the required survey or plat and the preliminary site plan,
with the “material adherence” statement included. Provide these two documents or indicate
where I have missed them.
Please see the last page of the Kimley Horn site feasibility report they are at the very back.
If you have any additional questions, please contact me at 972-550-7800 x 222 or bforslund@cri.bz.
Sincerely,

Bradley E. Forslund
Enclosures

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd., Suite 580, Irving, TX 75038

972.550.7800

Facsimile 972.550.7900

Becky Villanueva
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sheryl Stevenson <sstevenson@RattikinTitle.com>
Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:31 PM
David L. Bailiff; Becky Villanueva; Wes Gotcher; Tony Sisk; Michelle Bless
Magliolo, Holly; Eric Seeley
RE: Contract execution

We are in receipt of the wire for $10,000 representing the earnest money.
David Bailiff will be the closer, so please include David Bailiff in all emails.

THANK YOU
Sheryl Stevenson
Escrow Assistant to David Bailiff
Rattikin Title Company
3707 Camp Bowie Blvd. #120
Fort Worth, TX 76107
817‐737‐4800‐ ext. 208
Fax: 817‐ 737 4801
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: David L. Bailiff
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:18 PM
To: 'Becky Villanueva' <bvillanueva@cri.bz>; Wes Gotcher <Wes@moriahgroup.net>; Tony Sisk <tsisk@cri.bz>; Michelle
Bless <mbless@cri.bz>
Cc: Sheryl Stevenson <sstevenson@RattikinTitle.com>; Magliolo, Holly <hmagliolo@winstead.com>; Eric Seeley
<ESeeley@grahamcivil.com>
Subject: RE: Contract execution
Receipted Contract attached. Thanks.
David Bailiff
VP/Escrow Officer
Rattikin Title Company
3707 Camp Bowie Blvd., Ste 120/ Ft. Worth, TX 76107
Direct:817‐737‐4800 x206/ Fax: 817‐737‐4801 dbailiff@rattikintitle.com www.RattikinTitle.com
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Becky Villanueva [mailto:bvillanueva@cri.bz]
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:11 PM
To: David L. Bailiff <dbailiff@RattikinTitle.com>; Wes Gotcher <Wes@moriahgroup.net>; Tony Sisk <tsisk@cri.bz>;
Michelle Bless <mbless@cri.bz>
Cc: Sheryl Stevenson <sstevenson@RattikinTitle.com>; Magliolo, Holly <hmagliolo@winstead.com>; Eric Seeley
<ESeeley@grahamcivil.com>
Subject: RE: Contract execution
Ok then we will wire the money after 2pm today. Can you go ahead and send me a receipt.
Thanks, Becky
1

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: David L. Bailiff [mailto:dbailiff@RattikinTitle.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:09 PM
To: Becky Villanueva; Wes Gotcher; Tony Sisk; Michelle Bless
Cc: Sheryl Stevenson; Magliolo, Holly; Eric Seeley
Subject: RE: Contract execution
The way it is worded I can receipt without the earnest money in hand.
David Bailiff
VP/Escrow Officer
Rattikin Title Company
3707 Camp Bowie Blvd., Ste 120/ Ft. Worth, TX 76107
Direct:817‐737‐4800 x206/ Fax: 817‐737‐4801 dbailiff@rattikintitle.com www.RattikinTitle.com
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Becky Villanueva [mailto:bvillanueva@cri.bz]
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:46 AM
To: Wes Gotcher <Wes@moriahgroup.net>; Tony Sisk <tsisk@cri.bz>; Michelle Bless <mbless@cri.bz>
Cc: Sheryl Stevenson <sstevenson@RattikinTitle.com>; David L. Bailiff <dbailiff@RattikinTitle.com>; Magliolo, Holly
<hmagliolo@winstead.com>; Eric Seeley <ESeeley@grahamcivil.com>
Subject: RE: Contract execution
David,
Will you please send us wiring instructions. I need to get the receipt today.
Thanks, Becky
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Wes Gotcher [mailto:Wes@moriahgroup.net]
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:26 AM
To: Tony Sisk
Cc: Becky Villanueva; Sheryl Stevenson; David L. Bailiff; Magliolo, Holly; Eric Seeley
Subject: Re: Contract execution
Attached you will find the fully executed PSA for the Churchill/Triangle
I‐35 Realty transaction.
Mr. Bailiff, please send receipted contract upon receiving the wired earnest money funds from the buyer. Thank you.
Moriah Real Estate Company
Wes Gotcher, Vice President
p. 432.682.2510 m. 432.853.9783
303 West Wall Street, Ste. 1500 | Midland, TX 79701

On 1/7/16, 9:59 AM, "Tony Sisk" <tsisk@cri.bz> wrote:
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SPECIFICATIONS AND BUILDING/UNIT TYPE CONFIGURATION
Unit types should be entered from smallest to largest based on "# of Bedrooms" and "Sq. Ft. Per Unit." "Unit Label" should correspond to the unit label or name used on the unit floor plan. "Building Label"
should conform to the building label or name on the building floor plan. The total number of units per unit type and totals for "Total # of Units" and "Total Sq Ft. for Unit Type" should match the rent schedule
and site plan. If additional building types are needed, they are available by un‐hiding columns Q through AA, and rows 51 through 79.
Specifications and Amenities (check all that apply)
Building Configuration
(Check all that apply):
X

Development will have:

Single Family Construction

SRO

Transitional (per §42(i)(3)(B))

Duplex

Scattered Site

Fourplex

X

> 4 Units Per Building

Townhome

Elevators

1

# of Elevators

X

Fire Sprinklers
Free

Paid

Free

Wt. Capacity

Paid

Shed or Flat Roof Carport Spaces

Number of Parking Spaces(consistent
with Architectural Drawings):

2500

Detached Garage Spaces
205

Attached Garage Spaces

Uncovered Spaces

Structured Parking Garage Spaces
100

Floor Composition & Wall Height:

9 ft

% Carpet/Vinyl/Resilient Flooring
% Ceramic Tile
% Other

Unit
Label
A1
B1
B2
C1

Unit Type
# of
Bed‐ # of Baths
rooms
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
2

Building Label
Number of Stories
Number of Buildings

Ceiling Height
Upper Floor(s) Ceiling Height (Townhome Only)

Describe:

1
3
1

2
3
1

3
3
1

Total # of
Residential
Buildings
4

4
3
1

Sq. Ft. Per
Unit

Number of Units Per Building

700
950
950
1,100

23
3
5

12
9
3

31

Totals

6
6
9
3

24

24
15

24

39

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

Total # of Total Sq Ft for Unit
Units
Type
53
37,100
21
19,950
38
36,100
6
6,600
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
118
99,750

Net Rentable Square Footage from Rent Schedule

99,750

Interior Corridors

0

0

0

0

0

Total Interior Corridor Per Building Label

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

‐

0
1,814
1,814

0
2,781
2,781

0
5,421
5,421

0

0

0

0

0

0

4,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

15,686

Common Area

4,000

Total Common Area Per Building Label
Breezeways
Total Breezeways Per Building Label

4,000
5,670
5,670

1. BUILDING TYPE 1 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

2. BUILDING TYPE 1 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

01

02

KEY PLAN

30% BRICK VENEER
70% CEMENTITIOUS BOARD

1. BUILDING TYPE 1 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

2. BUILDING TYPE 1 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

30% BRICK VENEER
70% CEMENTITIOUS BOARD

02

01

KEY PLAN

1. BUILDING TYPE 2 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

2. BUILDING TYPE 2 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

02

01

KEY PLAN

30% BRICK VENEER
70% CEMENTITIOUS BOARD

1. BUILDING TYPE 2 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

2. BUILDING TYPE 2 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

01

30% BRICK VENEER
70% CEMENTITIOUS BOARD
02

KEY PLAN

3. BUILDING TYPE 3 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

2. BUILDING TYPE 3 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

01

30% BRICK VENEER
70% CEMENTITIOUS BOARD
02

KEY PLAN

1. BUILDING TYPE 3 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

2. BUILDING TYPE 3 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

02

01

KEY PLAN

30% BRICK VENEER
70% CEMENTITIOUS BOARD

1. BUILDING TYPE 4 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

2. BUILDING TYPE 4 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

01

02

KEY PLAN

30% BRICK VENEER
70% CEMENTITIOUS BOARD

1. BUILDING TYPE 4 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

2. BUILDING TYPE 4 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

01

02

KEY PLAN

30% BRICK VENEER
70% CEMENTITIOUS BOARD

1. BUILDING TYPE 4 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

2. BUILDING TYPE 4 EXTERIOR ELEVATION

02

01

KEY PLAN

30% BRICK VENEER
70% CEMENTITIOUS BOARD

Rent Schedule

Self Score Total:
123
Private Activity Bond Priority (For Tax‐Exempt Bond Developments ONLY):
Unit types must be entered from smallest to largest based on “# of Bedrooms” and “Unit Size”, then within the same “# of Bedrooms” and “Unit Size” from lowest to highest
“Rent Collected/Unit”.
Rent Designations (select from Drop down menu)
MF Direct
Other/
Loan Units
HTF Units MRB Units
HTC Units
Subsidy
(HOME
Rent/Inc)

# of Bed‐
# of Units
rooms
(A)

TC 30%
TC 30%
TC 50%
TC 50%
TC 60%
MR
TC 30%
TC 30%
TC 50%
TC 50%
TC 60%
MR
TC 30%
TC 50%
TC 60%
MR

LH/50%
HH/80%

LH/50%
HH/80%

LH/50%
HH/80%

4
1
15
6
24
3
4
2
17
6
27
3
1
1
3
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

Unit Size
(Net
# of
Baths Rentable Sq.
Ft.)
(B)
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

700
700
700
700
700
700
950
950
950
950
950
950
1100
1100
1100
1100

118
TOTAL
Non Rental Income
$0.00 per unit/month for:
Non Rental Income
0.00 per unit/month for:
Non Rental Income
2.00 per unit/month for:
+ TOTAL NONRENTAL INCOME
$2.00 per unit/month
= POTENTIAL GROSS MONTHLY INCOME
- Provision for Vacancy & Collection Loss
- Rental Concessions (enter as a negative number)
= EFFECTIVE GROSS MONTHLY INCOME
x 12 = EFFECTIVE GROSS ANNUAL INCOME
222768.075 4/14/16 10:18 AM

Total Net
Rentable
Sq. Ft.

Program
Rent Limit

Tenant Paid
Utility
Allow.

(A) x (B)
2,800
700
10,500
4,200
16,800
2,100
3,800
1,900
16,150
5,700
25,650
2,850
1,100
1,100
3,300
1,100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
99,750

392
392
653
653
784
730
471
471
785
785
942
879
543
906
1,087
1,010

Rent
Collected
/Unit

Total
Monthly
Rent

(E)

(A) x (E)

54
54
54
54
54
63
63
63
63
63
77
77
77

338
338
599
599
730
730
408
408
722
722
879
879
466
829
1010
1010

Garages
Carports
Application Fees, Vending & Damages

% of Potential Gross Income:
7.50%
Enter as a negative value

1,352
338
8,985
3,594
17,520
2,190
1,632
816
12,274
4,332
23,733
2,637
466
829
3,030
1,010
84,738
236
236
84,974
(6,373)
78,601
943,211

Rent Schedule (Continued)
% of LI

HOUSING
TAX
CREDITS

MORTGAGE
REVENUE
BOND

% of Total

TC30%
TC40%
TC50%

11%

10%

41%

38%

TC60%

49%

46%

% of LI
12
0
45
54

HTC LI Total

111

EO
MR
MR Total
Total Units

0
7
7
118

MRB30%
MRB40%
MRB50%

0
0
0

MRB60%

0

MRB LI Total
MRBMR
MRBMR Total
MRB Total

0
0
0
0

HOUSING
TRUST
FUND

HOME

OTHER

BEDROOMS

0
1
2
3
4

0
53
59
6
0

5

0

ACQUISITION + HARD
Cost Per Sq Ft
HARD
Cost Per Sq Ft
BUILDING
Cost Per Sq Ft

% of Total

HTF30%
HTF40%
HTF50%

0
0
0

HTF60%

0

HTF80%

0

HTF LI Total
MR
MR Total
HTF Total
30%
LH/50%
HH/60%
HH/80%

24%

24%

76%

76%

0
0
0
0
0
4
0
13

HOME LI Total

17

EO
MR
MR Total
HOME Total
Total OT Units

0
0
0
17
0

$ 99.98
$ 99.98
Total Points claimed:

$ 67.74

Applicants are advised to ensure that figure is not rounding down to the
maximum dollar figure to support the elected points.
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February 25, 2016

Churchill at Golden Triangle Community, L.P.
Brad Forslund
Churchill Residential
5605 N. McArthur Blvd, Ste 580
Irving, TX 75038
Re: Churchill at Golden Triangle – Preliminary Commitment
Dear Mr. Forslund:
This letter is a preliminary equity investment commitment from the National Equity Fund, Inc. (NEF)
for Churchill at Golden Triangle, a proposed family affordable housing LIHTC project to be located in
Fort Worth, TX.
NEF, an affiliate of the Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC), was incorporated in 1987 with the
mission to identify and develop new sources of financing to help provide affordable housing for the low
income families and to assist non-profit organizations in creating this housing. NEF has worked with 700
local development partners in forming partnerships which acquire, develop, rehabilitate and manage lowincome rental housing. Since the enactment of the Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credit in 1986, NEF
has raised more than $10 billion in equity and invested it in more than 2,100 affordable housing projects in
46 states, including Washington, D.C. and Puerto Rico.
Described below are the basic terms, conditions and assumptions of this preliminary commitment:


Churchill at Golden Triangle will be a 118 unit newly constructed family housing development
containing one, two and three bedroom apartments. 111 units will be LIHTC and available to
individuals with incomes at or below 30%, 50%, and 60% of Area Median Income and the
remaining 7 units will be market rate.



The project will be owned by Churchill at Golden Triangle Community, L.P. The Fort Worth
Housing Authority will own the General Partner, Churchill Golden Triangle Community G.P.,
LLC, and Churchill Senior Residential will act as Special Limited Partner. The Limited Partner
will be NEF Assignment Corporation.



NEF proposes to be the Federal tax credit investor with an equity investment of $13,950,000
which represents a price of $0.93 based upon an annual allocation of Federal low income housing
tax credits of approximately $1,500,000. NEF’s proposed equity pay-in schedule is depicted on
the following page:

10 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 1700., Chicago, IL 60606-3908

P 312.360.0400

F 312.360.0185

www.nefinc.org

o
o
o

12.5% of equity paid at Admission;
12.5% at 100% Construction Completion;
75% at Stabilized Occupancy.

The final timing and amounts of equity payments at closing and during construction will be
agreed upon by NEF and the General Partner/Special Limited Partner prior to closing.


Developer Fee - The current projections indicate a payment of developer fee in the amount of
$1,911,853 of which $570,881 will be paid during construction. It is projected that $678,472 of
the developer fee will be deferred and will be payable from cash flow.



Reserves - The Limited Partner will require the following reserves: Lease-up Reserve of
$448,123; Operating Reserve of $250,000, and Escrow Reserve of $428,918.



Guaranties and Adjusters – NEF will require the General Partner, Special Limited Partner, and
guarantors acceptable to NEF in its sole discretion to provide guaranties of development
completion, operating deficits, and the repurchase of NEF’s interest if the project fails to meet
basic tax credit benchmarks. The project’s partnership agreement will include adjusters to the
Limited Partner’s capital contributions if there is a change in the agreed upon amounts of total
projected tax credits or projected first year credits.

A final determination of our investment will depend upon confirmation of the project’s assumptions; a full
underwriting of the Project, the development team and their financial statements; the review of plans and
specifications; the commitment for all other sources of financing; the development schedule; review of due
diligence materials; successful negotiation of the partnership agreement and approval by NEF’s Investment
Review Committee and by its final tax credit investors.

Sincerely,

Jason Aldridge
Vice President
National Equity Fund

120 South Riverside Plaza, 15th Fl., Chicago, IL 60606-3908

P 312.360.0400

F 312.360.0185

www.nefinc.org

Guarantor
Churchill Senior Communities L.P.
Developer- 50% of Dev fee*

Churchill Senior Residential,
LLC
.01% General Partner

Bradley E.
Forslund
Sole Member/Manager
24.9975% Limited Partner

Bradley E Forslund Inheritor’s Trust
Bradley E. Forslund, Sole Trustee

24.9975% Limited Partner

Tina M. Forslund Inheritor’s Trust
Bradley E. Forslund, Sole Trustee

24.9975% Limited Partner

J. Anthony Sisk Inheritor’s Trust
J. Anthony Sisk, Sole Trustee

24.9975% Limited Partner

L. Catherine Sisk Inheritor’s Trust
J. Anthony Sisk, Sole Trustee

List of Organizations and Principals
Provide the requested information for all partnerships, corporations, limited liability companies, trusts, or any other public or private entity and their
Affiliates identified on the Owner and Developer Organization Charts. Organizations that own or control other organizations should also be identified until
the only remaining sub‐entity would be natural persons. Organizations that are Developers and/or Guarantors must also be listed on this form as must any
organization (and natural person whose ownership interest in an applicable entity is direct instead of via membership in an organization) that will receive
more than 10% of the developer fee. (Note ‐ Entity Names, Principals, and ownership percentage should coincide with the Owner and Developer
Organization Charts)
Applicant Legal Name:

Churchill at Golden Triangle Community, L.P.

Address: 5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

City:

State: TX Zip:

Irving

Organization legally formed?
Previous TDHCA Experience?
Org. 1

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

No

Date formed:

No

Phone:

Legal Org is or will be:
############ Email:

City:

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

Role/Title

Previous TDHCA Experience?

No

75038

Applicant

Date formed:

Legal Org is or will be:

Phone:

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

General Partner

State: TX Zip:

Irving

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
No

Limited Partnership

bforslund@cri.bz

Churchill Golden Triangle Community GP, LLC

Organization legally formed?

75038

N/A

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:

Limited Liability Company

Email:

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

2.
TDHCA Experience:

Yes

4.

TDHCA Experience:

5.
TDHCA Experience:

Org.
2

3.
TDHCA Experience:

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

6.
TDHCA Experience:

TDHCA Experience:
Role/Title

Churchill Senior Residential, LLC

5605 N. MacArtur Blvd. Suite 580

City:

Irving

State: TX Zip:

Previous TDHCA Experience?

Yes
Yes

Date formed:
Phone:

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

75038

Applicant

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?

Special Limited Partn

11/30/2010

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

972‐550‐7800

Special Limited Partner

bforslund@cri.bz

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

Brad Forslund
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

2.

4.

TDHCA Experience:

5.
TDHCA Experience:

Org.
3

3.
TDHCA Experience:

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

6.
TDHCA Experience:

TDHCA Experience:
Role/Title

Churchill Senior Communities, L.P.
City:

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

State: TX Zip:

Irving

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?
Previous TDHCA Experience?

Yes
Yes

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

Developer/Guaranto

75038

None

Date formed:
Phone:

10/20/2010
972‐550‐7800

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

Limited Partnership

bforslund@cri.bz

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

Bradley E. Forslund, Inheritor's Trust
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

J. Anthony Sisk, Inheritor's Trust
2. Tina M. Forslund, Inheritors's Trust 3.
Yes
Yes
TDHCA Experience:
TDHCA Experience:

4.

L. Catherine Sisk, Inheritor's Trust
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

5.

6.
TDHCA Experience:

TDHCA Experience:

Org.
4

Organization Legal Name:

Fort Worth Affordability, Inc.

Address:

1201 E. 13th Street

Role/Title
City:

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?
Previous TDHCA Experience?

Yes
Yes

State: TX Zip:

Fort Worth

76102

Churchill Golden Triangle Community GP, LLC

Date formed:
Phone:

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

Co‐Developer

9/22/2004

Legal Org is or will be:

Non‐Profit

Email:

817‐333‐3400

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:

Org.
5

1.

Terri Attaway, President Board
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

2.

Naomi W. Byrne, Secretary Board 3.
Mark Presswood, V P Board
Yes
Yes
TDHCA Experience:
TDHCA Experience:

4.

Richard M. Stinson, Board Member
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

5.

Michael Ramirez, Board Member 6.
Zelda Randle, Board Member
TDHCA Experience:
TDHCA Experience:
Yes
Yes

Organization Legal Name:

Fort Worth Housing Authority

Address:

1201 E. 14th Street

Role/Title
City:

State: TX Zip:

Fort Worth

76102

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?
Previous TDHCA Experience?

Yes
Yes

Phone:

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

1/5/1938

Date formed:

Non‐Profit

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

817‐333‐3400

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:

Org.
6

1.

Naomi W. Byrne, President/CEO FWHA
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

2.

Terri Attaway, BOD Chair
Yes
TDHCA Experience:

4.

Richard M. Stinson, Board Member
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

5.

Michael Ramirez, Board Member 6.
Zandel Randle, Board Member
Yes
Yes
TDHCA Experience:
TDHCA Experience:

Organization Legal Name:

FWHA Golden Triangle Public Facility Corporation

Address:

1201 E. 14th Street

City:

Previous TDHCA Experience?

No
Yes

Mark Presswood, Board Member
Yes
TDHCA Experience:

Role/Title
Fort Worth

100% Owner GP

State: TX Zip:

76102

Churchill Golden Triangle Community GP, LLC

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?

3.

Date formed:
Phone:

Corporation

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

817‐333‐3400

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:
List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:

Org.
7

1.

Terri Attaway, President Board
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

2.

Naomi W. Byrne, Secretary Board 3.
Mark Presswood, V P Board
TDHCA Experience:
TDHCA Experience:
Yes
Yes

4.

Richard M. Stinson, Board Member
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

5.

Michael Ramirez, Board Member 6.
Zelda Randle, Board Member
Yes
Yes
TDHCA Experience:
TDHCA Experience:

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

Bradley E. Forslund, Inheritor's Trust

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

City:

Previous TDHCA Experience?

Yes
Yes

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

Trustee

State: TX

Zip:

Date formed:
Phone:

10/20/2010
972‐550‐7800

Legal Org is or will be:

Limited Partnership

bforslund@cri.bz

Email:

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

Bradley E. Forslund, Sole Trustee
TDHCA Experience:

4.

2.

3.
TDHCA Experience:

5.
TDHCA Experience:

75038

Churchill Senior Communities, L.P.

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?

Irving

Role/Title

TDHCA Experience:
6.

TDHCA Experience:

TDHCA Experience:

Org.
8

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

Tina M.. Forslund Inheritor's Trust
City:

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

Previous TDHCA Experience?

Yes
Yes

Date formed:
Phone:

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

Member

State: TX

Zip:

75038

Churchill Senior Communities, L.P.

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?

Irving

Role/Title

10/20/2010

Legal Org is or will be:

bforslund@cri.bz

Email:

972‐550‐7800

Limited Partnership

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

Bradley E. Forslund, Sole Trustee
TDHCA Experience:

4.

2.

TDHCA Experience:

5.
TDHCA Experience:

Org.
9

3.
TDHCA Experience:

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

6.
TDHCA Experience:

J. Anthony Sisk, Inheritor's Trust

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

City:

Organization legally formed?

Yes
Yes

Date formed:
Phone:

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

Irving

Role/Title

Trustee

State: TX

Zip:

75038

Churchill Senior Communities, L.P.

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:

Previous TDHCA Experience?

TDHCA Experience:

10/20/2010

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

972‐550‐7800

Limited Partnership
tsisk@cri.bz

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

J. Anthony Sisk, sole Trustee
TDHCA Experience:

4.

2.

TDHCA Experience:

5.
TDHCA Experience:

Org.
10

3.
TDHCA Experience:

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

6.
TDHCA Experience:

L. Catherine Sisk

Role/Title

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

City:

Organization legally formed?

Yes
Yes

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

Irving

Member

State: TX Zip:

Date formed:
Phone:

10/20/2010
972‐550‐7800

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

Limited Partnership
tsisk@cri.bz

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

J. Anthony Sisk, Sole Trustee
TDHCA Experience:

4.

2.

3.
TDHCA Experience:

5.
TDHCA Experience:

75038

Churchill Senior Communities, L.P.

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:

Previous TDHCA Experience?

TDHCA Experience:

TDHCA Experience:
6.

TDHCA Experience:

TDHCA Experience:

Previous Participation Form
Form must be completed separately for each person that has or will have a controlling interest or oversight in the contract, award, agreement, or
ownership transfer being considered. This form should also be completed for each board member, individual with signature authority, executive
director, or elected official that represents the person/entity (as applicable).
Fort Worth Housing Authority

Person/Role:
Email Address:
City & State of Home Addr:

Fort Worth, TX

Applicant Legal Name:

Churchill at Golden Triangle Community, L.P.

1. List experience with all TDHCA rental development programs (including: HTC, HTC Exchange, HOME (RHD), and BOND) that you have controlled at
any time.
By selecting this box I certify that I have no prior experience with any TDHCA administered affordable rental program.

TDHCA ID#
1468
5004
60053
8205
8005
93109
93110
9135
4435
4433
9607
NSP77090000265
NSP77090000218

7409
14407
95048
14205

Property Name

Property City

Overton Park Townhomes
Pavilion at Samuels
Candletree Apartments
Wind River Apartments
Cambridge Court Apartments
Spring Hill Apartments
Spring Glen Apartments
Lincoln Terrace Apartments ‐ Villas on the Hill

Aventine Apartments
Post Oak East Apartments
Woodmont Apartment
Villas by the Park
Carlyle
HomeTowne at Matador Ranch
Hunter Plaza
Hillside Apartments
Avondale apartments

Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth

Program
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
NSP
NSP
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC

Control
began
(mm/yy)
2001
2005
2006
2008
2005
1993
1993
2009
2011
2010
2009
2010
2012
2013
2014
2015
2015

Control End
(mm/yy)
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending

2. Identify all Community Affairs and Single Family department programs that you have participated in within the last three(3) years by placing an
"x" next to the program name.
X

By selecting this box I certify that I have no prior experience with any TDHCA Single Family or Community Affairs Programs.
Community Affairs:
HOME:
HTF/OCI:
Other:

CEAP
CSBG
CFDC
DR
AYBR

DOE
ESG
HBA
HRA
Bootstrap

HHSP
LIHEAP
PWD
SFD
CFDC

WAP
TBRA
Self‐Help
NSP

Previous Participation Form
Form must be completed separately for each person that has or will have a controlling interest or oversight in the contract, award, agreement, or
ownership transfer being considered. This form should also be completed for each board member, individual with signature authority, executive
director, or elected official that represents the person/entity (as applicable).
Person/Role:

Fort Worth Affordability, Inc.

Email Address:
City & State of Home Addr:

Fort Worth, TX

Applicant Legal Name:

Churchill at Golden Triangle Community, L.P.

1. List experience with all TDHCA rental development programs (including: HTC, HTC Exchange, HOME (RHD), and BOND) that you have
controlled at any time.
By selecting this box I certify that I have no prior experience with any TDHCA administered affordable rental program.
TDHCA
ID#

Property Name

1468
5004
60053
8205
8005
93109
93110
9135
4435
4433
9607

Property City

Overton Park Townhomes
Pavilion at Samuels
Candletree Apartments
Wind River Apartments
Cambridge Court Apartments
Spring Hill Apartments
Spring Glen Apartments

Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Fort Worth
Lincoln Terrace Apartments ‐ Villas on the Hill
Fort Worth
Aventine Apartments
Fort Worth
Post Oak East Apartments
Fort Worth
Woodmont Apartment
Fort Worth
SP77090000265 Villas by the Park
Fort Worth
SP77090000218 Carlyle
Fort Worth
7409 HomeTowne at Matador Ranch
Fort Worth
14407 Hunter Plaza
Fort Worth
95048 Hillside Apartments
Fort Worth
14205 Avondale apartments
Fort Worth
5004 Pavilion at Samuels
Fort Worth
8005 Cambridge Court Apartments
Fort Worth
9135 Lincoln Terrace Apartments ‐Villas on the Hill Fort Worth
NSP770900Villas by the Park
Fort Worth
NSP770900 Carlyle
Fort Worth
14407 Hunter Plaza
Fort Worth
95048 Hillside Apartments
Fort Worth

Program
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
NSP
NSP
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
HTC
NSP
NSP
HTC
HTC

Control
began
(mm/yy)
2001
2005
2006
2008
2005
1993
1993
2009
2011
2010
2009
2010
2012
2013
2014
2015
2015
2005
2005
2009
2010
2012
2014
2015

Control End
(mm/yy)
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending

2. Identify all Community Affairs and Single Family department programs that you have participated in within the last three(3) years by placing
an "x" next to the program name.
X

By selecting this box I certify that I have no prior experience with any TDHCA Single Family or Community Affairs Programs.
Community Affairs:
HOME:
HTF/OCI:
Other:

CEAP
CSBG
CFDC
DR
AYBR

DOE
ESG
HBA
HRA
Bootstrap

HHSP
LIHEAP
PWD
SFD
CFDC

WAP
TBRA
Self‐Help
NSP

Previous Participation Form
Form must be completed separately for each person that has or will have a controlling interest or oversight in the contract, award, agreement, or
ownership transfer being considered. This form should also be completed for each board member, individual with signature authority, executive
director, or elected official that represents the person/entity (as applicable).
Person/Role:

FWHA Golden Triangle Public Facilities Corporation

Email Address:
City & State of Home Addr:

Fort Worth, TX

Applicant Legal Name:

Churchill at Golden Triangle Community, L.P.

1. List experience with all TDHCA rental development programs (including: HTC, HTC Exchange, HOME (RHD), and BOND) that you have
controlled at any time.
X

By selecting this box I certify that I have no prior experience with any TDHCA administered affordable rental program.

TDHCA
ID#

Property Name

Property City

Program

Control
began
(mm/yy)

Control End
(mm/yy)

2. Identify all Community Affairs and Single Family department programs that you have participated in within the last three(3) years by placing
an "x" next to the program name.
X

By selecting this box I certify that I have no prior experience with any TDHCA Single Family or Community Affairs Programs.
Community Affairs:
HOME:
HTF/OCI:
Other:

CEAP
CSBG
CFDC
DR
AYBR

DOE
ESG
HBA
HRA
Bootstrap

HHSP
LIHEAP
PWD
SFD
CFDC

WAP
TBRA
Self‐Help
NSP

April 19, 2016

Ms. Elizabeth Henderson
Program Specialist III
Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs
221 E. 11th Street
Austin, TX 78701
Subject: 16260 Application – 9% HTC Application Deficiency Notice
Churchill at Golden Triangle Community
Dear Ms. Henderson,
On behalf of Churchill at Golden Triangle Community, please see our responses below and attachments if noted
to address the deficiencies sited in your email of April 19, 2016.
#2. Tab 12, Site Control – Proof of consideration. Both site control documents required consideration/deposits.
The amounts were different for each. I got confirmation for one of them with your submission but not the other.
The Contract for Ground Lease between the Housing Authority of the City of Fort Worth, Texas (the “FWHA”)
and the Partnership is not required to establish site control. Site control is established by the assignment of the
Purchase and Sale Agreement to the Partnership. The Partnership is controlled by its general partner, and that
general partner is controlled by a public facility corporation created and controlled by the FWHA. For that
reason, the FWHA has complete effective site control via the Partnership. The Contract for Ground Lease was
included in the Application for the purpose of showing the structure that will provide a 100% ad valorem tax
exemption, which is shown in the Annual Operating Expenses form. The FWHA is shown as a participant in the
Application by Naomi Byrne’s execution of the 2016 Applicant Eligibility Certification on behalf of the FWHA
(see page 35 of the Application).
#6. Tab 22, Building Plans – The plans for building 1 still don’t match the unit count on the Building Unit
Configuration Form. You said you didn’t see the problem but the unit count on the form doesn’t match what I’m
getting with the plans.
Please see the attached plan for Building 1 to match to the Building/Unit Type Configuration
#13. The List of Organizations and Principals still isn’t complete. The first mistake I saw is still there in the new
form.
Attached is a revised list of Organizations & Principals.
#15. One of the Credit Limit Part II’s was not completed correctly. One was done correctly but the other was not.
The Credit Limit Part II for the Fort Worth Housing Authority has been corrected and is attached.
If you have any additional questions, please contact me at 972-550-7800 x 222 or bforslund@cri.bz.
Sincerely,

Bradley E. Forslund
Enclosures

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd., Suite 580, Irving, TX 75038

972.550.7800

Facsimile 972.550.7900

TYPE 1 SQUARE FOOTAGE CHART:
NET RENTABLE:
BREEZEWAY/
CORRIDOR:
STORAGE /
UTILITY:
PORCHES / PATIOS
BALCONIES:
CLUBHOUSE:

23,700 SQFT

5,670 SQFT
857 SQFT

3,279 SQFT
4,000 SQFT

NOTE:
BUILDING ROTATED TO FIT.

BLDG. TYPE 1 - FIRST FLOOR

NOTE:
BUILDING ROTATED TO FIT.

BLDG. TYPE 1 - SECOND FLOOR

NOTE:
BUILDING ROTATED TO FIT.

BLDG. TYPE 1 - THIRD FLOOR

List of Organizations and Principals
Provide the requested information for all partnerships, corporations, limited liability companies, trusts, or any other public or private entity and their
Affiliates identified on the Owner and Developer Organization Charts. Organizations that own or control other organizations should also be identified until
the only remaining sub‐entity would be natural persons. Organizations that are Developers and/or Guarantors must also be listed on this form as must any
organization (and natural person whose ownership interest in an applicable entity is direct instead of via membership in an organization) that will receive
more than 10% of the developer fee. (Note ‐ Entity Names, Principals, and ownership percentage should coincide with the Owner and Developer
Organization Charts)
Applicant Legal Name:

Churchill at Golden Triangle Community, L.P.

Address: 5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

City:

State: TX Zip:

Irving

Organization legally formed?
Previous TDHCA Experience?
Org. 1

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

No

Date formed:

No

Phone:

Legal Org is or will be:
############ Email:

City:

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

Role/Title

Previous TDHCA Experience?

No

75038

Applicant

Date formed:

Legal Org is or will be:

Phone:

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

General Partner

State: TX Zip:

Irving

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
No

Limited Partnership

bforslund@cri.bz

Churchill Golden Triangle Community GP, LLC

Organization legally formed?

75038

N/A

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:

Limited Liability Company

Email:

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1. FWHA Golden Triangle Public Facilities Corp.
TDHCA Experience:
No

2.

4.

5.
TDHCA Experience:

Org.
2

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

3.
TDHCA Experience:

TDHCA Experience:
6.

TDHCA Experience:

TDHCA Experience:

Churchill Senior Residential, LLC

5605 N. MacArtur Blvd. Suite 580

Role/Title
City:

Irving

State: TX Zip:

Previous TDHCA Experience?

Yes
Yes

Date formed:
Phone:

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

75038

Applicant

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?

Special Limited Partn

11/30/2010

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

972‐550‐7800

Special Limited Partner

bforslund@cri.bz

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

Brad Forslund
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

2.

4.

TDHCA Experience:

5.
TDHCA Experience:

Org.
3

3.
TDHCA Experience:

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

6.
TDHCA Experience:

TDHCA Experience:
Role/Title

Churchill Senior Communities, L.P.
City:

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

State: TX Zip:

Irving

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?
Previous TDHCA Experience?

Yes
Yes

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

Developer/Guaranto

75038

None

Date formed:
Phone:

10/20/2010
972‐550‐7800

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

Limited Partnership

bforslund@cri.bz

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

Bradley E. Forslund, Inheritor's Trust
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

J. Anthony Sisk, Inheritor's Trust
2. Tina M. Forslund, Inheritors's Trust 3.
TDHCA Experience:
Yes
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

4.

L. Catherine Sisk, Inheritor's Trust
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

5.

Churchill Residential, LLC
Yes
TDHCA Experience:

6.
TDHCA Experience:

Org.
4

Organization Legal Name:

Fort Worth Affordability, Inc.

Address:

1201 E. 13th Street

Role/Title
City:

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?
Previous TDHCA Experience?

Yes
Yes

State: TX Zip:

76102

Churchill Golden Triangle Community GP, LLC
9/22/2004

Date formed:
Phone:

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

Fort Worth

Co‐Developer

Legal Org is or will be:

Non‐Profit

Email:

817‐333‐3400

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:

Org.
5

1.

Terri Attaway, President Board
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

2.

Naomi W. Byrne, Secretary Board 3.
Mark Presswood, V P Board
Yes
Yes
TDHCA Experience:
TDHCA Experience:

4.

Richard M. Stinson, Board Member
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

5.

Michael Ramirez, Board Member 6.
Zelda Randle, Board Member
Yes
Yes
TDHCA Experience:
TDHCA Experience:

Organization Legal Name:

Fort Worth Housing Authority

Address:

1201 E. 14th Street

Role/Title
City:

State: TX Zip:

Fort Worth

76102

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?
Previous TDHCA Experience?

Yes
Yes

Phone:

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

1/5/1938

Date formed:

Non‐Profit

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

817‐333‐3400

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:

Org.
6

1.

Naomi W. Byrne, President/CEO FWHA
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

2.

Terri Attaway, BOD Chair
Yes
TDHCA Experience:

4.

Richard M. Stinson, Board Member
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

5.

Michael Ramirez, Board Member 6.
Zandel Randle, Board Member
Yes
Yes
TDHCA Experience:
TDHCA Experience:

Organization Legal Name:

FWHA Golden Triangle Public Facility Corporation

Address:

1201 E. 14th Street

City:

Previous TDHCA Experience?

No
Yes

Mark Presswood, Board Member
Yes
TDHCA Experience:

Role/Title
Fort Worth

100% Owner GP

State: TX Zip:

76102

Churchill Golden Triangle Community GP, LLC

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?

3.

Date formed:
Phone:

Corporation

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

817‐333‐3400

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:
List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:

Org.
7

1.

Terri Attaway, President Board
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

2.

Naomi W. Byrne, Secretary Board 3.
Mark Presswood, V P Board
Yes
Yes
TDHCA Experience:
TDHCA Experience:

4.

Richard M. Stinson, Board Member
TDHCA Experience:
Yes

5.

Michael Ramirez, Board Member 6.
Zelda Randle, Board Member
Yes
Yes
TDHCA Experience:
TDHCA Experience:

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

Bradley E. Forslund, Inheritor's Trust

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

City:

Previous TDHCA Experience?

Yes
Yes

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

Trustee

State: TX

Zip:

Date formed:
Phone:

10/20/2010
972‐550‐7800

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

Limited Partnership

bforslund@cri.bz

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

Bradley E. Forslund, Sole Trustee
TDHCA Experience:

4.

2.

3.
TDHCA Experience:

5.
TDHCA Experience:

75038

Churchill Senior Communities, L.P.

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?

Irving

Role/Title

TDHCA Experience:
6.

TDHCA Experience:

TDHCA Experience:

Org.
8

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

Tina M.. Forslund Inheritor's Trust
City:

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?
Previous TDHCA Experience?

Yes
Yes

Member

State: TX

Zip:

75038

Churchill Senior Communities, L.P.

Date formed:
Phone:

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

Irving

Role/Title

10/20/2010

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

972‐550‐7800

Limited Partnership

bforslund@cri.bz

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

Bradley E. Forslund, Sole Trustee
TDHCA Experience:

4.

2.

TDHCA Experience:

5.
TDHCA Experience:

Org.
9

3.
TDHCA Experience:

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

6.
TDHCA Experience:

J. Anthony Sisk, Inheritor's Trust

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

City:

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?
Previous TDHCA Experience?

TDHCA Experience:

Yes
Yes

Trustee

State: TX

Zip:

75038

Churchill Senior Communities, L.P.

Date formed:
Phone:

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

Irving

Role/Title

10/20/2010

Legal Org is or will be:

tsisk@cri.bz

Email:

972‐550‐7800

Limited Partnership

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

J. Anthony Sisk, sole Trustee
TDHCA Experience:

4.

2.

TDHCA Experience:

5.
TDHCA Experience:

Org.
10

3.
TDHCA Experience:

Organization Legal Name:
Address:

6.
TDHCA Experience:

L. Catherine Sisk

Role/Title

5605 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 580

City:

Name(s) of Entities the Organization Owns or Controls:
Organization legally formed?
Previous TDHCA Experience?

TDHCA Experience:

Yes
Yes

Organization is identified on Org. Chart:

Irving

Member

State: TX Zip:

Churchill Senior Communities, L.P.

Date formed:
Phone:

10/20/2010
972‐550‐7800

Legal Org is or will be:
Email:

Limited Partnership
tsisk@cri.bz

Yes

List of Sub‐Entities or Principals:
1.

J. Anthony Sisk, Sole Trustee
TDHCA Experience:

4.

2.

3.
TDHCA Experience:

5.
TDHCA Experience:

75038

TDHCA Experience:
6.

TDHCA Experience:

TDHCA Experience:

Fort Worth Housing Authority

16260
Executive Director’s
Response

16260
Applicant Appeal
to Board

May 16, 2016

TDHCA Board
221 East 11th Street
Austin Texas 78701
Subject:

TDHCA # 16260 - Churchill at Golden Triangle Community;
Appeal of 5 Point Penalty in Administrative Deficiency Process.

Dear TDHCA Board Members:
This letter appeals the loss of five points as a penalty for failure to submit Administrative Deficiency
Responses within the TDHCA’s five business day deadline. The penalty in question will take the
Churchill at Golden Triangle Community (the “Project”) out of the running for an award. We think this
is an extremely harsh penalty because:
(i)
the administrative deficiencies cited were excessively vague compared to the method of
identifying deficiencies used by other reviewers;
(ii)
the reviewer was out of the office for two of the five business days, and could not be
reached for explanation or elaboration concerning the deficiencies; and
(iii) all of the information requested was made available to the reviewer within the response
period, but the reviewer wanted that information presented in multiple places, and we
missed some of the repetitive areas where the reviewer wanted the same information
included.
Because the deficiency response was submitted at 4:28 pm on the day of the deadline, the reviewer
indicated that there was insufficient time to confirm that all deficiencies were completely resolved. We
were unable to submit earlier because under the rules only complete submissions may be made unless
you are invited to submit a portion of the response separately – and we received no such invitation.
Excessive vagueness in identifying deficiencies
Attached to this letter as Exhibit A is the original Notice of Administrative Deficiencies. Please note
the inexactitude with which deficiencies are identified. For example, see deficiency #6 which states:
6. Tab 22 Building Plans – The plans for buildings 1 and 3 do not match the unit distribution given on the
Building/Unit Configuration Form. Revise the incorrect exhibit.

When compared to deficiency #5 in Exhibit B which is a similar Deficiency Notice from another
reviewer, the lack of detail in the Notice provided on the Project is apparent.
5. Please revise the Building/Unit charts in the architectural plans to agree with the Building/Unit Type
Configuration form. It would be helpful to eliminate the distinction between upper story units and lower
story units in the architect’s table, and to consistently refer to each unit type by the same designation, i.e.
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use C2-1 or C2.1 but not both. The upper and lower parts of the table seem to use different designations for
the same units from the middle part of the table. The table at the top right of the site plan adds complexity
because information is presented in a different format from the Building/Unit Configuration form (that is
primary) and the other architectural table. Note that the easiest way to deal with this requirement is to simply
submit the architect’s table in the same format as the Building/Unit Type Configuration form.

Reviewer was unavailable for questions during a substantial part of the response period.
The Deficiency Notice was received by the developer at 11:56 am on Monday, April 11, 2016.
Unfortunately, the developer was in the midst of a construction and equity closing, and did not respond
to the Deficiency Notice until the next morning when the third party potential investor was contacted for
revisions to its equity letter and the morning of April 13th, when the architect was contacted for
requested revisions to the architectural drawings. By the time the developer was able to address other
elements of the deficiency, and realized that there were questions of intent, the reviewer was out of the
office on business and could not be reached for explanations. Two days passed before the reviewer
could be contacted concerning questions relating to the deficiencies – at approximately 2:00 pm on
Thursday, April 14th.
Reviewer was in possession of all information requested prior to deadline.
We think that the five point penalty is particularly egregious because the reviewer had received all of the
information requested prior to the deadline on April 18th.
1. The first deficiency that was regarded as “uncured” on April 18th was not a deficiency at all.
Site control, as defined in the 2016 Rules, was shown in the original Application. The
reviewer did not like the manner in which the earnest money deposit was referenced as
received by the title company (the title company acknowledged that they were obligated to
perform the duties set out in the section of the purchase contract that dealt with the earnest
money deposit). The Contract for Ground Lease that was included in the Application was
not needed to establish Site Control – it was only included to show the structure that would
support the 100% ad valorem tax exemption for the Project that was evidenced by the Annual
Operating Expenses.

2. The second deficiency “uncured” on April 18th was that the reviewer had counted units as
shown on the building plans and came up with a different number than was shown in the
Building/Unit Configuration Form. Since the Building/Unit Configuration Form matched the
number of units/types shown in the architect’s matrix in the building plans, the developer
believed that the item was resolved. The original deficiency never made it apparent that the
reviewer was not referring to the architect’s compilation, but instead was counting units
shown on floor plans. The Building/Unit Configuration Form and the architect’s
compilation did match and were correct.
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3. The third deficiency “uncured” on April 18th was that the List of Organizations and
Principals was not considered complete. The reviewer said “The first mistake I saw is still
there in the new form,” but never revealed what that mistake was. As it turned out, all of the
various entities were named and their relationships were provided in the organizational charts
and the information was all in the form, but the reviewer wanted two entities that were
already shown on the form to be added under additional organizational sections. One of the
desired insertions is inappropriate, in our view, since FWHA Golden Triangle Public
Facilities Corporation is not a sub entity of the General Partner – exactly the opposite is, in
fact, correct. We made the change, however, to get the item cleared.

4.

The fourth and final deficiency “uncured” on April 18th was one of two Credit Limit Forms
that had been provided for entities related to the Fort Worth Housing Authority. The Fort
Worth Housing Authority had executed and returned the requisite forms, however the name
of the entity somehow fell off the form at the top of the page. This was considered a
disqualification even though the name of the entity was filled in at the bottom of the page in
connection with the signature on the form. To evaluate the degree of conflict or confusion
created by this problem, please see Exhibit C attached.

In summary, we strongly believe that the submissions provided on April 18, 2016, essentially cured all
of the deficiencies that were found by the reviewer. We were handicapped by the vagueness of the
observations made concerning the deficiencies and believe that there is a serious discrepancy in the
amount of information provided by various reviewers. Additionally, the unavailability of our reviewer
during a substantial period of our response period made it more difficult to respond to the Deficiency
Notice in a manner that would resolve all issues. Finally, although three units were incorrectly labeled
in building floor plans, and the name of the Housing Authority of the City of Fort Worth was missing at
the top of the page on one of the Credit Limit forms, those issues so not, in our mind, rise to the level of
an administrative deficiency because they did not create conflict or confusion in the Application.
Churchill Residential, Inc. has developed more than 2,500 tax credit units in Texas during the last 14
years. In EARAC compliance reviews our firm has a Category One rating. In responding to this
Deficiency Notice we made every effort to meet the reviewer’s requirements completely and in a timely
manner. We think that the issues that arguably remained outstanding on April 19th were either
duplicative information already properly disclosed, or else constituted an error by our architect. We
point out that had we known the perceived problem with the building plans, we could have requested an
extension of time to get the units re-numbered, since the architect is a third party. Given these
circumstances, we think that the five point penalty is an overly harsh punishment, and we request that
you grant this appeal and rescind the penalty.
Sincerely,

J. Anthony Sisk
Authorized Representative
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From: Elizabeth Henderson ImgjlTo:.e!_izabet.llhende.rson@tdhca.state.tl.us]
Sent: Monday, April 1,1,,20161.L:56 AM
To: Brad Forslund <bforslund@cri.bz>; Becky villanueva <bvillanueva_@cri.bz>
Subject: 16260 - 9% HTC Application Deficiency Notice - TIME SENSITIVE - Churchill at Golden Triangle Community
In the course of the Department's Housing Tax Credit Eligibilitv/Selection/Threshold and/or Direct Loan
review of the above referenced application, a possible Administrative Deficiency as defined in $10,3[aJ(2J and
described in S1"0,201(7)(A) and/or $L0.201(7)(B) of the 20L6 Uniform Multifamily Rules was identified, By this
notice, the Department is requesting documentation to correct the following deficiency or deficiencies, Any issue
initially identifìed as an Administrative Deficiency may ultimateìy be determined to be beyond the scope of an
Administrative Deficiency, and the distinction between material and non-material missing information is
reserved for the Director of Multifamily Finance, Executive Director, and Board.

1.

Tab t2, Site Control

-

The contract does not include the paragraph pertain¡ng to environmental

review, Provideanaddendum,signedbybothparties,whichmakesthisparagraphpartofthepurchase
contract. You willfind the language in the Direct Loan NOFA,

2.

Tab'J,2, Site Control

3,

f ab 12, General Demographic Characteristics

-

Provide proof of consideration as required by the contract(s)

-

The demographics were provided for the census tract but not

for the city specifically. Provide tlie city demographics,

4.

Tab 1.8, Unit Amen¡ties and Tenant Supportive Services

-

The box was left blank for HOME/Direct

Loan. Check the boxes and resubmit.

5,

Tab 22, Detention Pond

* There was no detention pond depicted on the site plan but the feasibility study

says

there must be one. Add the pond to the site plan.

6.

Iab 22, Building Plans * The plans for buildings 1" and 3 do not match the unit distribution given on the
Building/Unit Configuration Form. Revise the incorrect exhibit.

7.

Tab 22, Unit Floor Plans

-

The dimensions of each per^imeter wall were not given on the unit plans. Provide

plans with the dimensions,

8.

Tab 22, Elevations

-

The elevations don't indicate which side of the building is depicted. Submit better

labeled elevations,

9.

Tab 24, Direct

Loa

n Proportiona lity Test

-

The percentage of Direct

Loa

n units is not less than the percentage

of Direct Loan funds to total development cost. Revise the amount of Direct Loan units or funds in order to
meet this requirement.

2

10. Tab 24, Direct Loan lnformational Deficiency - No Action Required - Because there are 80% High HOME
units, 90% of the HOME units have to be leased to households at 60% High HOME or below at initial
occupancy, per 24 CtR92,2L6, Once the initial occupants move out, the 80% High HOME rent and income
limits may start for those units designated 80% High HOME,
1L. Tab 35, Equity Letter-The equity letterdid notstate how much in developerfeeswould be paid during
ccnstruction. Obtain this information. You cen accept it by email rather than getting another letter.
12. Tab 37, Guarantor Chart

-

Provide a guarantor chart.

13, Tab 38, List of Organization - The form is not complete and is inconsistent with the organizational
charts. Revise the form.
L4. Tab 39, Previous Participation

-

Forms were not provided for all entities on the organizational charts. Provide

the missing forms,
15, Tab 45, Credit Limit land ll*The forms did not include allentities and persons on the organizational
charts. Revise and resubmit.

16. Feasibility Report - I did not find the required survey or plat

and the preliminary site plan, with the "material

adherence" statement included, Provide these two documents or indicate where I have missed them.

The above list may not include all Administrative Deficiencies such as those that may be identified upon
a supervisory review of the application. Notice of additional Administrative Deficiencies may appear in a
separate notification.
All deficiencies must be corrected or otherwise resolved by 5 pm CST on the fifth business day following the
date of this deficiency notice. Deficiencies resolved after 5 pm on the fifth business day will have 5 points
deducted from the final score, For each additional day beyond the fifth day that any deficiency remains
unresolved, the application will be treated in accordance with S10.201(7)[A) of the 201"6 Uniform Multifamily
Rules.

All deficiencies related to the Direct Loan portion of the Application must be corrected or clarified by 5pm CST
on the fifth business day following the date of this deficiency notice, Deficiencies resolved after Spm CST on the
fifth business day will be subject to a $500 fee for each business day that the deficiency remains unresolved'
Applications with unresolved deficiencies after 5pm CST on the tenth day may be terminated.
Unless the person that issued this deficiency notice, named below, specifies otherwise, submit all documentation
at the same time and in only one file using the Department's Serv-U HTTPs System. Once the documents are
submitted to the Serv-U HTTPs system, please email the staff member issuing this notice. If you have questions
regarding the Serv-U HTTPs submission process, contact Liz CIine at liz.cline@tdhca.state,tx.us or by phone at
$|;)475-3227.Youmay also contact fason Burr at jason.burr@tdhca,state.tx.us or by phone ar.(5LZ)475-3986.

All applicants should review 8S11.1(b) and 10.2(b) of the 2016 QAP and Uniform Multifamily Rules as
they apply to due diligence, applicant responsibility, and the competitive nature of the program for
which they are applying,

**All deficiencies must be corrected or ctarified by 5 pm on April t8,?01-6, Please respond to this email
as confirmation of receipt,**
About TDHCA
I
J

The Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs administers a number of state and federal programs through

for-profit, nonprofit, and local government partnerships to strengthen communities through affordable housing
development, home ownership opportunities, weatherization, and community-based services for Texans in need, For
more information, including current funding opportunities and information on local providers, please visit
w-ww-..1çl"h-ça,.s-t-e-te,t"x"-u-å,
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2016 aT.9:28

On

state

us) wrote

In the course of the Department's Housing Tax Credit Eligibility/Selection/Threshold and/or Direct Loan
review of the above referenced application, a possible Administrative Deficiency as defined in S10.3(a)[2) and
described in $10.20L[7)(A) and/or $L0.201[7)(B) of the 2016 Uniform Multifamily Rules was identified. By this
notice, the Department is requesting documentation to correct the following deficiency or deficiencies, Any issue
initially identified as an Administrative Deficiency may ultimately be determined to be beyond the scope of an
Administrative Deficiency, and the distinction between material and non-materiaì missing information is
reserved for the Director of Multifamily Finance, Executive Director, and Board.

L A preliminary site plan prepared by a civil engineer to include a statement that the plan materially adheres to all
applicable zoning, site development, and building code ordinances is required.

2. Ifmust
3,

sign Eligibility Certification

School attendance zones are not documen:ed.

4.

ln all identity of interest transactions the Applicant is required to provide the original acquisition cost evidenced by an
executed settlement statement or, if a settlement statement is not available, the original asset value listed in the most
current financial statement f,or the identity af interest owner.

5,

Please revise the Building/Unit charts in the architectural plans to agree with the Building/Unit Type Configuration form, lt
would be helpful to eliminate the distinction between upper story units and lower story units in the architect's table, and to
consistently refer to each unit type by the same designation, i.e. use C2-l or C2.l but not both, The upper and lower parts of the
table seem to use different designations for the same units from the middle part of the table. The table at the top right of the site
plan adds complexity because information is presented in a different format from the Building/Unit Configuration form (that is
primary) and the other architectural table. Note that the easiest way to deal with this requirement is to simply submit the architect's
table in the same format as the Building/Unit'Iype Configuration form,

6.

Pages l8 and l9 ofthe plans both say the¡'are Building IV elevations.

7.

The community building plan should state separate totals for the areas of the maintenance room, laundry, porches, and storage.

8.

Document by email or otherwise that the utility allowance documentation was submitted to Compliance for approval.

If it was

not, please submit it to Billy Bryant.

9,
10.

must be listed in the List of Organizations and Principals.

-

be in the List of organizations and Principals.

l.

Each natural person and organization in one ofthe organization charts, including the consultant chaft, must have a separate
Previous Participation Form,
I

The above list may not include all Administrative Deficiencies such as those that may be
identified upCIn a supervisory review of the apptication. Notice of additional Administrative
Deficiencies
-must may appear in a separate notification.
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Ptri ll. Crdn Umlt CGnlllG¡rlÞn
l¡¡t¡uctlon¡:
Eðch peßon

¡nd/or gñllty thât rn¡wêrcd "ve3¡ to pôrt I (bt rnust completa thls lorm,

N¡me ond role of Pefson oî Cnt¡ty completlng lhtr
Whlch

l¡' f]tlc

lofm:

Fortworth Hoùs¡n8 Authorrty

apnttcanr (gntlty that generally menager or control¡ the'Appllcanl,'Lr. Gene¡ãl pårrner, Mrne¡lng plrrñer. erË,¡

!a

SOetlal Umlted p¡nñer or Cltsr B Uml¡ed Pånñer o? êqu¡v¡len of rhe Appltcrnt

f]r

Develolu for the Appltcanr

br thh lpeciftc Appftation

nfüllate to the Appltcant

ffirn
f]a

This was blank on the submission of 4/18
and added back on 4/19 with the second
submission with the name of the entity
and signature at the bottom of the page
the reviewer knew who it was for.

Guarantor on the Appltcstlon

Fur!üånt lo !11'4(al ol the qualll¡ed AllocÐtlon Pl¡o, the D€pðrlmrnt ¡hall not allocate more rhBn 93 mllllon ol r¡r crcdlrs i¡om the current Appllc¡tloñ
ftound to
any Appllcant, Developer, Afl¡llåle or GuËËnlot, The undeßl3ned reprerents lo the olp¡rtñrnt thår ¡he lollûwlng ls å lt¡t of all developmcntr for whlch lhe
APÞllc¡nl, lhe OEveloper, Afllllale, or GuEr¡ñlor. hrr applled for an ¡lloøtlon of ta¡ credtt ¡urhorlry lröm the oÉpänment ln the ct rcnr Appllr¡tlon Roond.

0tvolopm*nt

llrner

Re8lon:

Churchrll al Golden Trirnnle Communlty
The

sl¡ndrrd

I acknowledge

¡t

Boswell

that

CltVi

Gecnl

ll

Owntrhlp:

ol Dcv.
FGrl

3

Éort Wo¡th

0.00tú

50.00rÉ

I

ton Wonh

0.fi)tå

50 0096

E Fortlund

term¡n¡lê lh. Appllcatlon
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l¡ euthorl¡ed to

¡ conlllct

I hereby certlfy thal the fore8olnB k a complrte llrt of Oevelopment¡ wlth re¡pect lo whlch I ¡m reeklng a current alloc¡llon ol t¡r credft åurhor¡ty from tho
oaFanmcnl. 1 certfty th¡Ì, lf thê ÞêPenmeilt ñlke¡ a rerommend¡llon to thë Botrd or B¡t¡e¡ ¡ commltment whlch m¡y c¡u¡e Appllcallons for whlch I am rha
Appllcant, the 06vcloper. Amll¡tè or Guårantor. lo recelve credlt¡ ln erce¡¡ of $l mllllon, I wÍl nollfy th€ Depårtm€nt ln wrltlng wlthln three bu¡lne¡g d¡yr of the
rGcommendrtlo'l or ltsusnce of thr Comñllment.
I aclnowledge lhÐt lf the Þepartment d¿termlnc¡ lhåt an Apphcänt, Þevelopcr. Affillate or Guarantor, ha¡ recclved (ln the eggregatrl rllocatlons ln thc cunent
Appllcatlon ßound from thr DeF¡rtméñl exceedln¡ 3t mllllon, the Oep¡rtmÊnt rnuit refure to l¡rue one or more ComñltmonE or Carrywer Alloc¡tlon¡, or mu¡t
luf mln¡ts onE or nror! commltmEntr or c¡ryov!r Alloc¡llon¡,

Under penahy of perju.y,

I

rrttlfy th¡¡ thlr lnformatlon aíd

these itâtÊment¡ årc true, complete, ¡nd sccuratè:

wb'l,

By:

ot

{.15,¡6

Pildacd Nsme

Dote

aPNöqilatèl

This was on the submission
on 4/18 at 4:28pm

